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Finding a new subjea for an editorial, or 
Philosophy installment if you prefer, every two 
months isn't all that it's cracked up to be. The 
chance to wax rhetorical on a subject of your 
choosing isn't all -that glamorous when you 
simply don't have much to say. In such trying 
times I'vefoundit expedienttofall back on an old 
trick employed by tired editors from time 
immemorial . . . letters. In resorting to this old 
standby one more time I not only found my 
column but stumbled upon something that has 
needed doing for a long time. 

Icouldfill thiscolumnwithdozensof gushing 
"you're wonderful'' plaudits but I doubt whether 
it would accomplish much besides turning a few 
stomachs. Ofien the best way to determine what 
you're doing right is to perceive what others 
think you're doing wrong, so with that in mind 
here are representative complaints from two of 
your brethren readers. 

1 Avalon Hill Philosophy Part 71 

Dear Mr. Greenwood, 
I have "two" wmplaints about Volume 15 #3 of 

THE GENERAL that I believe are well founded. First, 
you state on page 18, "While we would like to include 
these extras {variant CRETE/MALTA wunters) free 
in every issue as an added bonus, we couldn't do so 
without increasing the price of the magazine." Why 
not? First of all you only sent an 8 x  11"insert instead 
of the usual 11 x 17" insert; you could have printed 
very nicely the variant counters for CRETE/MALTA 
and WAR A T  SEA on the page you left out. To add 
insult to injury this is the same issue that you raised 
the price of the magazine. It seems as though you left 
out the counters on purpose sothat we would have to 
buy them from you at your profit. Why didn't you 
include the paper counters along with the variant, 
after all a subscriber who pays for a magazine 
shouldn't have to invest more money on something 
that should havebeen included in thefirst place. Sure 
if you would have included some paper counters they 
wouldn't be professionally mounted, but if someone 
is "truly interested in exploring the variant" he can 
shell out the two bucks. Someone like me, however, 
whowould like to try some CRETE/MALTAscenarios 
could cut out the paper wunters and mount them 
himself. I'm not saying that you should not have 
"professional" counters available, but if you also had 
them in the magazine a person could try the variant 
and decide if he thinks it merits the buying of 
"permanent counters." 

The second complaint I have is some of the 
comments you made in the Avalon Hill Philosophy 
Part 69. In it you say that. "Many readers of the 
General are not hard-core wargamers, and have little 
interest in fantasy, miniatures, or even wargames of 
other manufacturers." This statement is a little too 
naive. I think that a person who invests money to 
subscribe to a wargame magazine such as THE 
GENERAL must be preny hard-core. It has been my 
experience and that of many of my wargame 
opponents that what separates a gamer with a 
passive interest in the hobby frornone being hardcore 
is the supscription to a highly specialized magazine 
such as THE GENERAL. 

The other ridiculous item that I read in A.H. 
Philoswhy, Part 69 was the following sentence, "It is 
most distressing to a casual gamer to travel upwards 
of 100 miles only to find tittle activiry in his main field 
of interesi." For my part I do not know any "casual" 
gamer that would travel 10D miles to a wargaming 
convention. Maybe according to you, one must travel 
100 miles to a wargaming convention and must play 
"fantasy, miniatures, or even wargames of other 
manufacturers." to be considered a real wargamer. 
Here I thinkif you believethis, as you ~mply in theA.H. 
Philoswhy Part 89, you are wrong. One can haw a 
very limited field of interest (say SQUAD LEADER) 
and be hard-core. 

- I  

One finalcomplaint I have is your incessant useof 
the word "love affair" throughout the pages of THE 
GENERAL. For example on Page 22, Vol. 15 No. 2you 
say, "Stuart Smart is one of those incurable THtRD 
RElCH enthusiasts whose love affair for the game is 
only slightly marred by its abominable rules." Do you 
have love affairs with your wargames at A.H.? This 
figure of speech sounds very strange and I believe it 
should be Iefi out of the pages of THE GENERAL. 
Maybe if someone at A.H. has a love affair with a 
game Re is a real wargamer. . . I don't know. 

At the time of the writing of this letter my views 
toward Avalon Hill and THE GENERAL are at a low 
point. Please cheer me up by answering this letter or 
publishing it in your letters section and answering it 
there. 

Anthony Koroly 
San Diego, CA 

Nobody is perfect, least of ail me or good 01' 
Avalon Hill, but I think you doth protesteth too 
much. First, who said we "left a page out"? 
When were you ever promised an 11" x 17"  
insert in every issue? If you've been with usvery 
long you know that one of the major gripes of the 
readership several years agowastheabsence of 
any insert a t  all. Readers had to cut up their 
magazines in order to enter contests or use 
postage coupons, etc. Adding inserts to the 
maximum 36 pp. format (maximum due to the 
limitations of our binding equipment) was a 
major expense not coverd by subscription 
revenues, but now readers complain that the 
insert has material on b t h  sides and they still 
can't cut out the necessary forms without 
ruining their inserrs-which have magically 
become part of the magazine. Well, guys, there 
comes a time when you've gotta admit that you 
can't have your cake and eat it too. If you want 
that variant map or counters on the back you'll 
have to forego the stuff on the other side or 
spring for a photocopy. There is more involved in 
the addition of an insen than the simple matter 
of extra paper and printing. Hand collated inserts 
are both time consuming and expensive. Every 
time 1 add one the magazine exceeds its budget 
and I must deliver the old "good will"speech to 
the auditors again. Thus, it behooves me to cut 
corners where I may and save the big expend- 
itures for when they're really needed to aug- 
ment a feature-such as occurred inVol. 1 5, No. 
4 with the Strategic SUBMARINE maps. But 
back to Vol. 15, No. 3 and your specific 
complaint. Although I can see the merit of 
printing variant counters for the "scissors and 
paste" set, there are more arguments against it 
than for it. First, it has been my experience that 
most garners tcday are not interested in 
anything they have to "cut and glue". If the 
counters are not die-cut, they dofi't want to 
bother with it. I'm certainly part of that genera- 
tion. Second, if a person is "truly interested in 
exploring the variant" and doesn't want to part 
with the 52.00 he still has the option of cutting 
his CRETE counters out of the magazine itself, or 
making his own on blanks from the descriptions 
in the article. Third, any counters printed on the 
insert could consist of no more than two colors. 
We can do the36 pages of THEGENERAL in four 
color process with one pass through our four 
color press. A little job like an insert however 

Continued on Pg. 32, Col. I 
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PACIFIC THEATRE VIA 
By Alan R. Moon 

MID WAY 

r MIDWAY, a 15 year old survivor of war- 
[ gaming's early &ys [dare we say "classic") remaim a 
. favorite of many present day garners despite the 

F, advancement of "the state of the art" since 1964. By 
today's standard, the game may be too simple for 
mmt, but many still enjoy its elmsic (sorry,@st had 
to ray it) simplicity und rupemful search 

F procedures. The biggest drawback ofthe g m e  may 

/ well be the player's lack of imagination. All too 
ofren play becomes stereosyped along the widely 
believed best course of play; i.e, waiting to combine 
the 3rst three Japanese groups & then steam en 
msse  for Midway. Despite the set OB and 
objective, play can vary grearly from game to gnrna 
imply by the application of dzfferenr strategies. The 

American player in particular, thanks to k13 
superior search capabilities and bck  of objective, 
hm an excellent opportunity to exercise his guile 
with clever hide & seek tactics and an ability to 
dictate the site and time of the inevitable bartle. The 
Japanese player, for his part, can refuse to accept 
these term,  decline the perceived "best" course of 
play, and set out on hk own tack to upset the 
standardflow of events. For in MID WA I: the best 
"strategy" is not necessarily the best if it can be 
anticipated. fie umxpect~dcouweiroften the best. 

Despise all of the above soapbox protestarions 
o the contrary, Alan Moon's Coral Sea variants do 
fdd a lot of spice and variety to an old favorite 

which may have grown stale wirh repeatedplay. In 
keeping with our recent policy of backing up classy 
variants wirh die cur counters, readers may order the 
necessary parts for $4.W from ourparrs dept. Ask 
for rhe Coral Sea Midway variant kit. Each kit 
contains two die cur full color counrer sheers (one 
I / l h  sheaf of ship search and plane counters and one 
2" x I/ln ship battle board coumers) and two actual 
size, full color, unmounted maps. Maryland 
residents p l m e  add 5% state sales lox. All orders 
should add 4& for postage and handling 
(GENERAL postage coupons may not be used to 
order this or other parts orders. 

CORAL SEA 

MID WA Y is a game with a clean system which 
is almost always different, and rarely dull. It is a 
classic, however, and as such was designed before 
the multi-saenario game era. Luckily, the system can 
be transferred to other battles quite easily, so for 
those who want a change, every hundred games or 
so, I introduce the Pacific Theatre via Midway. 

Many people believe that Midway was the first 
carrier battle in the Pacific, when that honor 
actually went to the Coral Sea. The action in May 
1942 was to be the first of a number of intense 
struggles between, for the most part, fairly equal 

forces, in the area. However, the first battle of the 
Coral Sea, though not a decisive victory for either 
side, was a sign of things to come for the Japanese. 
Midway was to seal this doom! 

By May 1942, the Japanese had advanced acroas 
the Pacific, capturing key bases as far south as Lae 
on New Guinea. May 3rd sawthem land at Tulagi to 
establish a seaplane base, with which to patrol the 
eastern part of the Coral Sea. The major plan 
though, was to land a large invasion force at Port 
Moresby. From there, Japanese planes could 
control New Guinea completely and Australia 
would be within striking distance. Troops and 
transports assembled at Rabaul. The light carrier 
Shoho and the seaplane tender Kamikuwa were sent 
to support the invasion, while the carriers Shokaku 
and Zuikaku patrolled the east, in case American 
carriers appeared. A carrier strike had raided 
Australia in February and met little resistance, 
leaving the Japanese confident of success. 

What the Japanese didn't know was that the 
Americans had been intercepting and decoding 
Japanese messages, and were totally aware of their 
plans. Carriers Lexington and Yorktown were sent 
to meet the invasion. 

The morning of May 4th opened with a mini- 
Pearl Harbor at Tulagi as the Yorktown's planes 
surprised the base. The attack did tremendous 
damage to the transports and equipment there, but 
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CORAL SEA HIT RECORD 
ALLIED SHIPS 

Lexington10 Minneapolis3 Hobart 2 1- 
Yorktown 1 0  Australia 3 l I l I l I I  
New Orleans 3 1 Portland 3 Eul 

Chester 3 m l  
Chicago 3 

Astoria 3 

CARRIER CAPACITY 
Lexington: (Maximum Capacity: 26) 

Yorktown: (Maximum Caoacitv: 261 

BASES 

LAND-BASED PLANES 

New Caledonia: (Maximum Capacity-Unlimited) Bomber Readying T i m e 4  Turns 
Australia: (Maximum Capacity-Unlimited) Bomber Readying Time-2 Turns 
Port Moresby: (Maximum Capacity-50) AA: 4, Bomber Readying Time-3 Turns 

I 

If Japanese ships are sighted in rows 5, 6, or 7, these planes are available at Australia: 

START lNG POSITIONS ROW I East edge or south edge of G, H, or I. 

TIME RECORD 

JAPANESE SHIPS 
Shokaku 10 

Shoho 6 m 
Kamikawa 5 a 
CARRIER CAPACITY 
Shokaku: (Maximum Capacity: 24) 

Zuikaku: (Maximum Capacity: 24) 

I 

Shoho: (Maximum Capacity: 9) 

AP One 4/1*  

Myoko3 1 Furutaka3 1 APTwo4/1* 

Haguro 3 [ Yubari 2 AP Three 4/1  

Aoba 3 -1 Tenryu2 a AP Four 4/1*  

Kinugasa 3 fatsuta 2 m AP Five 4 /1*  n 
*4 points before or during landing; 1 point after landing 

BASES 
Rabual: (Maximum Capacity-60) AA: 4, Bomber Readying Time-3 Turns 
Lae: {Maximum Capacity-40) AA: 2, Bomber Readying Time-5 Turns 
Shortlands: [Maximum Capacity-1 2) A , :  2, May not accept bombers or dive bombers 
Kavieng: (Maximum Capacity-81 AA: 1, May not accept bombers 
Tulagi: (Maximum Capacity-6) AA: 1, May not accept bombers or dive bombers 

LAND-BASED PLANES If American ships are sighted in Rows 1, 2 or 3, 
these planes are available at Truk: 

STARTING POSITIONS 
I 

North edge or at Rabaul. APs must start at Rabaul. %PS cannot move until the Night, May 4 turn. 

VICTORY POINTS 
Kamikawa: Both sides receive one point for every three enemy planesdestroyed (record these points during each night turn before taking 

replacements) as well as the usual points for ships sunk. 
The Japanese receive 20 pointsfor landing an AP at Port Moresby. An AP must remain stationaryfor twoturns after arrivalto be 

considered successfully landed. The Japanese also get 5 points for landing an AP at Guadalcanal, but such a landing only requires 
the AP to remain stationary one turn after arrival. Landing more than one AP at either location does not yield additional points. 

The Allied player receives 5 points if the Japanese don't land at Port Moresby and 10 points if all APs are destroyed prior to 
May not accept landinn . - . . - . . . 
dive bombers 

D' I 
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also alerted the Japanese that American carriers 
were in the area. The Japanese carriers streaked 
toward the scene while the transports, having left 
Rabaul waited at sea for the results, but May 5th 
and 6th passed with no sightings by either side. 

On May 7th, both sidea found each other and 
planes were launched. American planes, looking for 
the big carriers, found the Shoho instead. Under 
tremendous punishment, she sunk in less thanahalf 
an hour. The Japanese strike, meanwhile, could not 
find the American carriers, and sunk only two 
minor vessels. Other strikes were launched by both 
sides but none found the other's carriers. 
May 8th brought sightings by both sides once 

again, and more strikes. The American planes 
concentrated on the Shokaku and inflicted severe 
damage, but she refused to go down. The Japanese 
planes finally found their targets and the Lexington 
joined the Shoho at the bottom of the Coral Sea. 
Both sides withdrew, battered hut each claiming 
victory. The transports turned back to Rabaul, the 
invasion had been stopped, but the Americans had 
lost one of their handful of carriers while only 
sinking a light carrier in return. The first battle had 
ended in a tactical Japanese victory, but the Coral 
Sea would claim many more ships and men in the 
coming years. 

RULES 
"*fI Avalon Hill rules are in force, except as follows: 

Bombers- 
I. Bombers have a range of 20 zones. 
2. Bombers may not land on carriers or a t  bases 

that do not accept them. 
3. Bombers attack ships like dive bombers 

(from directly above), except that every three 
bombers count as one attack factor (drop fractions). 
This is a separate attack; bombers may not attackin 
the same wave as other planes. Bomkr  losses are 
determined by the odds of the attack: 1-3 or less = 2 
of every three bombers are lost, 1-2 = I of every three 
bombers is lost, and 1-1 or more = no bombers lost. 
Attacks at less than 1-3 are treated as 1-3. Bombers 
may not attack more than oneship ina  single battle. 
Fighters must defend on the battle board as 
additional screening factors vs bombers attacking 
ships. 

4. When attacking bases, bombers must first 
fight any fighter cover, and then take AA fire, before 
bombing. Bomber vs fighter combat is resolved on 
the fighter vs fighter table with the bombers as the 
attacker. The number of bombers is dividd by two 
(round down) before figuring odds. Losses are 
multiplied by the number of multiples of 12 
bombers. For instance: 37 bombers fighting 12 
fighters would be fought on the 1-1 column, but 
losses would be tripled because of the 3 multiples of 
12 bombers. AA fire is resolved by checkingthe AA 
strength and then rolling one die on the appropriate 
table for every six bombers or fraction thereof. 
After fighter and AA combat, the remaining 
bombers attack the base. For every two bombers, 
one hit is scored on the base and one plane on the 
ground (if any) is destroyed. 

5. When bomben have fighter escort, fight a 
normal fighter vs fighter combat, with the defender 
pealing off excess fighters of his choice to fight the 
bombers. 

6. Dive bombers and torpedo planes may also 
attack bases, acting as bombers. For every four 
TID, one hit is scored and one plane destroyed. 
T/D may not combine with bombers but both may 
attack the same base in the same turn. Attacker has 
the choice of what type planes will attack first 
(thereby suffering the most Iosses if fighters are 
present). The defender must use at least enough 
fighters to get a 1-1 attack (unless impossible, in 
which case all fighters must fight the first group) 
against the first group (type) of bombers. 

7. Bombers may never abort their missions. 
This includes T/D acting as bombers. 

8. Bombers do not ready in one turn like other 
planes. Readying time is dependent upon the base 
and scenario being played. Bombers may begin any 
scenario in readied condition. 

1. The following is a list of bases and their 
locations, used in other scenarios. 

Gili-Gili (B4H), Henderson (F4F), Ndeni (I4G), 
Espiritu Santo (I6G) Buka (D2E), Buin (D3C), Buna 
(A4C), Gasrnata (B3B) 

2. Bases available, plane capacities, types of 
prohibited planes, AA strengths, and bomber 
readying times are listed in each scenario. 

3. Each base also has a knockout number. If a 
base takes hits equal to or more than its knockout 
number, there is a chance that the base has been 
made inoperable for that day; rolla die and aroll of 
5 or 6 knocks out the base till 0700 of the next day. 
Planes may not land or take-off from knocked out 
bases. Damage for each day is cumulative, andeach 
time an attack scores additional hits after the 
knockout number has been reached, thedk must be 
rolled again (unless the base is already knocked 
out). A base that receives twice as many hits as its 
knockout number is automatically knocked out. 

4. AA Tables: 

Strength 
Die 

6 1 2 
Suicide Missions- 

No one-way (beyond range) missions are 
allowed in any scenario. 

Each side receives replacements at theend of the 
second night turn of each day. One plane of each 
type (F, B, T, D) may be returned for every four of 
each type destroyed that day. Odd amounts of 
destroyed planes may be saved till the next night. 
Only one plane of every three replacements may be 
put on carriers. All replacements must ready before 
flying. 

1. Each side gets 3 searches in all scenarios. 
2. Searches may only be made within twelve 

zones of ships or within 5 zones of bases. New 
Caledonia, Australia and Truk can not be used to 
search from. 

Fighters cannot fly through mountain squares. 

Off-Board Bas@ 

1. Planes fly to and from off-board bases by 
using the specially marked squares at the edges of 
the map. The number is the number of zones it takes 
a plane to reach that zone on take-off or the number 
left to land. 

2. Planes may shuttle back and forth to 
Australia and New Caledonia with no penalty other 
than normal readying requirements. 

3. Japanese planes can land at Truk, but cannot 
fly again in the game. Additional planes can be held 
off the board, but once entered, must abide by this 
rule. 

4. Off-Board bases may not be attacked. 
5. Ships may leave the board but may not return. 
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The Japanese had more destroyers than the 
Americans in all of the Coral Sea actions. To  
aocount for this, the Japanese may add two (2) 
factors of AA, once each turn, to any attack on one 
ship. 

Base Knockout Nurnben- 
25 Rabaul, Port Moresby 
I8 h e ,  Henderson, Buin, Espiritu Santo (Santa 
Cruz) 
12 Espiritu Santo, Buna (Santa Cruz) 
5 Buna, Buka, Tulagi, Shortlands, Ndeni, Gili- 

Gili, Gasmata, Kavieng 

EASTERN SOLOMONS 
A month after the battle of the Coral Sea, the 

Americans avenged the loss of the Lexington, as 
four J a p a n m  carriers were sunk at Midway. The 
Japanese advance across the Pacific was slowed. 

In the South Pacific though, they were still on 
the move. In July, construction began on an airfield 
at Guadalcanal, and on New Guinea Japanese 
troops captured Buna, southeast of Lae. 

The Americans reacted quickly, marines in- 
vading Guadalcanal and seizing the unfinished 
airfield. It was named Henderson Field after a 
Midway hero. 

Japanese reaction was likewise as swift, as wave 
after wave of planes from Rabaulattacked the field, 
and the Allied support ships. Japanese aerial losses 
were high and seemingly in vain. Each night, 
engineers repaired the damage done during the day. 

The Japanese turned their focus again to New 
Guinea, and Guadalcanal became a secondary 
objective. A large force was sent south over the 
Stanley Mountains in another attempt to take Port 
Moresby. Transports were sent to Gili-Gili in an 
effort to captureanewly built Australian base there, 
and a large carrier force, including the newly 
repaired Shokaku and Zuikuku, was dispatched to 
meet the expected American reaction. Other 
transports were also sent to reinfomandsupply the 
remnants of the force on Guadalcanal. 

August 24th opened with both carrier forces 
sighting each other early in the day. The Japanese 
plan was to use the CVL Ryujo and its escorts to 
draw off the main American attack, while planes 
from the Shokaku and Zuikaku attacked the 
American CVs. The plan seemed to be working as 
American planes did attack the Ryrjo, never 
sighting the main fleet. The Ryujo was slaughtered. 
Japanese planes, however, were met by tremendous 
CAP and AA fireand only managed to inflict minor 
damage on the Enterprise, while losingan incredible 
number of aircraft and pilots. Other strikesfailed to 
make contact, and both sides withdrew late in the 
day. A small group of planes did find the Japanese 
tender Chitose and it joined the Ryujoat the bottom 
of the sea. 

At about the same time, Australian troops had 
ended the New Guinea expansion by pushing 
Japanwe troops across the Stanley Mountains, 
while Australian planes repulsed the landings at 
Milne Bay. The troops landed on Guadalcanal met 
heavy resistance and though the fighting continued, 
the Americans held onto Henderson Field. 

Round Two in the Coral Sea had gone to the 
Allies. 

SANTA CRUZ 
From August to October 1942, a heavyweight 

bout was fought between the Japanese Tokyo 
Express and the American Cactus Air Force on and 
around Guadalcanal. By night, the Japanese ran 
supplies down The Slot to theirtroops. By day, the 



EASTERN SOLOMONS HIT RECORD 
AMERICAN SHIPS 
Saratoga 1 0  [I Minneapolis 3 1 Ian Francisco 3 1 I a n  Juan 2 m 
Enterprise 10 New Orleans 3 Salt Lake City 3 Atlanta 2 m 
Wasp 10 Portland 3 1 North Carolina 9 1- 
CARRIER CAPACITY BASES 
Saratoga: (Maximum Capacity: 28) New Caledonia: (Maximum Capacity-Unlimited) Bomber Readying Time-3 Turns m m  Australia: (Maximum Capacity-Unlimited) Bomber Readying Time-2 Turns 

Espiritu Santo: (Maximum Capacity-10) AA: 2, Bomber Readying Time-5 Turns 
Ndeni: (Maximum Capacity-6) AA: 1, May not accept bombers or dive bombers 
Henderson: (Maximum Capacity-25) AA: 2, Bomber Readying Time-5 Turns 

Enterprise: (Maximum Capacity:ZB) Gili-Gili: (Maximum Capacity-8) AA: 1, May not accept bombers 

m H  Port Moresby: (Maximum Capacity-50) AA: 4, Bomber Readying Time-3 Turns 

LAND-BASED PLANES If Japanese ships sighted in rows 5, 6, or 7, 

a t h e s [ 9 r e i v ~ [ t [ $ ,  

Wasp: (Maximum Capacity: 24) b -  m m l  STARTING POSITIONS Row I, East edge 

2 z fi m w 
N n l  

m 
TIME RECORD 2 2 2 5 4 W 

-- r' 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0  -: +- 0 0 
x B E 8 z ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g ~ g ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ p g ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  a a 

JAPANESE SHIPS Tone: (Maximum Capacity: 1) Fighter only Chikuma: (Maximum Capacity: 1) Fighter only 

Shokaku 10 Kiiishishima 6 1 1  Kinugasa 3 Tatsuta 2 m 
Zuikaku 10 [T[( Hiei 6 1-1[) Aoba 3 Tenryu 2 m 
Ryujo 7 ml Atago 3 Chokai 3 t A I  One 4 / 1 *  13 
Chitose 5 Maya 3 rr!In Furutaka 3 111 AP Two 4 / 1 *  

Tone 4 nIu Taka03 Nagara 2 En AP Three 4 1  1 * 

Chikurna 4 Myoko 3 Yura 2 E l 3  A P F o u r 4 / 1 *  r], 

~ u z u y a  3 !lE3 Haguro 3 Jintsu 2 ED APFive4 /1 *  

Kurnano3 Mutsu 8 

CARRIER CAPACITY BASES 
Shokaku: (Maximum Capacity: 24) Rabaul: (Maximum Capacity-60) AA: 4, Bomber Readying Time-3 Turns 

Las: (Maximum Capacity-#) AA 4, Bomber Readying Time--4 Turns 
Buka: (Maxium Capacity-8) Ak 1, May not accept bombers 
Buna: (Maximum Capacity-1 2) AA: 1, May not accept bombers 
Gasmata: (Maximum Capacity-10) AA: 2, Bomber Readying Time-5 Turns 

Zuikaku: (Maximum Capacity: 24) Shortlands: (Maximum Capacity-1 2 )  AA: 2, May not accept bombers or dive bombers 

0 o Kavieng: (Maximum Capacity-8) AA: I ,  May not accept bombers 

LAND-BASED PLANES If American ships are sighted in rows 1, 2, or 3, 
these planes are available at Truk 

yu'o: Maximum Ca acity: 14) h w b * - - L  $do IBS/rnLI 
STARTING POSITIONS North edge or at Rabaul 

IXj 
Chitose: 

VICTORY POINTS 
Both sides receive one pdnt for every three enemy planes destroyed as well as the usual points for ships sunk. 
The Japanese receive 10 pointsfor landing an  AP at Gili-Gili and 10 pointsfor landing an APonGuadaIcanal. In both 
cases, the AP must remain stationary for one turn after arrival. Landing additional APs does not yield additional 

May not accept points. The American player receives 10 points if all APs are destroyed prior to landing. 
dive bombers 
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Americanscovered the unloading of Allied supplies. 
The situation seemed stalemated, though the intense 
fighting continued. 

At sea, Japanese submarines sunk the Wasp and 
lamaged the Saratoga, severely reducing 

American air-power. American ships did manage a 
victory at Cape Esperance but the victory was bitter- 
sweet. The Japanese committed battleships to the 
conflict for the first time. On October 15th, BBs 
Kongo and Haruno shelled Henderson Field and set 
the pattern for the weeks to come. The Japanese, 
feeling the advantage had shifted to their side, set 
Oct. 23rd as Y-Day, an all out attempt to take 
Guadalcanal. 

The battleships lobbed in over 1000 rounds night 
after night in preparation for the invasion, but the 
Americans would not be shaken. Y-Day was put 
back day after day. 

To the north, the Japanese carrier fleet sat 
waiting patiently to move in, after the capture of the 
field, confident that American CV strength was 
minimal. Meanwhile, a more than minimal 
American force including the Horner and a repaired 
hrerprise made a bold move, flanking Guadalcanal 
to the east, in an attempt to surprise the Japanese 
force. 

The surprise failed as Japanese scouts found the 
hzerprprise early on the morning of Oct. 25th. 
Fortunately, Americanscouts had also spotted their 

quarry. In fact, two Dauntless dive bombers 
attacked the Zuiho and put her out of action. 

A strong Japanese strike bit into the Hornat, 
inflicting great damage but losing many planes. The 
American strike did little damage while sustaining 
light losses. Strike two hit the Hornet again but she 
refused to go down. The Enterprisewasalso hit, but 
again Japanese aircraft losses were very high. The 
Homer had to be scuttled, though it was still afloat 
when the Japanese returned to finish the job. The 
Americans retired. 

The Japanese had won round three, but lost the 
war. The tremendous cost exacted in planes and 
pilots would lead to the eventual defeat of the 
Imperial Japanese Navy. Few of the pilots who had 
flown at Pearl Harbor were still alive. On 
Guadalcanal, the fighting continued but the 
Americans and the Cactus Air Force were in 
control. 
And finally, for you diehards, here's how to keep 
MIDWAY fresh, without leaving the area. 

Other ships, for both sides, could have seen 
action at Midway. The Lexington would certainly 
have been there, if she had not been sunk a t  Coral 
Sea. And what if the Wasp had been ready early? Or 
the Japanese had sent the ShokQku and/or 
Zuikaku? Well, here's your chance to find out. 

Take seven blank counters and number them 
from one to seven. Mix them (number down) on the 

board and have each player draw one secretly. Add 
the ships listed below, for the chit each player draws. 
Chits do not have to be revealed till the end of the 
game. 

Another way is to pay victory points for drawing 
chits. Pay 5 victory points for chit # l ,  10 for chit#2, 
and so forth. Players do  not have to tell how much 
they paid till the end of the game. With this system, 
victory will never be oertain till the game is over. It 
can also cause some nasty surprises. 
AMERICAN JAPANESE* 
#1 BB Colorado7 AV Kamikawu 

BB Maryhnd w/ 6F 
#2 CV Lexingront CV Shokaku 

w/  7F, 7D, 4T w/  6F, BD, 6T 
#3 CV Wasp CV Zuiknku 

w/ 7F, IOD, 7T w/  7F, 7D, 7T 
#4 CV Lexington plus CV Zuikoku 

BB Colorado w/ YF, 7D, 10T 
#5 CV Lexington plus #3 above plus 

BB Colorado and AV Kamikuwa 
BB Maryland 

#6 #5 plus ADD #4 above plus 
6F, 3D, 3T to AV Kamikawa 
Midway forces 

#7 #2 and #3 above #2 and #4 above 
* #s 1,2, 4 and 6 may start at 0500 Jun 3 

#s 3, 5, and 7 start a t  0500 Jun 4 
TColorado and Maryland are worth 8 points and 
may take a total of 7 hits. 
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SANTA CRUZ HIT RECORD 
AMERICAN SHiPS 

Enterprise 10 Portland 3 I a n  Diego 2 Atlanta 2 

Hornet 10 caIIIEl Northampton 3 San Juan 2 

South Dakota 9 1 1  P i n s a i ~ l a  3 Juneau 2 

Washington 9 1 I a n  Francisco 3 1 Helena 2 m 
CARRIER CAPACITY 

Enterprise: (Maximum Capacity: 28) 
BASES 

New Caledonia: (Maximum Capacity-Unlimited) Bomber Readying Time-3 Turns 
Australia: (Maximum Capacity-Unlimited) Bomber Readying Time-2 Turns 
Espiritu Santo: (Maximum Capacity-30) AA: 4, Bomber Readying T i m e 4  Turns 
Henderson: (Maximum Capacity-35) AA: 3, Bomber Readying Time-4 Turns 
Gili-Gili: (Maximum Capacity-20) AA: 2, May not accept bombers 

Hornet: (Maximum Capacity: 28) Port Moresby: (Maximum Capacity-50) AA: 4, Bomber Readying Time-3 Turns 

b -  If Japanese ships are sighted in rows 5, 6, or 7, 0 bl mLA *Fr-, these planes are avail" at Australia: 

STARTING POSITIONS 
B66 D 6 T 9 

East edge of row I or south edge of G, H, or I. 

TIME RECORD 

JAPANESE SHIPS 

Shokaku10 [ CI ikuma4  [[[I Atago 3 1 Suzuya 3 1-1 
Zuikaku 10 1 Kongo 6 1 6  Myoko 3 a ChokaChokai 3 

Junyo 8 Haruna6 m 1  Taka03 1 lsuzlsuzu2 m 
Zuiho 6 m Hiei 6 1 Maya 3 1-1 Nagara 2 a 
Tone 4 u I l  Kirishima 6 1 1  Uurnano 3 Yura 2 m 

CARRIER CAPACITY BASES 
Shokaku: (Maximum Capacity: 241 Rabaul: (Maximum Capacity-60) AA: 4, Bomber Readying Time-3 Turns 

Lae: (Maximum Capacity-40) AA: 4, Bomber Readying Time-4 Turns 
Buin: (Maximum Capacity-40) AA: 3, Bomber Readying Time-4 Turns 
Buna: {Maximum Capacity-25) AA: 3, Bomber Readying Time-5 Turns 
Buka: (Maximum Capacity-8) AA: 1, Bombers may land but not take off for duration of game 

Zuikaku: (Maximum Capacity: 24) Gasmata: (Maximum Capacity-10) AA: 2, Bomber Readying Time-5 Turns 
Shortlands: (Maximum Capacity-12) 14.4: 2, May not accept bombers or dive bombers 
Kavieng: (Maximum Capacity-8) AA: 1, May not accept bombers 

LAND-BASED PLANES If American ships are sighted in rows 1, 2, or 3, 
these planes are available a t  Truk. 

- ' - - . - ' - - -  

Zuiho: (Maximum Capacity: 9) 
STARTING POSlTlOMS Anywhere in rows I ,  2, or 3. 

VICTORY POINTS 
Tone: (Maximum Capacity: 1) 
Chikuma: (Maximum Capacity: 1 ) Both sides receive one point for every three enemy planes destroyed as well as the usual points for ships 

sunk. Neitherplayer wins unless he has both the highest point total and a score of a t  least 50 points. 
Fighter only 
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WOODEN SHIPS AND IRON MEN 
OF THE BALTIC 

THE RUSSOSWEDISH WAR OF 1'7S1790 
by 

Gary Charbonneau 

Whenever the age ofjigkring sail is discussed, 
one instantly enviFiom a British frigate kmiq at it 
with a ~raditiorzal French. Spanish. orperhaps even 
an American foe. But the centuries huve brought 
about great changes in worldpo werandfew present 
day people beyond the realm of rhe historian wouId 
number the Dutch or Swedes among the great 
powers of 200 years ugo. Gary Churbonneau utilizes 
the WS&M game to give w n glimpse of the once 
great Swedish might against the Russian bear. 

Compared to the mighty Russian bear, by the 
end of the Eighteenth century little Sweden must 
have seemed to outside observers little more thanan 
annoying gnat. Russia had a population of 
40,000,000, while Sweden, together with Finland, 
could boast only some 2,000,000. Not surprisingly, 
the Swedes had been roughly handled by the 
Russians during the wars of the previous century, 
losing to them a good deal of the southern Baltic 
coast. The Russian capital, St. Petersburg, itself 
stood upon land which had been Swedishas recently 
as the beginning of the 1700's. For this, the Swedes 
wanted revenge-or at least that is what the Swedish 

monarch, Gustaf 111, hoped. An "enlightened 
despot" whose centralizing "reforms" had stirred up 
a hornets' nest of resistance, he wanted to recoup his 
political fortunes by a victorious war against his 
neighbor to the east. 

Gustaf chose to strike at Russia in 1788. The 
moment could hardly have been better chosen. The 
tsarina, Catherine theGreat, was distracted by a war 
with Turkey which had broken out the previous 
year, and she was preparing to send the bulk of her 
Baltic fleet to the Mediterranean. Its departure 
would have left St. Petersburg virtually defenseless 
by sea save for the fortified island h s e  of Kronstadt 
a fewmiles to the west. However, Gustavjumped the 
gun by ordering out his fleets before the Russian 
move had really gotten under way. As a result, the 
two opposing forces met off the island of Hogland, 
in the Gulf of Finland, on July 26, 1788 (Scenario 
B-I). Having shot each other up to some extent, the 
antagonists then retired. Although tactically in- 
decisive, the Battle of Hogland had been a strategic 
Russian success, since it had disrupted Swedish 
plans for an immediate advance on St. Petersburg. 

Hogland was the major naval action of the year, 
although there was some fighting later between the 
galley and gunboat flotillas which each side was 
compelled to employ on the stern and rockbound 
coast of Finland. Meanwhile, a small Russian 
squadron in the western Baltic had managed to 
destroy three Swedish frigates there before finally 
ending up in friendly Copenhagen. There it was 
promptly joined for the winter by four ships-of-the- 
line and two frigates which had come down from 
Arkhangel'sk on the White Sea. 

In 1789, the Russians made 35 ships-of-the-line 
ready for Baltic operations, while the Swedes 
managed to scrape together only 21. However, the 
Swedes were concentrated a t  their main fleet base at 
Karlskrona, while the Russians were badly divided, 
with I I sail-of-the-line at Copenhagen, 10 at Revel, 
and 14 at Kronstadt. Clearly the Swedes would have 
had the edge if they could have caught one of these 
squadrons alone. Their advantage was increased by 
the fact that the earlier breakup of the winter ice at 
Karlskrona would have enabled them to leave port 
before the Russians at Revel or Kronstadt could 
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have moved. But instead of taking advantage of 
their opportunity, the Swedes allowed it to slip 
through their fingers. They did not leave Karlskrona 
until July, by which time the Revel and Kronstadt 
squadrons had been allowed to unite under the 
command of Admiral Chichagov. The Swedes met 
Chichagov south of Aland on August 3 (Scenario B 
2), but neither side suffered much damage. After a 
futile attempt to prevent the Russian Copenhagen 
squadron from linking up with Chichagov, the 
outnumbered Swedes returned to Karlskrona. The 
year's fighting between the respective sailing fleets 
Was over. 

In fact, the real fighting in 1789 took plaw 
between the galley fleeta. In 1788 the Russianflotilla 
had been quite small, but a major building program 
had been undertaken at St. Petersburg over the 
winter. By 1789, the Russians had over 150 galleys 
and gunboats afloat, with perhaps half that number 
ready for action. They were under the command of 
the Prince of Nassau-Siegen, an odd adventurer 
who had served as a brigadier with the Spanish 
forces at the Siege of Gibraltar during the War of 
American Independence. Be had recently been 
brought north after successes in 1788 at the mouth of 
the Dnepr against the hapless Turks. 

The Russians had stationed a small squadron of 
heavy ships off Porkkala-udd. This was one of the 
few places on the Finnish coast where deepdraught 
vessels could approach the shore. The Russian 
maneuver had split the Swedish galley flotilla into 
two sections, one based at Stockholm and the other 
at Helsinki. Under the circumstances, the logical 
target of any Russian offensive was the Helsinki 
squadron. After a preliminary probe which it had 
made toward the Russian flotilla base at 
Fredrikshamn had been repulsed, that squadron 
accordingly arranged itself in a defensive position at 
Svensksund, a harbor about ten miles southwest of 
Helsinki. 

The circular harbor of Svensksund was an 
excellent position, for, while sheltered, it had a 
number of entrances. If the Russians concentrated 
their forms to attack through one entrance, the 
outnumbered Swedes could escape through 
another. If, on the other hand, the Russians tried to 
cover all the entrances, they would have to  disperse 
their f o w s  and would expose themselves to defeat 
in detail. At the very least, they would create for 
themselves severe problems of command control 
and coordination. Nevertheless, the Russians 
decided to split their fleet, with Nassau-Siegen in 
personal command of a northern squadron of 66 
vessels, and Major General Balle in charge of a 
southern one of 20. 

Relying on some sunken ships to slow Nassau- 
Siegen's advance through the narrow northern 
channels, the Swedes concentrated on blocking 
Balle. Balle moved forward, was predictably 
defeated, and fell back, but Nassau-Siegen was 
eventually able to break through from the north and 
catch the Swedes in the rear. It was a bloody day's 
work. The Russians lost over 1OOO men, the Swedes 
about 1350, including 500 sick taken aboard a 
captured hospital ship. The Swedish galleys 
retreated to the westward. This enabled the 
victorious Russians to threaten the flanks of the 
Swedish land forces in Finland with amphibious 
envelopment, and the latter were compelled to  make 
a minor withdrawal. Except for some minor 
skirmishes which resulted in the loss of two Russian 
ships-of-the-line which went aground, the 1789 
campaign was over. 

The year 1790 was to prove to be the decisive one 
of the war. The Swedes now made an all-out effort, 
commissioning 25 ships-of-the-line, 16 frigates, and 
366 smaller craft. The Russians countered with 30 
ships-of-the-line, 16 frigates, and 201 lesser vessels. 
The strategic situation was similar to the one in 
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1789. The Swedish sailing fleet was concentrated at 
Karlskrona, while the Russians were split up 
between Kronstadt and Revel. This year the Swedes 
managed to get out of port in good time, sailing to 
Revel to wipe out the Russian squadron there. 
However, they tipped their hand by making a 
successful but subsidiary raid on the port of Baltiski, 
just to the west of Revel. At Revel itself, Admiral 
Chichagov was thus alerted in time to get his ships 
out of the dockyard and into line in the outer 
harbor. Nevertheless, the Swedes had a considerable 
numerical superiority, and they should have won. 
Instead, they lost two ships-of-the-line and had 
several others badly damaged (Scenario B-3). 

At about the same time the Swedish galley fleet, 
under the personal command of Gustaf 111, 
advanced on Fredrikshamn. Gustafs sudden move 
m-aught the Russians by surprise, but they fought a 
skillful delaying action, sacrificing 26 ships to 
enable a ground regiment to wme up to secure the 
fortifications. A second Swedish attempt on 
Fredrikshamn alao failed, and eventually Gustaf 
decided simply to circle around it and operate out of 
Vyborg Bay. They also brought uptheir sailing fleet 
to protect their galleys. With the Swedes now almost 
at the very gates of St. Petersburg, the Russian 
Kronstadt fleet decided to come out and fight. 

The battle (Scenario B-4) was fought off 
Styrsudden in the eastern Gulf of Finland. Like 
most of the other battles of the war, it was tactically 
indecisive but strategically very important. The 
Swedes once again failed to break through to St. 
Petersburg and, as the Russian Revel squadron was 
now approaching to join their comrades from 
Kronstadt, the Swedes had to withdraw. 

Gustaf I11 now ordered his sailing fleet into 
Vyborg Bay to keep his galleys shielded. It was, of 
course, immediately blockaded there by the now 
united and numerically superior Russian sailing 
fleet, but the position was not as serious as it might 
have been, since the Russian galley fleet was still 
split up between Fredrikshamn, Kronstadt, and 
even Vyborg itself, where a portion had been 
trapped by the Swedes. Thus, while the Russians 
scrambled to unite their flotillas for an assault on 
the embayed enemy fleet, the Swedes determined to 
make one more try for St. Petersburg. Their 
preliminary attempt on Vyborgfailed, however, and 
Gustaf soon realized that he had stuck his head into 
a trap. Supplies and time were both running out. He 
was left with no alternative but to attempt to break 
out to the west, towards home. 

Except for a ship-of-the-line which went 
aground at the outset, the Swedishdashforfreedom 
went well at first. Like Svensksund, Vyborg Bay has 
a number of exits, and the one through which the 
Swedes were escaping was covered by only five 
Russian ships-of-the-line. Then a Swedish fireship 
accidentally ran afoul of a Swedish ship-of-the-line, 
which in turn ran afoul of a frigate. All three ships 
blew up, takingwith themmost oftheircrews. Inthe 
ensuing smoky confusion, three more ships-of-the- 
line and two frigates ran aground, while another two 
sail-of-the-line fell victim to the Russian pursuit 
(Scenario B-5). Gustaff I11 himself narrowly evaded 
capture. 

By this time, the Swedes ought to have been well 
and truly beaten, but their galley fleet had managed 
to escape from Vyborg Bay intact. It managed toget 
into Svensksund, where Nassau-Siegen attacked it 
as soon as the Russian flotilla came up. The Swedes 
formed a concave line and advanced on both flanks, 
catching the Russians in a devastating cross-fire. 
The Russians lost 7400 men, the Swedes only about 
300. The war was soon ended on the basis of the 
sfatus quo ante bcllum. The disaster at Vyborg had 
been counterbalanced by thevictory at Svensksund, 
and the Swedes had managed a draw. 

SCENARIO &2 
THE 3AlTLE OF ALAMD 

Auguaf 3, t7g9 

I. INTRODUCTION 
This k t t k  turned oalt to d y  askirmish. The 

Swedish admiral, Duke Karl af Sodermnhnd 
{brother and heir of Gustaf Ill), ordered his rear 
ships ta deubk up on the rear ships odhe Russian 
fleet, wkik his ktrd ships were tn txkk the Rusian 
van and piwent it fmm going to thc aid oi the rear. 
The plan was sehsibk enough, but aniy four &hip in 
the Swedish rear squadmn obeyed the order to 
mack. Being utrsupgorted, t h y  had to withdraw. 
In general, the Russians so& to avoid action. 

inithi 
P d t h  
Bow Dlr. 

Namt G m  C- Nr. Htx Nt. 
SWEDES: 
Dristigh-'0- 
Rattvisa 
Zen 

' 

Hedvig Elisabeth 
Charlotta 64 Snl. 2 DD15 3 

h v i s a  Ulrik 
Thetis 
Manligh 
Upplanc 
Ornhete 
Prins K; 

Mil . . . . . . . . 

Vasa 
, + ,:-.., . - .. 

Riksens:&t@h.&dk 
Euridicr 

Sof [agdalena 
~ a o o e r y  

~ n i ~ h e t l  
Fredrik 

RUSSIi 
Mstisla\ 
Deris 
Pobedob.,. 
Dvenadtsat' 

Apostolc 
Prints Gust6 
Vyshesk 
Bolesla~ 
Kir Ioai 
Sviatosl 
Rostisla 
Iarosla\ 
Rodisla 
Ezekiil 

Sviatoi Petr 
Izi 
Kniaz' V l  
Sviataia Ekna 74 

Casualtier on both rides were light and were ,,, 
mainly to bursting guns; the Deris lost If kilkd and 
92 waundtd to this cauw alone. 

I#. PREVAILING WEATHER CONDITIOF" 
Wind Direcfion: 5 
Wind Velocity: 3-Normal Breeze 
Wind Change: 6 

I 
III. SPEC1 AL RULES 

A. No land hexes 
B. No anchorina ailowed .. 

Crew 
see- r ; ~  ~ippiag Depth P 

Hull QHal. t 2 3 L . I .  1 2  3 4 (fi.) V 

;tern) behind the line alreadv on board. 1 
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SCENARIO B-3 THE BATTLEOFREVEL May 13, 1790 

I. INTRODUCTION Once again Duke Karl wanted to double on one L7w - 

end of the Russian Iine. However, he attacked in a 
gale, which made it very difficult for his ships to 
maneuver properly. They were blown down the 
whole length of the Russian line without getting to 
do  much damage. The fire of the anchored Russians 
was much more effective. The Prins Karlwas forced 
to strike, and the Riksens Slander, which grounded 
on the way out, had to be burned to avoid capture. 
Aside from the prisoners in the Bins  Karl, the 
Swedish personnel losses were 51 killed and 81 
wounded. The Russians lost only 35 killed and 
wounded in their whole fleet. f-.- 

In addition, the whole of board edge 4 
11. PREVAILING WEATHER CONDITIONS considered to be land. 
Wind Direction: 4 B. Anchoring is permitted anywhere on ' 
Wind Velocity: $-Gale board. A11 Russian ships are considered to be 
Wind Chanm: 6 anchor at the start of the scenario. - 

111. SPECIAL RULES 
A. Certain hexes arc land, as shown in black on 

the map diagram: 

Letuch I Lsbed 

C. Ships not at anchor may never move 1 
than their full movement allowance. They may no 
back sails. Drifting ships, and any anchored s 
except those which were anchored at the begin 
of the scenario and have not upped anchor i 
may not turn. 

Crew 
Section Guns Rigging Depth Point 

Guns Class Nr. Hex Nr. Hull Qunl. 1 2  3 L.R. 1 2  3 4 (ft.) 

Scenarios and Campaign Game Rules 

The following scenarios represent five of the 
major battles fought at sea between the Russians 
and the Swedes in the yean 1788- 1790. They may be 
fought as individual actions, or they may be 
combined to form a campaign game. 

When playing the campaigngame, the'following 
rules apply: 

1. If any ships lose half or more of their hull 
squares in any action, they are considered 
irreparable. They immediately "return to port." 
Neither they nor their crews m a y  be used in any 
succeeding scenarios. 

2. Except for the provisions of rule i above, all 
rigging, hull and gun hits are erased for all ships 
between scenarios. All crew hits may also &erased, 
except that neither side may erase any crew hits 
between scenarios B-3 and B-4 or B-4 and B5. 

3. Providing that such vessels have not lost half 
or more of their hull squares (see rule I above), each 
side may use vessels captured from the other, except 
that the Russians may not use any Swedish ships 
mptured in Scenario B-3 in Scenario B4, and may 
not use any captured vessels at all in Scenario B-5. 
Ships captured in Scenarios B-1 and B-2 
automatically receive the full number of crew 
squares allotted to them according to the Order of 
Battle of their former owners; crews for ships 
captured in Scenarios B-3 and B 4  must be made up 
by removing crew squares from other ships. 

4. In Scenarios B-2, B-3, B 4  and B-5, the 
Swedish Order of Battle shows the Vladislaf$ In 
Scenarios B2 and B-4, the Russian Order of Battle 
shows the Prints Gwtav.  These are ships which each 
side captured from the other at the Battle of 
Hogland, Scenario B-1. In the campaign game, 
these vessels should be deleted from the respective 
OB's (unless, of course, they are actually captured). 

5. If a ship has to be omitted in the order of 
battle for any scenario in the campaign game 
because it was lost or irreparably damaged in a 
previous scenario, players may close any resulting 
gaps in their formations by rearranging their ships. 
Any ships which are added to an OB after having 
been captured in previous scenarios may be placed 
anywhere on the board at the discretion of the 
owning player, so long as they are placed within two 
hexes of some other friendly ship. Alternatively, 
they may be brought on at the rear of a formation 
entering the board. 

6. The winner of the campaign game is judged to 
be the player who accumulates the most points over 
all the scenarios. 

When fighting either the campaign game or any 
of the individual scenarios, the following special 
rule is in effect: 

1. The quality of the Russian guns was quite 
poor; they frequently burst in action, resulting in 
heavy casualties. Therefore, whenever the Russian 
player firesa broadside, he rolls two dice for the ship 
in question. On a roll of "I I" or "12", that ship loses 
one gun square from the firing broadside, plus a 
crew square from the lowest-numbered crew sec- 
tion. 



SCENARIO B-4 

THE BATTLE OF STYRSLJDDEN 
fane 3-4, 1 BQ 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The Swedes do not seem to have pmsed the 

attack, aithough their stratcgk situation dictatsd 
that they should. Howewr, they wtrc hindered by a 
lack of wind and by the general unwiliingmss of thc 
Russians to tnpge .  Each ti& employed a frigate 
quadran which is not ahown in this already large 
scenario. In geiltral, neither had much cifect on the 
action. At first, the R u s ~ i n  frigates tried to fire 
through g p s  in their own line of battle, but as they 
were hitting Russian ships ars well as Swedish, they 
were tokl todesirt. Later, the Rwianfrigates, m a y  
of which had sweeps inaddition tasrtils, were abk to 
drive off some Swedish gunboats which were 
annoying Iamn BogosIav and PoWoslav. The 
frigates w e  to prove to bz more uscful ta the 
Russians on the foIlowingday, when the action was 
briefly resumed. Whik maneuvering, Sviatoi Pew, 
Konvianiin and Trekh lerarkhovcallided, throwing 
one whole end d the a-n line into cunfusion. 

The Swtdcs trkd 40 double on that end to take 
advantage of the situation, but the Russian frigates 
helw to prevent them from doing so. 

The Russians lost 105 k l M  and 259 wounded 

perfect drew. 

11. PREVAILING WEATHER CONDIITIOFIF 
Wind Diretion: I 
Wind Velccicity: 2-Modemtc Breeze 
Wind Change: 6 

SCENARIO 8-4 LItiPl 
PDsttlon crow 
BOW air. s ~ r   on 

Name Gum Ctpm Nr. Hex Hr. Hull Quai. 
SWEDES: 
Dristighete~ 

I 
Gota L 
Ar-- 
Gr 

Ianuarii 
Svsoi Velik 
~ t n e r i k a  

ekh Ierai 
ailnstantin 
Sviatoi Pet 

SOL 
SOL 
SOL 
SOL 
SOL 
SOL 
SOL 
SOL 
SOL 
SOL 
SOL 
SOL 
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111. SPECIAL RULES 
A. Ho bnd k x c s  
B. No anchoring allowed 
C. The Swedw may attempt to exit the bmrd 

via board edge 4. If they suc~ccd in doing so, they 
receive an additional 75 poinu. ff any Swedish ship 
exits the board via Edge I ,  however, alImust da so. 
Any which does nat is mnsidertd iost, and the 
Russian playcr rtceiws points Tor it. I f  the Swedes 
u u d  in kaving the board via edge 4 a d  haw 
point advantage 013-1 or bcttcr (including their 75- 
point banus) at the end d thc sanario over all th8 
anarios so far played, the campaign Eame ends ir 
an automatic Swedish victory. 
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THE BATTLE OF VYBORC BAY 

I. lNTRQDUCTiOW 
Although a Russian attack was r o p s s  in 

another part of the bay at the =me tr~lrc, it mainly 
' wived gunboats. This scenario shows ady the 

d i sh  breakout attempt at the westernedge of the 

#I. PREVAILING WEATHER 
CONDITIONS 
Wind Direction; 5 
Wind Force: 2-Maderatc B r a e  
Wind Change: 6 

111. SPECIAL RULES 
A. Ccrrain hexes are land, as shawn in bIeck OII 

the map diagram: 

In addition, tbt wholc of bosrd tdgtt I is 
considered to k hnd. 

8. Anchoring i a  permitted anywhere on tk 
B o d .  

C. Hex= J310, M28, and U29, aa well as the six 
hexu surrounding each of them, are sboalr. A ship 
entering any of thcst hexcs is  camidarm3 ptr -  
mantntly aground, and thc opposing player i s  
iwardd points for it. 

D. Any Swedish ships which hare not left the 
1 ~ r d  via edge S4 by the end of turn tO(, is 
wnsiderd dirninstd, and, the Russian pIaycr is 
awarded points for it. 

E. The yacht CuIdi~gcanies King Gustaf 111. It 
enters the board via cd* 2-3 at any time, at the 
Swedish player's disprcssion. It mowo as a Nr. 4 
frigate. It must leave the board via dgc 5 6  try the 
end of turn 100. If it does not, the Swedisk player is 
cowidtred to have bat the scenario, and the 
campaign gam, automatically. Such a loss is abo 
incurred if any hits are scored upon t h  Coldipog. or 
if the Colding is b o d e d .  Gustaf may not transfer to 
any other vessel. 

F. The f m h i p  PartUjomn obeys the r u h  for 
fireships givcn in the WSIM mks empt that: 

{I )  One hulj square i a  eliminated for ewry two 
turns that the ship is alight. 

(2) Owe ignited, the wsel k subject torandom 
movement. It always moves the maximum number 

of b x e  . trmitrc8. At tho hginning of R, 
movement utecution phase, the Swedish player rol@ 
a die. On a roll of "I", the vmeI i s  immediate$ 
turned 6Qo to port beforc be$inninprnwcment. Q~ 
a roll of %", it i s  t u r d  600 to starboard. On a r4$ 
af 2-5, the ship move% straight a h d .  

(3) If, after having k e n  ignited, the ~ m r i ~ n n > i ,  
coWides with any other vessel in the mum of $6 
movement, friendly or enemy, the shipwith whlc*, 
has colided sutornatica11y becomes an involuntab 
rimhip, subject to the same mlesasihe ~mti(forte$ 
rhis involuntary fircship may in turn ignite ut$; 
hips.  $7, 

, P 
(4) Far 20 turns uftcr the cxplosim of the 

htufonen (or any invoiuntary fi reship), all ships 
on the board are subject to mndarn movement. f he 
p r d u r e  for Wrrnining this movement is the 
tame as that used to determine the movement of the 
Posti&mea, exwpt that on a roll of 2-5, the ship in 
question d m  not mow straight ahead, but executes 
the order written for it by the owning player in his 
movement notation p h m .  

( 5 )  The Postiijown must be ignitzd by the 
Swedish player; i t  may not be withheld (it's in tl 
bttk pkn). Ignition must occur no later than tu 
20. 

G. Thc SOL Kmstontin arrives asa reiriforc, 
ratnt for the Russian player anywhere on hoard 
edgc 4 fwm A35 to 1135, inclusive, on turn 40 or 
later. 

SCENARIO B-5 Initial 
Pmitkm Cnw 
Bow Dk. Section GW R l g g i q  D e k  Pt 
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d at any timc. st 

n) khind the 8% already 1 
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ANOTHER AFRIKA KORPS GAMBIT 
By Stephen S. Packwood 

&eve Packwuod is the fourth winner of rhe 
prestigious A H500, having mode the long trip from 
his narivc Arizona to Ann Arbor, MI last summer. 
As was the case with all previous winners of this 
grueling three day even! in which he fought his way 
to the top over I27 other entrants, Steve emerged 
with many "war" srories. T k i ~  episode which 
occurred in the hectic lust round under inlense zime 
pressure is just one of them. 

An interesting and embarrassing thing happen- 
ed in my final round of play in the AH 500 at Origins 
this last summer. I knew I wasn't really great at AK. 
but I did think I was good enough to pick it as my 
second choice game in the AH 500. Bruno 
Sinigaglio was the Axis and I the Allies in the finaI 
round. 

Bruno pulled an A K  gambit that I had never 
seen or even heard of before, but one which was not 
unknawn to some of those watching the game. I 
have no idea who developed this ploy or how long it 
has been around. Here's what happened: 

On the first turn Bruno's play was normal-he 
isolated Bengasi with the Italians and ran the 
German armor into the desert between Msus and 
MechiIi, with Rommel and the recce unit traveling 
in the South to T22 and T24 respectively. 

My reply was "normal" with all my 1-1-6's going 
to sea and my heavier units holding the escarpment 
passes and supply #2 going to 545, heading for my 
Home Base. 

On his second turn, RommeI and the Recce 
kept on going East, with the Recce ending at R33, I 
reacted strongly with most of my sea-going 1-1-6's 
sealing off K-35 to P30, keeping him away from 
Tobruch. My supply reached my Home Base. At  
this point I had lost my home base and did not even 
know it! In the west I still held the escarpments, 
while he left two Italians to starve out Bengasi and 
sent the rest down the coast road towards Derna, 
and his German armor maneuvered about the 
escarpments. 

On his third turn (May 1) his 15th Panzer 
advanced past Msus towards Mechili and everyone 
else got as close to the escarpments as they could. 
2115, still travelingwith Rommel.continued East to 
P45 and R41 respectively. Now I saw the problem. 

In the past I had been familiar with the Recce 
heading East, but Rommel had dropped off after 2 
or 3 turns and the Recce unit was forced to drop 
down to the escarpment if it wanted to get to 
Alexandria before an allied unit going along the 
coast road. And if the Recce unit did go on the 
escarpment, I could cut it off by putting the 1-1-6 
from K3S down to K49-blocking the coast road. 
So I had not been worried about the Recce unit. 

Now that it was too late, I saw that with Romrnel 
traveling the whole time with the Recce unit, the 
Recce didn't have to drop down on the escarpment, 
but could go entirely around it and still reach the 
road and motor on in to my Home Base. Blockingat 
K49 did no  good now, and going to sea was also a 
turn too late. 

So then you ask, "how did you get out of it?" and 
my reply is the same as that of the Old Timer telling 
about how he was surrounded by hostile Indians; "I 
didn't-they killed me!" Losing my Home Base in 
May was embarrassing; but now for the interesting 
part. 

Here is the situation: the Axis Reace is on P45, 
with Rommel close behind and the 15th Panzer is 
halfway from Msus to Mechili, with everyone else 
banging on the escarpment doors in the West. At the 
start of my May I turn I have a couple of 1-1-6's 
holding the pass Southeast of Salurn; these I send 
Eastalong the coast road to 349 and J47 respective- 
ly. Realizing that they will get to my Home Base too 
late, I muse my supply #2 to self-destruct. In the 
West, with the 15th and 21st Pamerand the Italians 
all ganging up on them, my units retreat to the 
escarpmentsaround Tobruch and leavea 1-16 at K- 
35 to  guard the pass East. 

May 2 sees the Recoe triumphantly roll into my 
Home Base. On my part of the turn I surround the 
Recoe with my two 1-1-6's at M64 and L61. 

June 1 finds the Axis rolling over my 1-1-6 at 
K35, with elements of the Axis forces streaming 
down the coast road and the rest of his force 
surrounding Tobruch. 

The Recce starves to death on June 2 and the 
Axis forces continue down the coast road. I occupy 
my home base. The Axis has used u p  supplies in 
forcing me into Tobruch and in killing the unit at 

K35. He must wait to bring up supplies before he can 
attack my Home Base. 

My June reinforcements finally arrive-in July! 
Now the Axis forces have to fight a more normal 
battle by El Alamein, and skipping over a lot of 
fascinating p:ay (such as my getting surrounded 
near Matruh) we come down to the famous low 
odds attack on Tobruch-which the Axis loses. 

After the game, Bruno, I and all the spectators 
agreed that Bruno had me, but let me slip away. We 
all agreed. There were different reasons, but the 
most frequently mentioned was that the Recce 
should not have stayed in my Home Base, but 
should have held a position at El Alarnein or L60 or 
L61, preventing the surrounded situation and thus 
preventing the June and July reinforcements from 
coming on until the Axis forces had a chance to get 
down there with supplies. So I went home impressed 
with the Rommel-Recce gambit and feeling very 
lucky. 

I wanted to use the gambit myself, so I 
determined to study it, but did not get around to it 
for a number of months. When I did get to look at it 
I found that things were not as simple or clear cut as 
they had seemed. From P45 to the coast road is 
exactly 14 hexes, which means that the Recce can 
plot get to El Alarnein, L60or 61, since it would have 
to leave the road. From the coast road a t  553 
Northeast of Fuka, it is exactly 10 hexes to the 
Home Base. Since the Recce threatens to take any 
supply unit left in or adjaoent to the Home Base, the 
supply should leave, but not be destroyed. The 
Recce then does not have to enter the Home Base, it 
just has to deny acceas to the 1-1-6's. The trouble is 
that no matter where on that 10 hex path on the 
coast road that the Recce is positioned, either the 1- 
1-6 onJ49 gets into the Home Base or the two 1-1-6's 
surround the Recce unit (as actually occurred) as 
may be seen inTable 1 .So maybe Bruno didn't slip 
up as much as we thought. 

Playing round with the situation some more, I 
decided that maybe three 1-1-6's should go after the 
Recce if it goes to P4S. But this weakens the 
Tobruch area the turn before the h n e  rein- 
forcements arrive so maybe the Recce threat is 
worthwhile, even if it (to save itself fromstamtion) 
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does nor actually capture the Allies' Base. When the 
Recce goes to R33 on turn 2, one of the 1-1-6's that 
was at sea might like to land back in Alexandria 
instead of going on to Tobruch, but the Home Base 
is ungarrisoned so it can't land there. Thus the Allies 
may decide to leave a I-I-6 in the Home Base on the 
first turn if the Reccegoes to T24, but then the Recce 
could abandon its eastward flight and could stay 
around Tobruch, in effect reducing the Tobruch 
defenses by one unit, without costing the Gerrnansa 
thing. One 1-1-6 landing in Tobmch could go East 
to 1-37 or so, anticipating the German threat; but 
again it is not helping Tobruch and is guarding 
against a threat that may never materialize. 1-37 is 
mentioned, since from there a 1-1-6 is close to 
Tobruch, but can atill get to J53, denying the Recce 
access to the coast road. 

TABLE I 

R e a e  1-1-6 1 - 1 4  
Cwrd . Coord. Coord. Result 

J-62 (H.B.) L64 K-6 1 Surrounded 
K 4 2  L64 L6 I Surrounded 
K d l  L 4 3  L-60 Surrounded 
K-62 L 4 2  El Alamein Surrounded 
K-59 L-61 L-58 The Rtcw lives 

but the Allies get 
K-58 L a  L-$7 the Home B m  
5-57 K-59 El Daba Surrounded 
.I-56 K-St: K-55 Surrounded 
5-55 K-57 K-54 Surrounded 
.I-54 El Daba K-53 Surrounded 

All in all, it is an interesting gambit with traps 
and pitfalls for both sides and more ramifications 
and subtleties than appear on the surface. 

What at first appeared to be a decisive stroke, 
now seems tobe only a slight tilt for the Germans: or 
the Allies if the Germansarenotcautious. Of course 
the surprise value of the gambit when first 
encountered by the Allies may cause the Allied 
player to concede his home base; leaving the 
German in excellent shape. I didn't, but it could 
happen, although the German certainly shouldn't 
count on it. If the Allies feel like living dangerously, 
they might deliberately "fa1I"for the gambit in order 
to trap the Recce unit to weaken the Germanforces, 
hoping to regain their home base the way I did. 

However, if the Allies play it safe, they can 
counter all German threats on May I and prevent 
any German attack at better than 3-1 odds. The 
advantage of the gambit for the Germans is that the 
Allies have to be mighty careful to cover themselves 
that well. The key lies in where the German moves 
his armor on April 2. Each different placement 
requires a different Allied response, but a 
frustrating response is always available to the Allies 
if they are sharp enough to see it. 

(I.> 

ORDER BY PHONE 
We will now accept game orders by phone 

from those individuals with currently valid 
MASTERCHARGE, BANKAMERlCARD 
(VISA), or AMERlCAN EXPRESS credit cards. 
The number to call is 301-254-5300. Ask for Clo 
Newton or ext.34 and statethat you wish to place 
an order for a game. You must give the order taker 
the numkr, expiration date, and name of your 
credit card along with your order and shipping 
address. Phone orders are available every Mon- 
day-Friday from 830 AM to 5 PM. Absolutely no 
collect phone calls can be accepted. 

# 

WAITING BY THE 
Ten after five, home early. I burst in the 

apartment house door. Seeing the whites of 
envelopes through the holes, I frantically grope for 
my mailbox key. I flip through two envelopes again 
and again, looking for a "missed you slip". None 
there. But maybe it's stuck in the door jamb, or 
maybe the package came parcel post. Up the two 
flights of stairs in three giant bounds. Run down the 
hall. Nothing! Only my welcome mat staring me in 
the face. The little, plastic blades of grass waving in 
the draft, as if laughing at my lunacy. My games 
have not come today. 

Still time though, UPS delivers till about six. 
Make dinner quietly, listening for the expected 
knock. Eat the tasteless food. Save the dishes, too 
noisy. Sit by the window and watch for the goose- 
stepping brown truck. Six-o-five, My new games 
have not come today. 

After the dishes, I look at the TV Guide without 
seeing the program listing. I put the news on. There 
has been an earthquake in Chile. Iglance over at my 
bookcase, across the room. Littered there on its 
shelves, lie about ninety games, a couple of dozen 
magazines, several history books, fifty or so dice in 
dixie cups (amall, medium, and large sizes), and 
other misoellaneous wargamer junk. I wander over 
and stand looking at the view in front of my eyes 
that is just as clearly imprinted in my mind. This is 
my hobby, and a large part of my life. 

"Which rules should I reread tonight?" I decide, 
change my mind, hesitate, decide again, sigh, reach 
out a finger blindly, look to see what it is touching, 
sigh again, and go back to the window. I think 
Barbara Walters is growing a moustache. "I'm so 
bored." My games have not come today. And I 
ordered them last week! 

Maybe I should get married. Make the little 
woman stay home on 'likely days'. Maybe even 
encourage her to flirt with the UPS guy, so he'll 
come by a couple of times on the day of a delivery. 
But an old lady must be selected very carefully. No 
jealous maniacs, for one thing. Don't want my 
games to end up as kindling for the fire. And I have 
to be able to go out gaming three or four times a 
week, at least. No dummies, either. I'll have to 
screen potentials thoroughly. Start them on WAR 
A T  SEA and see how far they progress up the 
complexity ladder. Enthusiasm is important too, 

WIND OW BY Alan Moon 

don't forget that. And the marriage agreement will 
have to have a clause stating that the games are 
mine, if we divorce. No loopholes, in case she gets 
fanatical and meets another gamer. 

I had a nightmare the other night, where 1. was 
sitting in a maternity ward waiting room. This UPS 
guy walks up to me and says, "It's a game". 

"Ancient or modern?, I ask. 
"Unfortunately, your wife has turned into arnap 

of Europe", he continues. 
"Is she playable?' 
"Complete with seventeen thousand counters", 

he says, ignoring my excitement. 
"Does this mean she can't have any more 

games?"' 
"Only spin-offs, by artificial development", he 

replies. 
I'm stunned. A vivid picture of a half-filled 

bookcase flashes into my head. "Are zones of 
control rigid?", I scream, but he is gone! 

I look at the brand new game in my hands. I pull 
off the wrapping. "It's ORIGINS", I yell, "I already 
have this!" 

I switch channels. The Yankee game is on. Why 
didn't my games come today? There's nothing like 
the joy of getting a new game. It must be a universal 
feeling. Tear off the wrapping. Rip open the 
mrdboard, risking staple punctures and paper cuts. 
Throw the garbage on the floor. Scan the cover, 
letting an ecstatic shiver run down your spine. Open 
the box and look quickly a t  the map and counters. 
Check out the length of the rulebook. Dash to the 
refrigerator for a drink (and a sandwich, if the rules 
are long), no time to lose. Prop apillow up at theend 
of the couch, and sit down for the reading. 
Aaaahhhhhhhhhhhh! 

I'm a rules nut. I admit it. I plead it. If a game is 
premature, I even give it emergency treatment. 
Sometimes it still dies, but my conscience is clear. 
Games that take years to conceive should not be 
abandoned lightly. And if you're wondering, YES, I 
am anti-abortion. SAVE OUR GAMES! 

Somedays when Iam waiting by thewindow, the 
sun hits the screen a t  a strange angle, and weaves a 
bar-like image there. Hallucination? The subwn- 
scious prison? Maybe, but wargaming is an asylum 
with rubber bars. 0 
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ORIGINS OF THIRD REICH 
By Robert Ott 

h the olden days, say around 1964-72, before 
the exhtence of30W games on every conceivable 
subject, it was popular to devise ways of blending 
your favorite A H  games together to arrive ar u more 
strategic vkwpoint in fighting World War II. 
Success in your A FRIKA KORPSgame improved 
your chunces in a follow-up game of D- DA Y and so 
on. Not much of that is done nowahys due to the 
milubility of games nti/izing a much larger s c a l e  
grand strategic monsrers like THIRD RETCH for 
example. Bnrl as Robert Oft demonstrates below, 
the concept of combining games to alter all too 
familiar cireuntstances is far from dead and still 
offers some intriguing variations of our old 
favoriws. 

On September Ist, 1939, the Germans launched 
their blitzkrieg through Poland. Sixteen days Iater, 
the Russians invaded Poland from the east. When 
Poland capitulated at the end of the month, the 
western half of the country, including most of her 
mines and factories, went to Germany. The other 
half, along with her oil mources, went to the 
Russians. This is the situation at the beginning of a 
THIRD REICHgame, but doesit always have to be 
that way7 In ORIGINS OF WORLB WAR Il, the 
above is an example of a shared control of Poland 
Metween Germany and Russia. It has also set some 
rusty gears turning in this mind for a new THIRD 
REICH variant. 

The basis of this variant is to play a game of 
ORIGINS before your game of THIRD REICH. 
Some rather interesting situations can be deter- 
mined by following thesuggestions below. Position- 
ing of Control and Understanding counters could 
greatly influence your play in THIRD REICH. For 
each area in  ORIGINS, the effects of Control and 
Understanding counters are as follows: 

Alsaw-Lormine--If France alone has a Control 
counter, there is no effect. If France and Germany 
share control, France loses 10 BRP from her &Ire 
level. If Germany alone has control, France loses 20 
BRP from her Base level. If thew is no control, 
France loses 20 BRP from her BRP level for 1939 
only. 
Austria-If the German does not have a Control 
counter, he loses 20 BRP from his Base BRP level, 
and may not set up in Austria (see the amended 
map). Austria becomes a minor neutral worth 20 
BRP, with its capital at Vienna, and an army of 
three 1-3's. 
Balric States-If the Russian alone has a Control 
counter, there is no effect. If the German has sole 
oontrol, he may set up in the Baltic States at the 
beghingof  the game, and has 10 BRP added to hia 
Base BRP level. If Germany and Russia share 
controI, Russia may invade as usual, splitting the 10 
BRP with Germany. If there isnocontrol, the Baltic 
States are a minor neutral and may not be entered 
without a Declaration of War (Do W) separate (for 
Russia) from the DoW for east Poland and 
Bessarabia (Rumania). 
Britat-If the French player has no Understanding 
with Britain, France loses 15 BRP from its Base 
BRP level. 
Czechoslovakin-If the German player has no 
Control, he loses one 4-6 armor unit from his "At 
Start" forces, and 20 BRP from hi Base BRP level. 
Be may not set up in Czechoslovakia (see map). 
Czechoslovakia becomea a minor neutral with its 
capital a t  Prague, an army of one 2-5 armor and twc 
,2-3 infantry units, and is worth 20 BRP. 

France-If the British player has no Understanding 
counter here, he loses 15 BRP from his Base level. 
Germany-If the Russian player has no Under- 
standing counter here, he loses 15 BRP from his 
Base level. 
Italy-If Germany hasno Understanding with Italy, 
Italy rnay not declare war on the Allies before Pall, 
1940, and the German Iosea 10 Base BRP. 
Polmd-If Germany has sole control, or if there is 
no control, the German does not have to "share" 
Poland with the Russian. Poland is then worth 30 
BRP. If the Russian has sole control, the German 
may invade as usual, but all restrictions of a Russian 
DoW on Germany are lifted. Thus, Russia may 
declare war on Germany at any time. The German 
may avoid this however, by invadinganother minor 
neutral to start the war; Yugoslavia, for example. If 
Germany and Russia share control, there is no 
effect. 
Rhineland-If the German does not control the 
Rhineland, he loses 25 BRP from his Base level. 
Romania-If Germany has sole control, Russian 
units may not enter Beasarabia (territory between 
front dividing line and Romanian-Russian border). 
If the Russian has sole control, Romania is no 
longer a German minor ally, and thus the German 
mnnot prevent a Russian invasion simply by 
placing a unit there. In either of the above cases, 
Romania is worth 20 BRP as a whole country. If 
there is no control, or if Germany and Russia share 
control, there is no effect. 
Russia-If Germany has no Understanding counter 
there, he loses 15 BRP from his Base figure. 
United Stare-If Britain bas no Understanding 
counter there, he loaes 20 Base BRFs as the 
elimination of options 5, 7 and 8 on the Allied 
Minor Variation Chart. 

As stated in the ORIGINS rules, the Second 
World War starts if Germany or Russia has over 15 
points a t  the end of the Origins game. If neither 
country has the necessary points, the war begins as 
usual, except that Germany must pay for both the 
DoW and the Offensive Option. The rest of the 
situation is determind by thecounter placements in 
the ORIGINS game. 

The following is an explanation for the reaults 
and effects of the placement of the ORIGINS 
countera, area by area: 
ALPace-Lorraine-In A-L, France would have to 
exert a lot of pressure to keep the largely German 
population quiet. The outcomes represent varying 
amounts of German pressuw and covert activities, 
and the French response to them. 
Austria-The% outcomes represent whether or not 
the Germans can successfully achieve union with 
Austria. and. if not. the loss of the Austrian work 

h l t i c  States-This represents the battle for control 
(political) between Germany and Russia. 
Britain-While perhaps thereis no historical reason 
for the French loss of BRP, it prevents the 
unrealisiic tactic of "ganging-up" on Germany by 
the AUiea. 
Czechoslovakia-The German loss of BRP repre- 
sents the lack of control of the Czech industry and 
the Skoda arsenal, and the loss of the M a r m o r  unit 
represents the lack of the Czech T-38 tanks should 
the German not occupy the country. 
Rwsia-This result is t o  prevent the German from 
concentrating solely on Control counters. 
United States-This result shows the loss of British 
support in the United States, and also prevents 
"ganging-up" on the German. 

Now, let us take an example. The results of the 
Origins game are thus: 
United States-2 points, for Britain. 
Fronee-8 points, for a Controlin Alsace-Lorraine, 
and an Understanding with Germany. 
Britain-14 points, Understanding in France, 
Germany, and the United States. 
Ruasia-13 points, for an Understanding in 
Germany, and Controls in Poland and Romania. 
Germany- 17 points, for Understandings in Russia 
and Italy, and for Controls in Austria, the Baltic 
States, Czechoslovakia, and the Rhineland. 
The initial set would be this: 
United States-No change 
France-Starts the game with 70 BRP. 
Britain-No change 
Russia-No BRP change, but notice that the 
Russian may not enter the Baltic States (because of 
sole German control), but may take all of Poland if 
the German does not invade, and he may take all of 
Romania. 
Germmy-The German starts the game with 160 
BRP, but may not invade Poland at the kginningof 
the game without rishng Russian intervention. He 
may, if he wishes, attack another minor neutral to 
start the war. 

Notice that the possibilities are endless, making 
for a very unique and enjoyable game (as if n o r d  
3R wasn't good enoughl) each time it is played. 
True, Italy has to sit out of the Origins game, but to 
those who find that distasteful, Italy may be 
included, given PFs and objectives by mutual 
consent of the players. But that is beyond the scope 
of this article, The purpose of this article is not to 
offer a definite set of rules, but to give suggestions 
that may be changed to suit what each individual 
feels is enjoyable, playable, and, within reaaon, 
historically accurate. 
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FORTRESS EUROPE REVISITED 
NEW TACTICS FOR A NOTSO-OLD GAME 

by Robert Beyma 

D-DA Y made irs initial appearance in 1961 
qualifying i f  as a genuine member o f  the "rlussic" 
school of oldies bur goodies. Ir has undergotre two 
yacelifls since then and rhe currenr 1977 3rd edition 
version is by far rhe best ~f ihe lor not onlv in 
overall qualily bur also in convenience 10 rhe 
oldtime gamer who need only purchase the new 
rules ($2.00) ro completely updare his game. Roberr 
Beyma, like his subject, has been active in the hobby 
from rhe very slarr and as a member of rhe hobby's 
Old Guard is well schooled inplu ,~  ql all the classics. 
He sliIl is a regular participanr in rhe annual 
ORIGINS AH500 Classic rournamenr andwasone 
of the top three playtesters in the D-DA Y '77 
revision. Here he shows us how the rules changes 
hove affectedskil/edplay in the venerable oldgame. 

Once again Avalon Hill has revised D-DAY. 
The 1977 version is not only more realistic but isalso 
better balanced and has a higher excitement level. 
The veteran fieldmarshal must come out of 
retirement and devise a new defensive plan for 
holding the Atlantic Wall. Fortunately, the German 
army no longer needs to worry about being buried 
by SAC attacks, but the crafty Allied player has 
some new tricks up his sleeve. Let's examine the 
current situation. 

In D-DA Y '65 the Germans had essentially two 
courses of action. They could gamble on the beaches 
or plan to fall back to the Seine. These twochoices 
still exist. However, a beach defense at all 7 beaches 
is very difficult. The Allies are heavily favored to get 
ashore somewhere. A Seine defense is plausible but 
now must be extended to the Swiss border. A third 
defensive strategy now becomes viable. This is the 
containment defense. This strategy allows an  Allied 

invasion in a defensible area such as the Normandy 
or Brittany peninsulas. Let's take a look at each of 
these three defensive plans. 

The first defense is the conservative Seine 
defense shown in figure 1. This defense makes North 
Sea, Pas de Calais, and Le Havre virtually 
impregnable. Of course, the Allies will land 
elsewhere. Using strategic movement the Allies will 
advance to the Seine very rapidly. The Germans 
must complete their redeployments quickly. The 
Seine needs to be held until after the Allied second 
invasion. Then the entire German army can be 
channeled into a strong defensive line in central 
France. The next 20-30 turns are characterized by a 
grudging defensive game as the Allies slowly push 
towards the Rhine. 

The second defense is the gambling beach 
defense shown in figure 2. This defense forces the 
Allies to make risky 1-1's and 2-13 to get ashore. 
The Germans plan to strongly counterattack any 
Allied beachhead particularly north of the Seine. 
This defensestretches the German army thin and is a 
calculated risk. If the first invasion can be defeated, 
the Germans stand a good chance to win the game. 
However, if the invasion succeeds the overextended 
German army could be in dire straits. In this case a 
resourceful German player must retreat to the Seine 
as economically as possible. 

The third defense is the containment defense 
shown in figure 3. This represents a compromise of 
sorts between the Seine and beach defenses. The 
Allies are allowed to comeashore unopposed on the 
Normandy or Brittany peninsulas. The Germans 
then form a strong defensive line across the 
peninsula. The objective of this defense is to check 
the Allies and force them to make their second 

Flflure 1. A conservative beach defenscconocd~ng France below the Scinc Riucr. 

invasion. Once the second invasion has been made 
the defending German forces can retreat to the 
Seine. There they will link up with the rest of the 
German army to form a strong defensive line. 

Before proceeding with further analysis of the 
defenses let usexamine the major changes in the new 
rules and how they affect German play. 

1. SUPPLY -The major change is that the Allies 
can now extend their supply line up to 24 hexes from 
a supply source. This makes South France once 
again a viable invasion area. I t  also means that the 
Seine line must be held all of the way from the 
Channel to the Swiss border. More ominously, the . 
southern Rhine region can be threatened early in the 
game. 

Two significant changes have been made in the 
supply and reinforcement rules that will affect play 
on the beaches. One, the Allies control for 
reinforcement and supply purposes any beach hex 
that they successfully invade on the invasion turn. 
This means that reinforcements can land in German 
zones of control. Two, after the first turn of the 
invasion the Allies can only capture ports. These 
ports may be outside the original invasion area. 
They may be used for reinforcement and supply 
purposes, however, only if they are free of enemy 
zones of control. 

2. AIR POWER-Virtually any air rules that get 
rid of the dreaded SAC attacks help the Germans. 
The new carpet bombing attacks help the Allies 
break a key defensive position but are not as 
devastating as their predecessors. 

TAC air is basically a nuisance but it does help 
the Allies a little here and there. Keep TAC air in 
mind when forming a defensive line so that a 2-1 
does not get upgraded to a 3-1. The Allied player can 
also use his TAC air to interdict German strategic 
movement and further hinder even normal move- 
ment along rivers or mountains. Bear this in mind if 
you are depending on getting a key unit to a new 
position. 

3. AIRBORNE-The bad news here is that Allied 
parachute units can now be dropped into German 
zones of control. This makes it much more difficult 
to form an effective paratroop screen. Whether 
assisting an invasion or in breaking a major 
defensive line the airborne units are a major threat. 
The best defense is to force at least one paratroop 
unit to soakoff and to garrison key pointsstrongly. 

Additionally, there is no limit to how many 
times during the game a parachute unit may be 
airdropped. The only requirement is that they start 
the turn in England. The best defense against this is 
to do  everything possible to kill the airborne units 
when they drop. 

4. SECOND INVASION-The good news here is 
that there is now a 16th week cutoff date for the 
second invasion. The biggest disadvantage that the 
Germans had in the '65 version next to the SAC 
attacks was the rule that the second invasion could 
be delayed indefinitely. This had the effect of tying 
down a substantial part of the German army while 
the main battle was being fought on the Seine. While 
the new rule is somewhat unrealistic, it does, in a 
sense, simulate the difficulties confronting the Allies 
in launching a late fall or winter invasion. 

This rule permits the German player to plan his 
defense knowing when the rest of his army will be 
available. The importance of this cannot be 
overestimated particularly when playing a contain- 
ment defense. 
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Wrs 3. Tht wnlainmcnt dcftr# hopes to bottk thc Allitsupin 

A r d u l  Allied inwion is defined as winning not only on where the Allies pt ashore but also how 

gort hex. Therefore, the probability of a sucassful 
invasion = 1 - (-667 x .333) = 77.8%. 

The Gemam on the other hami can now use victory in either the 1-1 or the 2-1 will result in a 

- - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - 

chow by holding the key ports of Amsterdam, 
Rotterdam, and Antwerp- A Le H a m  invasion can 
n o d y  bG defeated in 4 to 6 turns if the Allies 
don't get lucky and take either Dieppe or Rouen 
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interesting short game, usually for the Germans. A 
successful German defense can ill afford an Allied 
beachhead north of the Seine. An Allied invasion at 
the Bay of Biscay will usually produce a quick and 
dirty fight. The Allies need to capture either La 
Rochelle or Bordeaux by the second turn of the 
invasion or they are in trouble. 

Discussion of defensive strategy a t  Normandy 
and Brittany will allow us to expand on the concept 
of containment. A glance a t  the Normandy and 
Brittany beaches, particularly Brittany, should 
convince you that they are difficult to defend 
adequately without weakening some other area. The 
general principle of the containment defense is to 
allow an Allied landing on the Normandy or lower 
Brittany peninsulas. The Germans then form a 
strong defensive perimeter across the narrowest part 
of the peninsula. The primary and secondary 
defensive lines for each beach are shown in figure 5. 

Flgure5. Thc thmry bchind Normandy and Brittany contninment is 
shown by the primary (red) and smndsry (ycllow) lints of ddtnst. 

The containment defense is feasible for two basic 
reasons. First, the absence of SAC attacks allows 
the Germans to  stack 2 or 3good units ina hex. This 
means that the German defensive stacks will be 
formidable and that the Germanscancounterattack 
effectively. Second, the 16th week cutoff date for the 
second invasion limits the amount of time for which 
the defensive perimeter must be held. Barring a lot 
of luck, the Allies won't be able to attrition their way 
out of the line before making the second invasion. 

The primary objective of the containment 
defense is to force an early Allied second invasion. 
Once the s ~ o n d  invasion is made the Germans can 
withdraw to the Seine. There the full weight of the 
German army can be deployed. There are several 
other advantages to this course of action. Allied 
mobility i checked early in thegame. By fighting on 
a narrow front with good units the German losses 
can be maintained at an acceptable level. Ad- 
ditionally, this delaying action buys some much 
needed time. Things start to look brighter if the 
main battle can be delayed until German 
replacements start. 

The German player must beacutely aware of the 
Allied airborne threat. Paratroop units can airdrop 
into a port, particularly afortress, and openit up for 
reinfomment and supply purposes. Note that this 
port does not have to k within the original invasion 
area. Any German defense that allows any type of a 
reasonable invasion at Le Havre or Brittany and 
leaves Cherbourg unguarded is in big trouble. As 
figure 6 showa, the Allies will land at one beach and 
open up Cherbourg with airborne units. The Allies 
will then have two beachheadson the first turn. That 
would be bad news. 

If the Allies breakout of their beachheadearly in 
the game the German commander will find himself 
in a tough spot. The Allies will rapidly exploit a 

defense of the Seine. The German pIayer must plan 
his withdrawal well, being careful not to get cut off 
or  outflanked. Particular attention must be paid to 
an Allied breakout from South France. The Allies 
can outflank the Seine line in a hurry unless 
reinforcementscan reach the Dijon area quickly or a 
few delay units are expended. 

\ 
} A useful tactic in slowine down the Allied 1 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Flgure 8. The German player must alway6 beware of an air drop 
opening up an unaccupicd or wrakly dcfcndd port. Here theauthor 
shows how landings at Le Havreor Brittany canernbarrassaGerman 
player who has Icft Chtrbourg unoccupied. Note however, that the 
aulhor has interpretsd the rule& in such n way a6 to strctch a point. 
Although Chcrbourg is within 5 "hexe~"0l tht American Lnndinp at 
Le H a m ,  the same can not be said for the Brittany invabion. 
Although tht physical distance bawccn Chcrbourg and T39 v equal 
to 5 "hexes", there is no actual path of contiguous hexes which can 
reach Cherbourg within the distance parametm requird. Tcchnical- 
ly thcn, thc author's plan based on a Brittany invasion is ~llegal. 
although a realist may offer a convincing argument OthetWise. 

breakout with strategic movement. Figure 7 showsa 
typical Allied advance to the Seine. Note that the 
major ports in Brittany, Ray of Biscay, and South 
Franoe will& openedregardless of which beach was 
initially invaded. Also shown is a typical German 

., 
advance is the mobile armor screen. This i s  
accomplished by positioning your units 6 hexes 
away from the advancing Allied units. This will limit 
the Allied advanoe to only 4 hexes per turn. This 
tactic is demonstrated in fgure 8. When employing 
the armor screen the German player must bear in 
mind the possibility of an Allied airborne drop to 
trap the delaying armor. Maintaining a good 
counterattack force is the best deterrent to this 
threat. 

Unless you have been fortunate enough todefeat 
both Allied invasions you will eventually find 
yourself back on the Seine. Good strategy consists 
of falling back to the Seine as late as you can and 
with as much force as possible. Unfortunately, time 
is usually bought with casualties. The amount of 
troops that one is willing to lose to buy time is a 
difficult decision that each player must make for 
himself. In general, it is worth a significant number 
of units to force a second invasion and buy about 10- 
I5 turns. 

Once the Allies reach the Seine the game evolves 
into a stubborn,defensive battle where the Germans 
grudgingly retreat to the Meuse and eventually the 
Rhine. The Germans do not win this part of the 
game by delaying but rather by attritioning the 
Allied army. With enough forces the Allied player 
will eventually bludgeon his way to and across the 
Rhine. The German player must seek toexhaust the 
A l l i  army by consistently forcing the Allied player 
to make low odds attacks and soakoffs against 

Figure 7. Allied breakout horn Brittany or South France moets the extended German Sane defensive line. 
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nguN 10. A l h d  exploitation of tht southern Rhine region. I b i s  
situation will prducc an Ailid victory is 4 turns. All ofthc unitacan 
be supplitd from Marseille~ only. Tht maximum range of  upp ply 
from Marseilles is shown by thc red tmt. 

the Allied units shown can be supplied from 
Marseilles. In the '65 version the Allies had to  Flgurs 6. Mobit armor = r u n  will limit thc A l k  to a 4 &{turn advana. 

capture Antwerp in order to seriously threaten this 
careless the one extra factor will rarely enable the area. Don't be surprised if the Allied player 
AUied player to u p g d e  a key 1-1 or 2-1 attack to a concentrates some carpet bombing attacks and 
2-1 or  3-1. TAC air will also be used for defensive airborne drops in this sector. 
support for units exposea to German counterat- The Allit6 will eventually break the Seine lint. 
tacks. The German defensive line shodd pivot about the 

The new airborne rules allow the Allied BeMort-Epinal area. The rest of the b e  should 
paratroop units to drop right behind your front line slowly withdraw to the M e w ,  the Siegfried line, 
units. This enables the Allies to get a 3-1 where they and finally to the Rhine. Antwerp should be held as 
normally could not. Airborne units could also be long as possible to maintain a shorter front and to 
used to form a corridor to assist the main force in deny the excellent supply sour= to the Allies. 
exploiting a breakthrough. The Germans need to Boulogne and Rotterdam should be held u long as 
maintain a good airborne screen, particularl~ in possible to keep the Allied replacement rate down. 
vital sectors, until the Allied airborne threat can be Static units make exoellent delay units ars they are 
neutralized. easily replaoed. Hopefully, the Allied army will be 

The new supply rules make the Southern Rhine serioudy weakened by the 30th or  35th week. At 
region very vulnerable to Allied attack. The Vesoul- that point, time and the German replacement rate 
Epinal-Belfort area must be very strongly defended, will carry the Gemurns on to victory. 
This area must be held for a long time as there is not A frequent topic of conversation about I)-DAY 
much room with which to retreat. Figure 10 shows '77 is who has the advantage. At this point I would 
how the Mies can e u d y  win by punching a narrow tend to lean toward the Allies. It is easier to get 
carridor to Strasbourg. The Allied divisions across ashore than before but more difficult to win once 
the Rhine are very d i m l t  to counterattack. All of ashore. 

Chart 2. 

Q 
Carpet Bombing Percentages 

doubled positions. Figure 9 showsa typicalGerman 
defense along the Meuse from Sedan to  the Swiss 
border. Note that this defense precludes 3-1 attacks 
against hexes where suniving German units will be 
in the zone of control of remaining Allied units. 
Hence the cities and mountains need to be held by 
large units. River lines can often be defended by 
stacks of smaller units. 

Flaure 9. Meuse-Epinal-Belfon Dcftnnc Linc . . . note the rtrong 
airborne screen in rhc klfort-Epinal =tor. 

The AUies have several capabilities to assist 
them in breaking German defensive lines. One of 
t h e  is carpet bombing. Unlike the old SAC 
attacks these air attacks do not attrition the 
German army directly. They allow the Allied player 
to roll twice for a given attack and choose the most 
advantageous-result, thus increasing the chance of 
the Allies winning a critical I -I or 2-1 attack. Chart 
2 shows the perm- involved in a 1-1 or 2-1 
carpet bombing attack versus a normal attack. 
Good Allied players will likely save their 4 carpet 
bombing attacks for crucial 1-1'8 and 2-1's against 
key German defensive positions. 

Assume a &&4 is in a doubled defensive position and a DR oombat result is preferred to an exchange. 

REGULAR CARPET BOMBING REGULAR CARPET BOMBING I 

EXPECTED EXPECTED 
AlTACKER DEFENDER RATIO OF LOSSES PROBABILITY 

LOSSES LOSSES (DEF/ATK) TAKING HEX 

CARPET BO11BIFJG 1-1 ,818 ,556 
1 REGULAR 1-I*  

C'AHPF.T BOMHIP 
I nCcT'l '-' 

CARPET BOMBING 2-1 

The Allies have 6 factors of TAC air per turn. 
Fortunately, only 1 factor may be added to a single 
battle. The Allied player will toss in the extra factor 
whenever it makes a difference. TAC air is often 
used in getting 1-2's against German 5 and 6 factor 
units. It is frequently used to improve low odds 
soakoff attacks. Unless the German player is 

I *An extra 4 -14  i 6  d d e d  to the attack to advancc in cast of  an txchangc. I 
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WAR AT SEA as a Simulation 

by Richard Bauer 

As new wargames issue forth from an increasing 
number of publishers at an ever quickening pace, 
one cannot help but be impressed by the over all 
similarities in all these titles. The ovenvhelming 
majority of these games are variations on the theme 
first introduced by Avalon Hill in TACTICS 11. 
Thus, it is particularly noteworthy when a truly 
original game appears. WAR A T  SEA is such a 
game. Yet the appeal of WAS derives not from its 
noveltiea, but from the beautiful simplicity of its 
design. This simplicity makes WAS an idea1 
introductory game for the novice. However, this 
same simplicity is the source of criticism from some 
of the more experienced garners who complain that 
it is not a realistic simulation. The purpose of this 
article is to examine some of these criticisms and 
suggest a solution. 

Several aspects of WAS that cannot be fairly 
criticized are its movement and combat systems. 
They certainly fall within the normal limits of 
acceptability for wargames. Indeed, the movement 
system is more realistic than the usual standard 
where, within the bounds of the basic movement 
allowances, all maneuver is accomplished with 100 
per cent certainty. And combat resolution is more 
realistic than the common system in which massive 
battles routinely result in total annihilation of one 
force with the victor completely unscathed. 

One way to analyze the realism of a wargame is 
to compare its play with the historical record of the 
actual conflict. Now this is particularly difficult in 
the case of WAS since the game "recreates" a 
conflict which never really occurred. Still, certain 
valid analogies may be drawn. In game play the 
Italian Navy frequently dominates the Mediterrane- 
an Sea. In fact, many successful players believe that 
Allied victory requires a complete concession of the 
Mediterranean to the Axis. Such Axis domination 
however, would have represented a massive strate- 
gic victory. A reasonable simulation would require 
the Allies to at least contend for the Mediterranean 
and play balance would require that such a strategy 
be viable. Other aspects of thegame that seem to run 
counter to the historical record are: (a) the rule that 
allows Axis surface vessels to move through the 
Straits of Gibralter, and (b) the rule that restricts the 
U.S. Navy to the North Atlantic. 

While the above remarks point out some of the 
ways in which WAS fails to reflect the strategic 
realities of World War 11, the game can also be 
challenged on the tactical level. In the game system 
whenever opposing ships are present in the same sea 
area, at least one round of surface combat must be 
fought. In reality, it was very difficult to force 
surface combat with a reluctant opponent. Witness 
the cruise of the Bismarck. The game system also 
severely restricts air power. This is partially necessi- 
tated by play balance considerations. (After all the 
Allies have almost all of the aircraft carriers. 
Restricting air units to a single airstrike per turn 
lowers the relative value of air power as opposed to 
surface fleet power to an extremely unrealistic level. 
Another anomaly revolves around the rule on 
withdrawal. A heavily damaged ship cannot 
attempt to escape from combat unless its entire 
force elects to withdraw. This seems particularly 
unreasonable when it is realized that a single turn 
represents six months or more of real time. The 
WASgame system also throws all ships ina  seaarea 
into immediate combat as if all ships, friendly and 
enemy, are in immediate combat. It might be 
reasonable to assume that the numerically smaller 
Axis forces would not sortie except as a group to 
maintain mutual support. It is  equally reasonable to 
argue that the AIlied navies in World War I1 could 
not employ similar tactics. To maintain control of a 
sea area, the Allies had to disperse their forces to 
patroI the area against Axis intrusion. There is 
nothing in the game system that simulates the 
maneuver for rendezvous and interception that 
must precede any naval engagement. 

It should be repeated that WAR A T S E A  is an 
excellent game. This brief analysis exposes some of 
the features that detract from WASas a simulation. 
An attempt to correct these "imperfections" in WAS 
has already been printed in the GENERAL, Vol. 13, 
No. 3. in the form of a WAS variant by Richard 
Hamblen. This variant deals with a number of the 
strategic criticisms. With southern convoys added 
and an Italian passivity rule, the Mediterranean Sea 
becomes a major area of conflict. The variant goes 
beyond this by adding a French Navy, Italian 
Frogmen, and a withdrawal of some British ships 
for redeployment to the Pacific. The Hamblen 

variant is an excellent game and a superior 
simulation of the strategic realities present in the 
real war at sea. The variant does notattempt to deal 
with the tactical artificialities of WAS. What is 
needed is not another variant, but an advanced or 
tournament game system for War at Sea. Such a 
tournament game is proposed below. This tourna- 
ment game brazenly incorporates virtually all of 
Mr. Hamblen's ideas. Full credit belongs exclusive- 
ly to Mr. Hamblen. Patterned after the basic game, 
this tournament game includes an expanded 
sequence of play that allows for more tactical detail. 
By providing for more tactical maneuver within 
War at Sea's basic game system, the tournament 
game may hopefully provide a more challenging 
version of this fine game that will spread its appeal 
to a larger body of experienced wargamers. 

TOURNAMENT GAME 
The tournament game uses the basic game rules 

with the following amendments: 
1, OBJECT- 
The awarding of POC is changed as follows: 
A. The Axis earn THREE POC for each turn 

that they control the Mediterranean Sea. 
B. On the indicated turns double POC are 

awarded for the control of the specified sea areas. 
Turn 1 -BARENTS SEA 
Turn 2-NORTH SEA 
Turn 3-MEDITERRANEAN SEA 
Turn 5-MEDITERRANEAN SEA 
Turn 7-MEDITERRANEAN SEA 
C. The Axis receive TWO POC for each Allied 

Convoy sunk. 
D. The Axis receive ONE POC at the end of a 

turn for each sea area, except the h l t i c  Sea, in 
which there is an Axis U-Boat but no Allied ships. 

2. THE MABOARD- 
2.8 Add the Allied port of GIBRALTAR to the 

mapboard at the eastern end of the Mediterranean 
Sea. This port has one point of repair facilities. The 
Axis may not make airstrikes against Gibraltar. 
Gibraltar borders both the South Atlantic Ocean 
and the Mediterranean Sea. Disabled British ships 
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may return to Gibraltar from either of these sea 
areas. At the beginning of thegame any British ships 
may Lx stationed a t  Gibraltar. 

3. THE PLAYING PIECES- 
3.3 Add counters for the following ships: 

U.S. Navy-Arkansas 3-4-3 
Nevada 44-3  
Massachusetts 5 6 - 5  
Quincy 1-1-7 
Ranger 0-14(4 airstrike factors) 

French Navy-Dunkerque 4-3-7 
Strasbourg 4-3-7 
Algerie 1-1-7 
TourvilIe 1-1-7 

Italian Navy-Frogmen 14-Med 
Allied Convoys-Tiger Convoy 1-3-3 

Torch Convoy 1-3-3 

3.4 Add a "Double Points" marker to be placed 
in a sea area during tums on which the POCfor that 
area are doubled. 

3.5 Add withdrawing markers, the size of 
damage markers, to identify task forces attempting 
to withdraw from a sea area. 

4. PREPARE FOR PLAY- 
4.3 British ships may start the gameat England, 

Malta, or Gibraltar. British reinforcements must 
start at England. 

4.7 French ships must start the game at 
Gibraltar. They are Allied ships on Turn I .  

4.8 Other units added to the Tournament Game 
are placed on the turn chart at the turn they become 
available as follows: 

Turn 2-Tiger Convoy 
Turn 4-Frogmen and all US ships 
Turn $-Torch Convoy 
4.9 Before the start of Turn 4 the Allied player 

must remove from the game (for redeployment to 
the Pacific) the Prince of Wales (4-5-5) and the 
Repulse (3-34). If either or both of these ships have 
been lost by then, the Allied player may substitute 
any British battleship. 

5. SEQUENCE OF PLAY 
5.1 Movemenr Phase 
5.11 Turn Initiation Segment Place the turn 

indicator on the turn chart box for the currentturn. 
Place the double point marker in the seaarea, if any, 
whose POC are doubled on this turn. 

5.12 Reinforcement Segment Place all rein- 
forcements available this turn at the appropriate 
pons. Starting on Turn 4 the Allied player must roll 
to determine which US ships become available. 

5.13 AIIied DepIoymenr Segmenr Allied play- 
er moves his ships, as desired, from port to seaareas. 
Convoys at sea may be moved one sea area. After all 
Allied ships have been deployed the Allied player 
must make a speed roll for each ship that moved two 
sea areas to determine if those ships made their 
station. Ships that failed to make station must 
return to port. 

5.14 Axis Deployment Segment Axis player 
moves his ships and U-boats, as desired, to sea 
areas. After all units have been deployed the Axis 
player must make a speed roll for each ship that 
moved two sea areas to determine if those ships 
made station. Ships that failed to make station must 
be returned to port. 

5.15 Air Deploymenr Segment Players simul- 
taneously place their land based airstrike counten 
in any permissible sea area or port. 

5.16 Damage Repair Segment Players may 
repair damaged ships in port which did not attempt 
to move. 

5.17 Combat Ordering Segment Combat 
must be resolved in all sea areas in which both 
players have deployed units, one sea area at a time 
with the Allied player determining the order. 

5.2 Initial U-Boat and Air Phase 
5.21 AS WSegment Allied player conductsall 

ASW attacks. 
5.22 U- Boat Attack Segment Surviving Axis 

U-Boats attack. 
5.23 Airstrike Segment Players name the 

targets of all their airstrikes then resolve air combat. 
5.3 Task Force Organization Phase 
5.31 Axis Grouping Segmenr Axis player 

organizes his ships into task foms .  
5.32 Allied Grouping Segment Allied player 

must specify how he wishes to attempt to organize 
his task forces. Speed rolls determine Allied success. 

5.4 Maneuver Phase 
5.41 Return to Port Segrnenr Playen may 

return any unengaged ships, except convoys, to an 
adjacent friendly port. If any ship in an unengaged 
task force has a withdrawing marker on it, all ships 
in that task force must be returned to port. 

5.42 Allied lnrerceprion Segment Each unen- 
gaged Allied task force that contains a battleship 
must attempt to intercept an Axis task force. Other 
unengaged Allied task forces may also attempt to 
intercept. A speed roll is used to determine if each 
attempt is suc~ssful .  

5.43 Axis hterception Segmmr Each unen- 
gaged Axis task force may attempt to intercept an 
Allied task force. A speed roll determines if each 
attempt is successful. 

5.5 Surface Combat Phase 
5.51 Allied Fire Segment Each ship in every 

engaged Allied task force may apply its attack 
facton against one engaged Axis ship. 

5.52 AxtF Fire Segment Each ship in every 
engaged Axis task force may apply itsattack factors 
against one engaged Allied ship. 

5.53 Fire Resolution Segment Results of 
surface combat applied. Sunk ships removed from 
play. Disabled ships returned to port. 

5.6 Task Fdrce Reorgmtizatiofi Phase 
5.61 Task Force Breakdown Segment Players 

may divide any unengaged task f o m  into two or 
more seperate task forces. 

5.62 Disengagement Segment Each player 
may attempt to disengage any or all of his engaged 
ships from combat. 

5.63 Pursuit Segment Each player may pur- 
sue any enemy ships attempting to disengage with 
ships from the task force that enemy had engaged. 
Screening may be done. 

5.64 Withdrawal Desigmtion Segmenr Play- 
e n  may place a withdrawing marker on any of their 
engaged ships. A withdrawing marker designates 
that that ship and its entire task force are attempting 
to return to port. 

5.65 Rendezvous Segment Each player, Al- 
lied first, may attempt to rendezvous any of his 
unengaged task forces into a consolidated task 
force. 

5.7 Intermittent Air and U-Boat Phase This 
phase is played only after every thirdcombat round. 

5.71 Secondary Airmike Segment Each play- 
er may make aintrikes against enemy units using 
their carrier and land based air units. Axis U-Boats 
may be targeted for airstrikes. AIlied player may 
make three airstrikes for each convoy in the sea 
area. 

5.72 Secondary U-Boat Attack Segmenr Sur- 
viving Axis U-Boats may attack any Allied ships in 
the sea area. 

5.8 Play Continuation Phase 
5.81 If opposing ships remain in the sea area, 

play continues with phase 5.4 and the beginning of 
another combat round. 

5.82 If all of one player's ships have been 
removed from the sea area, play moves to another 
sea area with phase 5.2. 

5.83 If no combat situations remain in any sea 
area, play movea to phase 5.9. 

5.9 Game Turn End Phase 
5.91 Conrrol Determination Segment Con- 

trol of each sea area is determined and the 
appropriate control flags placed. 

5.92 POC Adjustment Segment Each player 
computes his POC total for sea areas and convoys 
and the POC marker is adjusted. 

5.93 Final Return to Porr Segment Each 
player returns all of his ships at  sea, exceptconvoys, 
to a friendly port. Note, on certain tums some Axis 
ships may be able to remain at sea by oilers. 

L MOVEMENT- 
6.91 Axis ships may not move between the 

Mediterranean Sea and the South Atlantic Ocean. 
6.92 During a return to port segment any U- 

boat or ship, but convoys, in an unengaged task 
force may be returned to an  adjacent port. It is not 
necessary to return all the shipsin the task force. All 
ships in any unengaged task force which has a 
withdrawing marker on any of its ships must be 
returned to an adjacent friendly port. 

8. U-BOATS- 
8.2 U-boats in a sea area after all combat has 

been resolved prevent the Allied player from 
controlling that area and receiving its POC, 
regardless of the number of Allied shivs in that area. 
~ I b o a t s  alone cannot control a sea aiea and enable 
the Axis player to place a control flag there. The 
Axis player does receive ONE POC for each sea 
area, other than the Baltic Sea, in which only U- 
boats are present. 

8.6 After the initial U-boat attack segment there 
may be a secondary U-boat attack segment after 
every third round of surface combat in a single sea 
area. U-boat attacks during a secondary attack 
segment are resolved exactly as in the initial attack 
segment. 

8.7 The secondary U-boat attack segment isnot 
preceded by an ASW segment but by a secondary 
airstrike segment. During this airstrike segment U- 
boats may be subjected to Allied airstrikes. 

10. AIRSTRIKES- 
10.4 After every third round of aurface combat 

in a sea area there is a secondary airstrike segment 
during which both players may make and resolve 
airstrikes exactly as in the initial airstrike segment. 

10.5 Airstrikes may not be launched against U- 
boats during the initial airstrike segment. Airstrikes 
against U-boats are permitted during a secondary 
airstrike segment. During a secondary airstrike 
segment each convoy may make three airstrikes but 
these may only be targeted against U-boats. All 
airstrikes against U-boats are rolled together with 
all disabled and hit results applied to the entire U- 
boat fleet in that area. 

10.6 Mdtiple airstrikes may be made against 
certain targets during an airstrike segment. No 
player may make more airstrikes than his airstrike 
capability. 

10.61 Aircraft carriers may be subjected to 
more than one airstrike duringan airstrike segment. 

10.62 The total number of airstrikes made 
against U-boats may exceed the number of U-boata 
in the sea area. 

12. DISENGAGING- 
12.1 Ships inanengaged task farce may attempt 

to disengage from the enemy during the disengage- 
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ment segment of the task force reorganization 
phase. Not every ship in an  engaged task force need 
attempt to disengage. Ships that successfully 
disengage are not required to return to port. They 
may remain in the sea area and engage in combat 
again. 

12.2 At the beginning of the disengagement 
segment each player must designate which of his 
ships will attempt to disengage. Disengaging ships 
may then be freely grouped into one or more task 
forces. 

12.3 Ships from different task forces that 
attempt to disengage may not be grouped in the 
same task force. 

12.4 On the pursuit segment each player may 
PURSUE any of the enemy task forces that are 
attempting to disengage using only ships from the 
task force that had engaged those enemy ships. 

12.5 Ships that pursue a disengaging task force 
must have a speed at least equal to that of the 
disengaging task force. All ships that pursue the 
same disengaging task force themselves constitute a 
task force. The disengaging task force and the task 
force of pursuing ships are still engaged. 

12.6 Ships in an engaged task force that neither 
attempt to disengage nor pursue constitute the 
remaining task force. The two remaining task forces 
are still enpged. 

12.7 If the two remaining task forces are 
unequal, the player with the larger remaining task 
force may elect to SCREEN his disengaging task 
forces. He does this by demanding his opponent 
return to the remaining task force any number of 
ships up to the number that would equalize the 
remaining task force. The opponent must then 
return at least that number of ships but may return 
mare. Ships returned must come from the pursuing 
ships. Returning these ships may result in some of 
the disengaging task forces becoming unengaged. 

12.8 During the withdrawal disengagement 
segment each player may place a- withdrawing 
marker on any ship in an engaged task force. The 
withdrawing marker signifies that the entire task 
force is attempting to flee the sea area at top speed. 
It also provides some protection from interception 
by additional enemy task forces. 

12.81 At the moment a withdrawing marker is 
placed, a11 enemy ships in the engaged task force 
whose speed is less than that of the withdrawing task 
force must be separated into a separate unengaged 
task force. 

12.82 After all withdrawing markers are placed, 
each player may disengage any of his ships engaged 
with a withdrawing task force. All ships disengaging 
from the same task force form one task force 
together with the slower ships, if any, which were 
required to disengage. 

12.83 If a ship bearing a withdrawing marker is 
sunk or forced to return to port because disabled, 
the withdrawing marker must be placed on another 
ship in the same task force. 

12.84 If a withdrawing task force divides into 
separate task forces, a withdrawing marker must be 
placed on one of the ships in each of the separate 
task forces. 

12.85 A task force that attempts to intercept a 
withdrawing enemy task force i successful only if 
the speed roll is less than or equal to one plus the 
speed of the intercepting task force minus the speed 
of the withdrawing task force. Interception is 
impossible if this differenoe is zero or negative. 

12.86 On a return to port segment all ships in 
every unengaged withdrawing task force must be 
returned to port. 

12.87 Ships in a withdrawing task force may not 
pursue any engaged enemy ships that disengage. 

12.88 A task- force containing aconvoy may not 
attempt to withdraw. 

12.89 Withdrawing task forces cannot control 1, 2, or 3 Scuttled 
any sea areas. They must all be returned to port on 4 or 5 Axis Control, if Mediterranean is 
the control determination segment before any Axis controlled. Scuttled, if Medi- ; 
control flags are placed. terranean is not Axis controlled 

6 Axis Control 
Scuttled French ships are removed from the game. 
Remaining French ships are Axis for the remainder 

14. CONVOYS- of the game. 
14.31 Convoys must be moved to sea on the 

turn they enter the game. Convoys must always 18. TASK FORCES- 
move toward their destination without delay or 18.1 A task force is a collection of ships joined 
detour. but undamaged* re- to share maneuver and mission activities. Ships in a 
turned to port must sea On the next turn single task force should be grouped together on the 

Convoys may be moved a Po* Only On the mapboard. The speed of a task force is the speed of 
final return to port segment of the game turn end the slowest ship in the task force, 
phase. Only a damaged convoy may enter a Port 18.2 During the task force ormnization phase 
other than its destination. Damaged convoys may the their in the sea area into 
remain in port for repair. task forces. 

14.61 The player receives 18-21 firing the Axis grouping segment the 
each Allied convoy sunk. Axis player may freely organize his ships into one or 14.9 The Tiger and Torch convoys are "south- more task forces. ern convoys." The Allied player receives THREE 18.22 During the Allied grouping segment 'OC for each of these when arrive at Allied player may attempt to organize his ships into 14-91 The Tiger O n  Turn at task forces as he desires. He does this by naming one England. If disabled, it returns to Gibraltar. or more of his ships in the sea area as flagships. For 14'92 The Torch convoy starts on at the every other Allied ship in the sea area the Allied U.S.A. If disabled, it returns to England. player must name a flagship with which that ship 

will attempt to rendezvous. A speed roll is then 
made for each ship attempting to rendezvous. If the 

15. MINOR NAVIES- die roll is less than the speed of the ship attempting 
15.3 Starting with Turn 4and on each turn after rendezvous, then the rendezvous is successful and 

that, the Allied player must roll one die for each US the ship joins a task force with that flagship. Each 
ship. The die rolls are made during the reinforce- ship that fails to rendezvous becomesa one ship task 
ment turn. Each US ship enters the game at the force. 
U.S.A. only if its die roll activates it. The numbers 18.3 Before surface combat can occur opposing 
needed to activate a U S  shipvary with the turn as task forces in the same sea area must engage. This 
follows: happens when one task force succeeds in intercept- 

Turn 4-6 ing an enemy task force during the maneuver phase. 
Turn 5-5 or 6 18.31 On the Allied intemption segment each 
Turn 6 4 ,  5, or 6 unengaged Allied task force that contains at least 
Turn 7-3,4, 5, or 6 one battleship (any ship with an attack factor of 
Turn 8-2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 three or more) must attempt to intercept an Axis 
Once a US ship is activated it remains available task force. Other unengaged Allied task forces may 

for the remainder of the game and no additional die also attempt to intercept an Axis task force.. If there 
rolls are needed to move it on following turns. is more than one Axis task force in the sea area, the 

15.4 US ships may move out of the North Allied player must designate which Axis groupeach 
Atlantic Ocean subject to the regular movement of his task forces is attempting to intercept. 
rules. Unless disabled in the South Atlantic Ocean, 18.32 The Allied player must make a speed roll 
however, all US ships must return to the U.S.A. on for each Allied task force attempting an intemp- ' 
each turn. tion. If the die rail is less than thespeed of the Allied i 

15.5 At the beginning of the Axis deployment task force, then the interception is madeand the two I 

segment of each turn the Axis player must roll a die task forces are engaged. A task force that fails to 
for each Italian ship in Italy. The Axis player may intercept remains unengaged. 
then move only those Italian ships for which he has 18.33 Engaged task forms may not attempt to ' 
rolled a "5" or "6." intercept. 

15.6 The Italian frogmen unit is available in 18.34 On the Axis interception segment each 
I 

Italy on Turn 4. It operates as a U-boat except that unengaged Axis task force may, at the Axis player's 
on the first turn it is used, the attack by the frogmen discretion, attempt to intercept any Allied task force 

Thereafter it functions as a U-boat. The frogmen which Allied task forces are to be intercepted. 
unit is resolved before the Allied ASW segment. in the same seaarea. The Axis player must designate I 

unit may not move out of the Mediterranean Sea 18.35 The Axis player must make a speed roll 
and cannot be replaced once destroyed. for each Axis task force attempting an interception. 

15.7 Before the start of Turn 8 the Italian Navy If the die roll is less than the speed of the Axis task 
is subject to defection. Adieis rolled for each Italian force, then the interception is made and the two task 
ship with the following result: forces are engaged. A task force that fails to 

intercept remains unengaged. 

i 
1,2,3, or 4-Defects 18.36 Whenever two or more friendly task 

5 or 6 -Axis Control forces engage the same enemy task force,, the 
Jtalian ships that defect are removed from the game. friendly task forces are merged into one, 
Remaining Italian ships are Axis for Turn 8. 18.4 During the combat phase surface combat 

15.9 *11 French be@n the game at can occur only between ships in engaged task forces. 
Gibraltar and are AlIied ships on Turn I. At the end 18.5 ~~~i~~ the breakdown segment of thetask 
of Turn 1 all French ships in the Mediterranean Sea f,, ,organization phase unengrrged task forces 
must be returned to Italy. All other French ships may be freely divided into separate task foraes+ 
must be returned to France. 

15.91 Before the start of Turn 2 the Axis player 
must roll a die for each French ship, determiningits 
fate as follows: Continued on Pg. 31, Column 1 
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STARSHIP TROOPERS EXPANSION 
By Bill MacLaren 

SCENARIO EIGHT: SEARCH & DESTROY 
The Terrans are at war with the Arachnids. This 

is the obvious idea behind Avalon Hill's great Spif 
wargame STARSHIP TROOPERS (based on the 
book by the illustrious Robert Heinlein). The 
'skinnies' were knocked out of commission early in 
the war, before they dropped their Buggy allies and 
joined the Terrans. So, the war is mainly between 
the Terrans and the Bugs. 

The Terrans have finally gained the initiative in 
the war and are taking the fight to the Bugs. The 

only problem is, where are the bugs located? Sure, 
Space Navy could destroy every planet they weren't 
sure of, but, why waste a perfectly good planet for 
no reason? 

Enter the Mobile Infantry. Theirjob, drop on a 
strange planet. Find out the location of bug tunnel 
complexes on said planet (if any), and with the aide 
of Combat Engineers create as much havoc as 
possible before retrieval. 

The mobile infantry is going to have a slight 
problem in this scenario. They won't be sure where 
the tunnel complexes will be located to begin with, 
but, they also won't know how many tunnel 
complexes there are on the planet . . . Most 
scenarios use one or two complexes with an equal 
number of units in each. But were all Arachnid 
Complexes set up in such a form? As usual, it's up to 
the MI to find out . . . 

1 AVAILABLE. ,,.ICES 

Arachnid: 

I 
1 or 2 tunnel compIexes* I 

LUS: Demo Pdnts x45 
Launchers X18 

Arachnid: Construct one or two tunnel com- 
plexes on alien control pad prior to play. Move 
second. See special rules no. 1 & 3. 

Terran: Force "A" enter via initial drop 
procedure. Units must be positioned West of hex 
row 'V' prior to drop. Move first. Force " B  enter 
via initial drop procedure, on turn one, East of hex 
row 'V' before drop. Move first. Force "Cpenter via 
Soft Landing procedure any time after turn one. 
Move first. (*Note: Force "A" enter on turn 1.) 

GAME LENGTH: 20 turns. 

SPECIAL RULES 
1. Arachnid Tunnel Complexes: The Arachnid 

player has a unique choice to make in this scenario. 
He has the option of building one or two tunnel 
complexes. He does NOT have to inform theTerran 
player how many complexes he has built until after 
the game. No matter if the Arachnid player decides 
to build one or two tunnel complexes, he still 
receives THE SAME AMOUNT OF UNITS. If he 
decides to build two sets of tunnelseach brain would 
control the normal number of units. But if he 
decides to build only one complex, then each brain 
would control DOUBLE the normal number of 
units. (Ten warriors, ten workers, and two heavy 
weapons). Note that each brain would stiIl have only 
ONE engineer no matter how many other units are 
in that complex, and the number of demo points 
available for use remains the same for both variables 
(one or two complexes). 

2. Retrieval Boats: There are three retrieval 
boats used in this scenario. The first boat is uaed to 
soft-land force "C". It may then be used to retrieve 
casualties. The second retrieval boat must be used 
before turn 12 and the last retrieval boat may not be 
used until after turn seventeen. Basic retrieval boat 
mlesare used with the first two retrieval boats (each, 
of course, with its own homing beacon). But rules 

change slightly for the third boat. It Iands on the 
homing beacon for one of the Fist two boats and 
may remain grounded for one OR TWO turns, at 
the Terran players option, before lifting off. 

3. Reaction Time: The bugs had no way of 
knowing that a Terranattack was about to be made. 
This sometimes slowed their reactions to the Terran 
drop. To checkif Terran reaction time isslowed, roll 
one die. 

1 4  Arachnid reaction time delay 
5 4  reaction time normal 

If the Arachnids reaction time is slowed, they may 
not move on turn one. If it remains normal they 
move normally on turn one. 

4. Effects of Master and Queen cells: In the 
game the Master and Queen brain cells were given 
no ddnite purpose except that they were worth 
victory points if captured or killed. But the Maater 
and Queen cells actually do hold a position of 
significanae. The Queen would be in control of all 
units and all other brain cells. The Master brain 
would coordinate the combat cells in their attack 
and defense. The Queen cell affects thecomplex in a 
powerful way. If a combat brain cell is destroyed, 
instead of all of that combat cell's units being 
destroyed, one half of the units would be controlled 
by the Queen and only half the units would be 
destroyed. Ex.: Combat brain'A'is destroyed. It has 
three workers, six warriors, and one heavy weapon 
left. The Queen would take over one worker, three 
warriors, and the heavy weapon. The other units 
would be destroyed. If there is only one of a unit 
type it is kept, otherwise odd units (three, five, etc.) 
are destroyed. If the Queen cell is destroyed, the 
combat factors (attack factor and defensive factor) 
of all Arachnid units are reduced by two. Worker 
units would be eliminated and would count for 
victory point purposes. The Master brain cell 
operates in the same manner as the Queen except in 

a reduced way. It can only control three units from 
any one Combat cell and only one of these may be a 
heavy weapon. If it is destroyed the Artackfuctor 
ONLY of all units in that complex is reduced by 
two. 

5. Treat all hexes on mapboard as  savanna 
hexes. 

6. Use Combat Engineer Breaching and MI 
Multiple Damage optional rules along with reguIar 
rules. 

VICTORY CONDITlONS 
Terran: Accumulate more victory points than 

the Arachnid player a t  the end of the game. 
Arachnid: Accumulate more victory points than 

the Terran player at the end of the game. 
Draw: It is a draw if both sides have an equal 

amount of victory points. Arachnid player receives 
two victory points for every Brain Cell, no matter 
what type, surviving at the end of the game. 
Additionally the Arachnid player receives points for 
the damage/destruction of Terran units as follows: 

HVY DAMAGE WIA/KIA 
Scout 1 point 2 points 
Commander 3 points 7 points 
Marauder 2 points 5 points 
Combat Engineer - 2 points 
Special Talent - 4 points 

Terran player receives ten points for every Queen 
and Master brain cell destroyed and five points for 
every Combat Brain Cell destroyed. Terran receives 
one point for every tunnel hex destroyed. Addition- 
ally, the Terran player receives points for the 
elimination of Arachnid units as follows: 
For each Warrior unit eliminated: 2 Points 
For Each Worker unit eliminated: I Point 
For each Heavy Weapon unit eliminated:5 Points 
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TRUE LINE OF SIGHT By Robert Corbett 

&a of thefew unrealbric things in the SQUAD 
LEADER game sysiem is its simplified LOS rules. 
More realistic aiiernatives such us rhose proposed 
here by CROSS OF IRON playtester Robert 
Corbett tend to slow down pIay too much fo merit 
inclusion in the game system. Died-in-the- wool 
realism advocates wil~nonetheless appreciate the far 
grearer detail his system allows. 

Artillery FFE and Indirect Fire affect only the 
top floor of a building hex. 

Movement between floor levels without the use 
of a staircase is prohibited above the second floor. 

All other rules pertaining to Upper Building 
Levels (571, Rubble (38), and Fire (59) of the Basic 
game apply. 

Multi-level Buildings 
One of the least realistic aspects of the Squad 

Leader system isthe Line of Sight system. This is not 
in itself a bad thing, since any realistic LOS system 
will have to be more complex than the current one. 
However, an attempt to create multi-level buildings 
highlights some of the problems that were glossed 
over in the original system. For example, the simple 
notion of a building creating a "blind zone" behind 
it (7.4, 43.62) now becomes useless. For this reason, 
I believe that new LOS rules should be presented 
along with any attempt to distinguish between 
multi-level buildings. The rules that follow describe 
such a system. I have been using versions of this 
system for a few weeks now, and have found that it 
does not often slow the pace of play, as it is usually 
possibIe to determine whether or not an LOS is 
blocked without referring to the charts. 

MULTI-STORY BUILDINGS AND TRUE LINE 
OF SIGHT (TLOS) 

This rules section introduces the concept of 
buildings that are more than two stories high. 
1nclude.d is a new LOS system that is more realistic 
but also more complex. 

The height of a building is determined by the 
number of stories contained withinit. Normally, the 
number of stories withina building is determined by 
its type and the number of hexes it occupies. The 
number of stories contained within a stone building 
is equal to the number of hexes it occupies. Players 
are recommended to set maximum heights for such 
buildings; even in big cities structures were seldom 
higher than five stories. A wooden building is one 
story high if it occupies one or two hexes, and two 
stories high if it occupies three or more hexes. 

Each story of a multi-story building hex is 
considered a separate "hex" for stacking and 
movement purposes (57.1). Units in a multi-story 
building hex are considered to be on the third floor 
if they are placed atop two 2nd level counters, on the 
4th floor if placed atop three 2nd levelcounters, etc. 

The cost of moving up or downa staircase hex is 
two M F  perfloor. A unit may move up or down a 
staircase hex only one floor per Advance Phase. 

A unit on the ground floor of a building hex is 
considered adjacent to any enemy unit on the 
ground level of any adjacent hex or on the second 
floor of the same hex if there i s  a staircasein the hex. 
A unit in an upper floor of a multi-level building hex 
is considered adjacent to any enemy unit on the 
same floor of an adjacent building hex or in the 
same hex on an adjacent floor if there is a staircase 
in the hex. Units in the upper floors ofa  buildingdo 
not lose their hidden or concealed status when an 
enemy unit moves adjacent to them unless that unit 
i s  in the same building. 

Attacks against multi-story building hexes must 
now specify the exact floor being attacked. 

Demolition and Flamethrower attacks which do 
not result in rubble I58.1) or fire (39. I )  affect only 
the target floor. Flamethrower attacks cannot be 
made against targets more than 6 meters above the 
FT unit. Demolition Charges must be placed in a 
hex adjacent to the emplacing unit. 

DETERMlNING HEIGHT: 
In order to decide if a TLOS is blocked, it is 

necessary to know the height of the sighting unit, the 
target unit, and any obstructions between them. 

The height of any unit is the cumulative total of 
the height of the terrain the unit occupies and the 
unit's own height as indicated on the Height Table. 
For example, an infantry squad on the third floor of 
a five story building on a level one hill would have a 
height of 25M m. (1% + 9 + 15). 

The height of an obstructing hex is the total 
height of the terrain in the hex or hexside. For 
example, the height of a forest-gully hex would be 
12m. (15-3). 

THE HEIGHT TABLE 

E:"" " 
Unit it. -,jer level of 

Entrenchment, shellhole -I 

DETERMINING LINE OF SIGHT: 
The following procedure is used to decide if a 

TLOS is blocked. 

I. Locate the height of the sighting unit on the 
range "0'' line of the TLOS chart. 
2. Locate the height of the target unit on the range 
line corresponding to the distanoe from the sighting 
unit to the target unit. 

3. Place a straight edge between the two points on 
the TLOS chart. 
4. Determine if the line from the center of the 
sighting unit's hex to the center of the target unit's 
hex crosses any obstructions. If it crosses an 
obstruction within a hex, determine the height of the 
obstruction, and its distance from the sighting unit. 
If any part of the column of the TLOS chart that 
corresponds to that distance is above the line 
determined in step 3 above, the TLOS is blocked. If 
it crosses an obstruction on a hexside, determine the 
distances from the sighting unit to the hexes 
adjacent to the obstruction. If the distances are 
equal, and the height of the obstruction on the range 
line for that distance is above the line determined in 
step 3 above, the TLOS is blocked. If the distances 
are not equal, the height of the obstruction on the 
line between the columns for the two distances is 
checked. 
5. If no obstruction blocks the TLOS, it is clear. 
EXAMPLE: The T-34 on the Level 2 hill at AA6 
wishes to fire on the German HMG squad in the 
one-story building on M9. The LO5 is blocked by 
the Level 2 crest line of 26, but ignoring that for 
purposes of our example, we see that under the 
game's normal LOS rules the LOS is clear. Possible 
obstructions formed by the woods at X9 and VIO 
are dismissed by the simplicity of the one "blind 
hex" provision of the Basic Game. 

When using True Line of Sight, however, things 
are much different. The height of the sightingunit is 
31% meters. The HMG is at ground level ( 1 s  
meters) nine hexes away. The woods at X8 and X9 
four and five hexes away do not obstruct the LOS, 
but the woods seven hexes away at LlO/VlO do. 

Note another advantage of True LOS is its 
adaptability to different terrain situations. If the 
area depicted by the scenario is set in especially 
thick woods, Forest height equivalents could be 
increased to 15 meters, or decreased to9for shrub or 
blighted areas. Terrain could even differ within the 
same scenario; any forest not encompassingacenter 
dot (Example: I HZ) could be considered 9 meters 
high, any forest not containing the hex grid 
coordinate (T9) could be especially tall grown and 
considered 15 meters high; all others 12 meters high. 

0 
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FORTS IN ALESIA b y  

The key to Roman defense in CAESAR there is a gap at D10. The line is within reach of the movement of the Alesiaforce. The defensive walls in 
ALESIA is the use of forts. A Roman player cannot board edge enabling a devastating surprise attack this area are strong, but they are not far apart. The 
win the game solely by good initial placement, but that is especially appealing to the Gauls because Romans have trouble establishing a second lineand 
bad placement can lose it. A fort has several they don't have to worry about the outer works. The stopping a link-up of Gauls once the front lines have 
functions, and while the following list may not be all hill covers too much territory to be defended in been breached. Forts 17 and 18 are invaluableto the 
inclusive, it should be kept in mind when placing strength, so the Gauls will likely drive the Romans Roman defense if an attack comes in thisarea. They 
them. out of their initial position quickly. Thus the provide much needed defensive support and arean 

1. To increase mobility: primarily by bridging 
streams bui olso by connecting ramparts where 
possible. One major advantage the Romans have is 
their ability to shift troops rapidly from one area to 
another. Failure to bridge certain streamscan cause 
fatal delnys. Other forts, connecting unconnected 
ramparts, can save a movement factor, which, while 
not a crucial element, should certainly be considered 
during initial placement. 
2. To strengthen a weak spot in the line. Certain 
areas because of terrainand rampart configurations 
are naturally more inviting routes for a Gallic 
assault. The doubled position and defensive fire 
provided by a fort can add the needed strength to a 
position. 
3. To provide a rallying point for a defensive line. 
Once the Gauls have occupied the outer ramparts 
there is often no defensive terrain to fall back on. A 
strategically placed fort two or three hexes from the 
front can provide an anchor for the new defensive 
line. 
4. To prevenl a rampart defense from being "rolled 
up" from attacks down the wall. Once the Gauls 
occupy a rampart hex they can use it to eliminate the 
defensive bonus of the adjacent hex and walk right 
down the wall. Thisuse of forts is most important on 
the connecting walls in zone V although it has some 
importance elsewhere. 
5. To provide defensive f i re .  Of course all forts 
should fire whenever possible. In order to maximize 
the effectiveness of their fires, forts should be placed 
a square or two behind the ramparts. This 
placement ensures they will not be overrun early and 
will be able to continue firing even after the Gauls 
have cleared the ramparts. 
6. To provide0 "cireleofflre': Vercingetorix cannot 
enter artillery range. The presence of this field of fire 
may prevent an escape even when there is a hole 
otherwise. This is another reason to place forts 
behind the front, thus limiting Gallic opportunities 
to destroy them. Three cohorts (15 factors) in a fort 
are very difficult to get a 3-1 against. Even that only 
givesa 50schance of capture. The more probable 2- 
1 has only a 116 chance. A delay of a turn or two 
while the Gauls capture a fort could prove fatal to 
their cause. 

Obviously not all forts can fill all functions and 
the distinction between functions may be slight. 
Nevertheless 1 feel they should be considered, and I 
shall attempt to illustrate what is meant by giving 
specific examples of placement, area by area. I do 
not pretend to be the ultimate authority on this 
matter. No doubt many of you have your own ideas 
and I hope you will submit them to the GENERAL. 
I offer the following as a basis for discussion. 
fort # ] - -K t5  9-TT40 17-LL62 

2 - PI5 10 - UU46 18 - HH61 
3-PIE 11-MM4S 19-CC58 
4-W17 12-UU52 20-X52 
5-BB18 13-TT57 21-U47 
6-GG22 14-TT62 22-441 
7-MM29 15-0060 23-M35 
8 - 4 4 3 6  16-RR63 

The Mt. Rea area may be the most indefensible 
part of the Roman Iine as the ramparts and outer 
works do not extend all the way around the 
perimeter. The hilltops are somewhat defensible but 

Romans will need a string positibn on-which to fall 
back. Retreating to row 18 and the creek gives up 
too much territory and jeopardizes the bridge at 
PIS. Placing fort #I at K 15 provides ananchor for a 
new line along the ramparts at row 15. Care should 
be taken so that the Gauls don't take advantage of 
its lack of zone of control and slip past it along row 
16. 

Forts 2 and 3 provide necessary bridges. Fort 2 
connects the main rampart system, while #3 makes 
reinforcement of Mt. Rea much easier. Both forts 
provide much needed firepower as this area is highly 
vulnerable because of the lack of sufficient space for 
a defense in depth. This lack of depth is even more 
apparent in zone I t .  The outer camp should be 
garrisoned; no ground should ever be given away, 
but the main wall should be defended strongly, as a 
penetration of even a few hexes can cause havoc. 
Forts 4 & 5 are placed in this area to provide 
defensive firepower and limit the extent of any 
initial breakthrough, allowing time for a vigorous 
counterattack. 

Fort #6 performs a similar function, also 
preventing a roll-up from the camp rampart and 
extending the circle of fire. 

Zone I is slightly less dangerous than I 1  and 111. 
While there is not a whole lot more room withinthe 
Roman lines, the Roman player can see any attack 
coming at least one turn in advance. The Romans 
may want to put at least a token defense behind the 
Brenne to make the Gauls fight for it. The same 
holds true for the camp, although its configuration 
prevents an efficient defense. Fort #7 provides 
firepower at this potential weakpoint, although it 
also has an important function in extending the 
circle of fire. 

Zones IX and X are often the scene of a massive 
Gallic assault. The defensive lines here are generally 
good. The main danger is being overwhelmed by 
numbers. Forts 9, 13, and 14 are stationed behind 
gaps in the ramparts; 9 and 14 also provide a minor 
benefit in connecting ramparts. Fort 10 occupies a 
key rampart junction, and 12 makes possible the use 
of part of the camp as a doubled position. All four 
forts extend the circle of fire and are strategically 
located to provide defensive support. 

As KK4046 is the only Roman line the Alesia 
force can reach in one turn, this portion of the line 
should always have a garrison. In addition fort # I  1 
is very valuable in repelling an attack in this area. 
This is the only fort I place specifically to stop the 
Alesia force and it has served me weH many times. 

Forts 15 and 16 provide bridges, and some 
players may question the need for both of them. It 
haa been my experience that both of them are 
necessary to quick communication, both lateral and 
interiorlexterior. The inside and outside ramparts 
are sufficiently far apart that one bridge cannot 
serve them both without costing several movement 
factors in a detour. The firepower of both these forts 
will not be wasted, as the area around this creek is 
often the scene of fierce fighting. Fort 15 is located 
to give an extra hex of depth to the defenseand also 
to enable the Roman cavalry to dash out and harass 
the Gauls. 

The area between the two creeks (lying in zones 
VII & VIII) is one of the most favored routes of 
Gallic attack because there is no creek to hinder the 

anchor for a second defensive line: i'he presence of 
these forts has saved me on more than one occasion. 

Fort 19 also contributes to the defense in this 
vital area, but, more importantly, connects three 
ramparts and providesa bridge. This is an extremely 
important bridge and is more vulnerable than most, 
as it is closer to the front line. It should always be 
strongly defended as the loss of mobility caused by 
its removal will likely be fatal to the Roman 
defensive effort. 

Fort 20 is located near one of thespots where the 
creek is adjacent to the interior ramparts, enabling 
the Alesia force to more easily threaten the Roman 
line. Its main purpose, however, is to extend the 
circle of fire. 

Fort 21 provides a back-up to the easily cut 
rampart bridge, and, along with fort 22 extends the 
circle of fire. 

All three forts also provide defensive support 
against an assault in this section of the board. I 
admit to never having seen a concentrated attack in 
this area, but I feel that these forts would be 
extremely important in defending against such an 
assault, as there is a lack of suitable secondary 
defensive terrain. Nevertheless, these forts are 
probably the least important of the 23 mentioned 
here, and 20 and 22 in particular should be the first 
candidates for any contemplated relocation. 

Zones IV and V are generally easily defended, 
with four separate defensive lines-three ramparts 
and one creek. The Gauls do  have one tempting 
attack route, avoiding the outer works by overrun- 
ing the camp in zone ,V and attacking down the 
connecting ramparts. Fort 23 is designed to stop 
such an attack, mcupying a rampart intersection. It 
is also the last point in the circle of fire. 

Having given the location of each fort, a few 
words of general explanation may be in order. The 
consideration of keeping an unbroken circle of fire 
has been mentioned often, but I do not feel it is 
overemphasized. I have mentioned earlier how 
difficult it can be to capture a fort with a 15 factor 
garrison. Of course every fort cannot be garrisoned 
so strongly, but every fort will not be near the focal 
point of the attack. 

The Gauls, as mentioned in another article, are 
under severe time pressure, and if taking a fort costs 
them even one turn, it could be the difference 
between winning and losing. This placement ensures 
that the Gauls will have to take at least one fort if 
Vercingetorix is to try to escape anywhere but 
through easily defended zones IV and V. 

I have not concentrated forts in the southwest 
half of the board to more easily repel a first day 
assault. Such a placement would only discourage 
such an assault, which I believe the Romans should 
encourage as it makes an attack in the northeast 
corner unlikely, thus easing the task of overall 
defense. 

The above placement assumes that the Romans 
will conduct an aggressive, counterattacking 
defense,and with some modifications, usually based 
on the known tendencies of the opposition, has 
proved successful. It is not, however, the only good 
placement; each player must experiment to develop 
the placement that works best for him. 
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FEUDAL: A 
Both rival kings have secretly deployed their 

forces. King Ethelred the Great's army iscommitted 
to the attack-the siege of theenemy's castleand the 
slaying of his royalty. Victory must be complete or 
nothing will have been gained. Seemingly endless 
ranks of footsoldiers aligned in battle array await 
the King's signal to advance, while the Crown 
Prince prepares to lead the charge of his armor-clad, 
mounted knights. The opposing army has pledged 
to defend its King, Aelfric the Barbaric, to the last 
man as it lies in wait on its home soil to thwart the 
enemy's plans for conquest. Both armies are evenly 
matched and only the cunning and skill with which 
the two kings execute their strategies will determine 
the outcome of the battle. 

It is with regard to this last point that FEUDAL 
is somewhat disappointing for the true wargarner. 
Despite several strong points-I) secret, 
simdtaneous deployment, 2) high playability, and 
3) a high play balance-FEUDAL'S overall value as 
a conventional wargame suffera from its lack of 
adequate combat resolution and movement 
systems. 

The game's present combat resolution and 
movement rules are similar to those of chess. An 
attacking piece automatically eliminates a defender 
by simply moving into the same space, thus, 
equalizing the combat value of all the playing pieces. 
The movement capabilities allotted to the playing 
pieces are, for the most part, very large. For 
example, a mounted knight, who moves similar to a 
queen in chess, could conceivably travel the entire 
length of the board (24 spaces) and eliminate the 
defender whose space he landed on. However, 
unlike chess, you are allowed to move all your men 
which results inlarge changes in positioning without 
theslightest opportunity for your opponent to react. 
These large movement capabilities also eliminate 
any surprise which the attacker might haveattained 
in the original secret deployment of forces. The 
defender can easily compensate for any numerical 
superiority the attacker may have achieved in one 
area. The result is that the combat resolution and 
movement systems tend to make FEUDAL more a 
game of attrition rather than a test of strategic skill 
like chess. 

Yet, FEUDAL could be made a more skill- 
oriented and, thus, a more exciting, game if 
redesigned along the lines of other traditional 
wargames. With this in mind, I have devised a new 
set of rules dealing with combat resolution and 
movement which still preserve the game's existing 
strongpoints. Basically, the new movement rules 
reduce the large movement capabilities of the 
playing pieces and eliminate the similarities to 
movement in chess. The combat rules introduce 
varying combat factorsfor thedifferent pieces along 
with a Combat Results Table based on odds and the 
uncertainty of a die roll. 

Note: The following rules deal only with changes 
in the original rules. Unless otherwise noted, assume 
that all original rules are still in effect. 

SETUP 
For two players: 

1) The player with the highest die roll has choice 
of being either the attacker or the defender. 
Attacker still moves first and defender still positions 
the board. 

2) The defender cannot place any of his playing 
pieces (hereafter referred to as Urnen'') adjaoent to 
the divider screen. 

For four players: 
I )  The board is first divided into four kingdoms. 
2) The player with the highest die roll has first 

choice of one of the kingdoms, followed by the 
player with the second highest die roll choosing 
next, etc., until each of the four players has a 
kingdom. 

3) The die is rolled again. The player with the 
highest die roll moves first with play rotating 
clockwise. 

4) No player may place any men adjacent to the 
divider screens bordering his kingdom. 

5) An opponent is defeated when all his royalty 
has been slain or his castle has been captured. If his 
castle is captured, then remove all remaining royalty 
from the board. 

6) The capture of an opponent's castle does not 
remove it from the board. The capturing player still 
receives command of any survivors of his defeated 
 opponent*^ army on his next turn for the remainder 
of the game, regardless of whether the castle is 
captured again by another player. 

MOVEMENT 
1) All men may be positionedin,and enter, both 

the castle (walled) and the castle green (unwalled). 
2) Any man moving onto the castle green during 

his turn must stopand wait until his next turn before 
leaving. Note: The castle may only beentered or left 
from the castle green. 

3) During his turn, a player may move any, all, 
or none of his men. 

4) No movement is allowed through friendly 
units. Also, no man may begin and end his turn in 
the same space if he has moved in that turn. 

5) All mounted men may move up to four 
spaces/ turn in any combination of directions. Note: 
Mounted men are not allowed in mountains or 
rough terrain as stated in the original rules. 

6) All footmen may move up to two spaces in 
any combination of directions. There is no penalty 
for movement in rough terrain. Note: Footmen are 
not allowed in mountains. 

7) Aman must stop moving when he enters an 
enemy zone of control. 

ZONE OF CONTROL (ZOC) 
The ZOC of a man is defined as the 8 adjacent 

spaces surrounding that man. Exception: The ZOC 
of the castle is bnly the castle green space, allowing 
men to move freely inall other adjacent spaces to the 
castle. However, the ZOC of the castle green still 
consists of all 8 spaces surrounding i t ,  including the  
castle space. 

COMBAT 
The following combat factors are assigned to 

each man: 
King ..................................... 4 
Prince,Duke .............................. 5 
Knights ................................... 4 
Sergeants . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 

.................................. Pikemen 2 
Archers. . . .  ............................... 4 

................................... Squires I 
Each playing piece has now been abstracted 

from representing only one man to representing an 
entire unit of soldiers. For example, the combat 
factor of the King is a measure of the combat 
effectiveness of the King and his personal 
bodyguard. Similarly, the Archer now repreaents a 
unit of footmen supported by archers. 

I) Combat occurs when a man enters an enemy 
ZOC. 

2) All combat is predesignated and resolved 
after all movement has taken place. Thus, a 
defending man could only be attacked oncelturn. 

Die 
Roll 

COMBAT RESULTS TABLE (CRT) 
ODDS 

Die 
Roll 1-6 1-5 1-4 1-3 1-2 1-1 2-1 3-1 4-1 

iX A0 i B 2  AB2 EX EX D 
tX A3 
tX A3 

A> 
\ A  A >  

I 
ix A> & 

EXPLANATION OF CRT 
1) - = No Effect. number of spaces. The route of retreat is determined 
2) DX = Defender Eliminated. Remove defender by the attacker. Units whose only retreat is off the 
from board. Attacker may advance into defender's board, into forbidden terrain, into enemy ZOCs, 
space. through friendly units, or in violation of the 
3) AX = Attacker Eliminated. Remove attacker movement rules concerning the castle green are 
from board. eliminated. The attacker cannot choose a route 
4 EX = Exchange. Remove from the board the which would result in destruction if an unblocked 
weaker of the two forces in battle and units at least route is available. 
equal in strength from the greater force. Note: The 6) ABI, AB2 = Attacker must retreat the indicated 
relative strengths of units are determined fromtheir number of spaces. Attacker determines his own 
combat factors. route of retreat and is subject to elimination under 
5 )  DBI , DB2 = Defender must retreat the indicated the same conditions stated for a retreatingdefender. 
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3) Combat may be resolved in any order the 
attacker chooses. 

4) Combat is resolved by first totalling the 
combat factors of the attacker and comparing them 
to the combat factors of the defender in order to 
obtain the odds of the battle. For example, a Knight 
(4) attacking a Pikeman (2) would result in odds of 4 
to 2, or 2 to I .  Odds are always rounded down in 
favor of the defender. For example, a Prince (5) 
attacking a Knight (4) would result in odds of 5 to4, 
or 1 to I .  Once the odds have been determined, the 
result of the battle is obtained by rolling the die once 
and referring to the Combat Results Table. 

5) The attacker may divide combat in any 
manner he wishes so long as he attacks all units in 
his ZOC. For examnle. in the followitlg dia~ram. 

NEW SQUAD LEADER BOARDS 
Although production of the SQUAD L E A D  

ER garnettes h a s  lagged behind schedule we do 
have threeadditional boards completed which will 
be used in future gamettes. Those SL(CO1 
enthusiasts who can't wait for additional terrain 
can purchase these boards separately from our 
Mail Order Dept. for $2.00 each plus the usual 
postage charges for parts orders (10% of the dollar 
amount for American, 20% for Canadian, and 
30% for overseas customers). The boards can be 
ordered under the title SQUAD LEADER boards 
6,  7 or 8. Board 6 is scheduled for use in the next 
gamette in the series, CRESCENDO OPDOOM, 
and features a large French chalet surrounded by - - 

combat could be div\ded in two ways: broad expanses of orchard-a new terrain feature. 
a) The Knight attack the Pikeman a t  2 to Boards 7 and 8 feature wide rivers (an average of 

1 d d s ,  while the ~ r c h e r  attacks both the squire and five hexes across) with accompanying marshland 

the other Pikeman together at I to 1 odds; or, and urban settings. 
b) ne ~ ~ i g h t  could attack both Pikemen ' The boards will not come with any directions 

together at 1 to 1 odds, while the Archer attacks the penaining the new terrain nor will any 

Squire at 4 to I odds. questions pertaining to them be answered. The 

, . I boards are being offered strictly on a "as they are" 

a) basis for those individuals who can't wait to add 3 @ ) new terrain to their SL gaming and don l  mind 
making up their own rules as they go along. 

i 
m 

6) Men which find themselves in an enemy ZOC 
at the beginning of their turn may do any one of the 
following: 

a) Remain where they are and attack after all 
other movement has been completed. 

b) Move out of that ZOC space into spaces free 
of enemy ZOCs. 

C) Withdraw from that enemy's ZOC and then 
re-enter that sameenemy's ZOC at a different space, 
resulting in combat. 

d) withdraw from that enemy's ZOC and enter 
a different enemy's zoc and attack. I BINDERS I 

SPECIAL COMBAT RULES 

1) A man in the castle can only hattacked by a 
man in the castle green, in accordance with ZOC 
rules. 

2) Mounted men may not attack footmen in 
rough terrain and are, therefore, not allowed in the 
ZOCs of these footmen. 

3) Add 1 to the die roll of all attacks made 
against footmen defending in either the castle or the 
castle green. 

4) Odds less than 1-6 are not allowed. Odds 
greater than 6-1 result in automatic destruction of 
the defender. *** @ 
WAR AT SEA Continued from Pg. 24 

18.6 During the rendezvous segments of the 
task force reorganization phase, unengaged friendly 
task forces may attempt to consolidate into larger 
task forces. 

18.61 On his own rendezvous segment a player 
may designate for any of his unengaged task forces a 
second unengaged task force with which the first 
task force will attempt to rendezvous. No task force 
may attempt to rendezvous with another task force 
which is itself attempting a rendezvous. 

18.62 The success of each rendezvous attempt is 
determined by a speed roll. If the die roll is less than 
the speed of the task force attempting the rendez- 
vous, then the separate task forces are merged into 
one. Otherwise, the task forces remain separate. 

19. OPTIONAL PLAY BALANCE RULES- 
19.4 The Axis player receives an additional 

, WO POC at the end of the game if no Allied 
convoy successfully arrived at Russia during the 
entire game. 

(*.> 

These binders are ruggedly constructed in 
attractive red leather finish vinyl, with gold 
embossed logos of the THE GENERAL and the 
Avalon Hill Game Company located on the front 
and spine. Each binder measures 9" x 12' x 1X"and 
holds twelve (12) copies of THE GENERAL 
Spring-steel retaining wires hold the issues firmly in 
place, yet your magazines are not damaged in any 
way, and can easily be removed from the binder at 
your desire. The binders are available from Avalon 
Hill for $5 plus 75c postage. Maryland residents 
please add 5% state sales tax. 

FACTORY 
OUTLET 

Whenever in the Baltimore area feel free to 
drop in at our Factory Outlet store located in our 
design offices at 900 St. Paul and 20 E. Reed St. 
This store is the world's only retail outlet featuring 
a complete selection of Avalon Hill games, parts, 
magazines and accessories. Pay by cash or check 
or bring your credit card, and if visiting on 
Saturdays feel free to stay and attend a gaming 
session with Interest Group Baltimore and get 
involved with whatever playtesting happens to be 
going down. Or just drop by and play or talk the 
games of your choice on Saturday with any of the 
locals and enjoy the competition. 
Hours: AH Factory Outlet-Tuesday thru 

Saturday; 9 A.M. to 5 P.M. 
lGB Playtesting-Saturday; 10 A.M. 
to 5 P.M. 

THE GAMER'S GUIDE 
TO DIPLOMACY 

THE GAMER'S GUIDE TO DIPLOMACY is 
a 36-page illustrated booklet containing all sorts of 
valuable information for DIPLOMA CYbuffs of all 
levels from beginner to expert. Written by Rod 
Walker, one of the best-known writers on the game 
today, the GAMER'S GUIDE TO DIPLOMACY 
covers in detail almost every facet of this "game" 
that has become an obsession for thousands of 
"players" worldwide. 

The GUlDEis divided into eight sections. In the 
Introduction, Mr. Walker discusses the develop- 
ment of the game, its uncommon nature where some 
vices become virtues, and where ethics become, in 
some cases, a definite liability, playing objectives, 
country selection, and more. 

In Section 11, "Elements of the Game," you will 
read about such things as communications, alliance 
and treachery, aggression and defense, cheating, 
stalemates, convoyed attacks, and receive some 
tactical hints for better play. 

The third section of the GUIDE presents a 
detailed study of the board, styles of play, and 
choice opening moves and game strategies for each 
of the seven Powers in DIPLOMACY. There are 
also several revealing charts showing the relative 
successes and failures of all of the Powers over the 
course of 803 recorded games. 

Section IV presents a sample game, with 
commentary by the author and an analysis of the 
diplomacy and tactics of each of the aeven players 
involved. The commentary is accompanied by 
several easy-to-read maps so you can go right along 
with the progress of the game. 

The fifth section of the GUIDE concerns itself 
with postal DIPLOMACY, where you'llfind alittle 
history, descriptions of the various ratings systems 
used, and a few suggestions on how you can get 
involved in this exciting segment of the game. 

Section V1 is devoted to variants, with a full 
description of each of several of the better-known 
variants, including "Napoleonic" DIPLOMACY, 
"Bid" DIPLOMACY, "The Great War", and 
'Twin-Earths" DIPLOMACY. There are also 
complete rules for the original 1958 version of the 
game, and as a bonus the back cover of the GUIDE 
i s  a reproduction of the original map, for those 
readers who wish to play the first DIPLOMACY. 

Section VII deals with clubs and tournaments, 
an area that the author feels is growing in 
importance as the ever-increasing rise in postal rates 
increases the attraction of face-to-face DIPLOMA- 
CY phy. 

The find section, entitled "Questions and 
Answers", attempts to deal with the most common 
(and several most uncommon) questions that may 
arise. As the author says, "they include some which 
are frequently asked as well as some that were asked 
only once and were debated at length afterwards." 

For anyone with even the most casual involve- 
ment in this highly demanding game, THE 
GAMER'S GUIDE TO DIPLOMACY is an 
absolute must, and well worth the mere $3.00 plus 
500 postage that it costs. Send your checkor money 
order made payable to: The Avalon Hill Game 
Company, 4517 Harford Road, Baltimore, MD 
21214. Maryland residents please add 5% statesales 
tax. 

Q 
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would not be allowed to tie down a major press 
necessitating several runs through a smaller 
press for each color used. This is both more 
expensive and very time consuming-and I 
shouldn't have to tell readers about our leg- 
endary problems with getting the magazine 
done on time. Finally, there simply was no room 
to print such counters without doubling the size 
of the insert-a measure I was unwilling to take 
given my estimate of the percentage of the 
readers who would actually use papercounters. 

Raised the price of the magazine? While it is 
true that the cover price increased, subscrip- 
tions (past, present, or future) were not affected 
in any manner. Assuming you are a subscriber 
you receive the magazine for the same price as 
before. The increase affects only those dealers 
who buy in bulk quantities at a substantial 
discount. Most readers avail themselves of the 
two year subscription rate which means they're 
paying only $1.00 for a full color, 36 pp 
magazine plus inserts crammed full of as much 
material as we can manage. How many other 
gaming publications give you equal valuefor the 
dollar? 

". . . you left out the counters on purpose so 
that wewould have to buythem from you atyour 
profit." I can't begin to tell you the riches we've 
gathered catering to the variant counter market1 
Consider, if you will, that not all of our readers 
will havethe game inquestion. Of thosewhodo, 
many will not be interested enough in it to 
actually play it, andeven fewer will take the time 
to order the counters from us. This means that I 
usually print a grand total of 1,000 such 
counters. Compare this to our usual minimum 
print run of 30,000 copies for any item and just 
imagine the economies of scale we enjoy with 
these small runs1 For starters, we tie up our 
camera room, presses, laminating machines 
and die-cutters for almost as much time as it 
takes to run 30,000 copies of a major game 
component. Regardless of the size of the run, the 
equipment "set-up'' time remains essentially 
the same. Presses have to be cleaned after each 
use and the electric eye of the laminator 
painstakingly "locked" into position through 
trial and error for each job. A die-cutter or 
laminator will sometimes chew up hundreds of 
rejects before it is correctly locked into place. 
The die alone costs in excess of 8300. In 
addition, we get to add another part to our 
standing inventory of over 1 ,000  separate game 
parts. By the time we've deducted postage. 
handling, and the usual miscellaneous costs 
we're making a veritable fortunel If the auditors 
ever figure out how much we lose on these 
variant offers, I'll probably have my head handed 
to me on a platter. Why do it at alf then? 
Hopefully, it increases the enjoyment many of 
you derive from the magazine without adding to 
the price of the publication for others. 

"This statement is a little too naive." It 
atways amazes me how someone from Podun- 
que. or San Diego for that matter, knows more 
about my business than I do. I didn't know 
Anthony was getting mail from our readers 
telling him about their interests. I know I have 
and a lot of that mail describes people isolated 
from the wargaming hobby at large, but 
thoroughiy enjoying their three or five or 
whatever number of AH games. And unless I've 
been dreaming several of those letters have 
related their disappointment in having traveled a 
great distance to a game convention in h p e s  of 
playing in a tournament of their favorite game, 

only to find outthat none exists. Am I being naive 
for believing these letters or is Mr. Koroly for 
believing that all our readers share his degree of 
involvement in our hobby? While I agree with 
Anthony that a great many of our readers are 
into the mainstream of the wargaming hobby 
and are enthusiastic supporters of a number of 
game companies, the plain truth of the matter is 
that this is not a universal trait of our 
readership-nor necessarily a dominant one. 
THE GENERAL exists to serve the interests of 
A.H. game enthusiasts and is not a spokesman 
for the entire simulation gaming hobby-but 
rather a periodical for a specific segment of that 
hobby. Other magazines exist to survey the 
hobby as a whole and do itverywell, but in these 
pages we will confine ourselves primarily to the 
interests of the A.H. enthusiast. 

I hope this answersall the important charges 
in Anthony's letter. It is not often we can answer 
complaints at such length, but when thechance 
presents itself to "go public" and answer others' 
unspoken doubts I often leap at the chance. I 
guess it's because I'd like to have a love affair 
wirh my readers-well, some of them anyway. 
Speaking of which, I guess the following 
constitutes a romance gone sour. 

Gentlemen: 
I have been a subscriber to THE GENERAL since 

Vol. 1. No. 1. I am an Elite Club member and have 
purchased over forty of your games. Innovations in 
your magazine's format have usually had my support. 
However, I must now add my mice to the growing 
chorus of critics that eredissatisf~ed with your policy 
of devoting a large portion of the magazine to articles 
on just one featured game. 

For example, the last issue I received (volume 15. 
number31 devoted 19outof 34pagesof print(or 56%) 
to a new release called CRETE. If a reader does not 
own the game featured, half the magazine, which he 
has anxiously awaited for two months, is of no 
interest to him. An extremely aggravating cir- 
cumstance. 

YOU must realize that as titles proliferate, few 
garners can be expected to own and be interested in 
every game you publish. One must pick and choose 
new additions to a collection as it becomes in- 
creasingly difficult to keep up with "the state of the 
art". Wouldn't a "shotgun policy" be more effective? 
In other words, a policy of including articles on as 
many different games as possible in one issue. 

It IS also a continuing aggravation to have 
September-October issues arriving in December. I 
would think after two years you could get back on 
schedule. 

In addition, .in Vol. 15, No. 3, the postage coupon 
was on the back of the map for the WAR A T  SEA 
variant and no variantcounterswere ~ncluded! Now. I 
don't expects free game in every issue (if I did I could 
subscribe to the competition), but why present a 
variant map wlthout counters. That's what I call a 
teasel 

Thanks for l~stening. 

Tom Spirito 
Smithtown, NY 

Advocates of the "shotgun" approach (i.e. 
more and shorter articles on a wide variety of 
games) have been among the most vocal critics 
of the magazine in recent years, and not entirely 
without good reason as so aptly cited by Mr. 
Spirito. There is, however, the inevitable other 
side of the coin. I, like Tom, am among the few 
readers who can boast a complete collection of 
GENERALS from Vol. 1. No. 1 to the present. 
During those first ten years which included my 
rookie season at the helm of the magazine, the 
"shotgun" approach was the only one used in 
the GENERAL. During that time the circulation 
of the magazine remained low and even showed 
signs of decline. Since I started the current 

feature policy five years ago the magazine has 
shown a 600% increase in circulation. Cir- 
cumstantial or otherwise, such imposing figures 
lead me to suspect we're pleasing more people 
than we're turning off. Secondly, there is also 
the more pedantic and oft repeated reasoning 
that we simply do not have enough quality 
material to fill the magazine with a variety of 
smaller length articles. Your premise that the 
larger features rob the reader of a more varied 
format is simply not true-were it not for the 
major articles we would be unable to fill the 
magazine without resorting to low quality tripe 
and thus would actually have to reduce the size 
of the publication or fill it with non-pertinent 
illustrations for the sake of using up space. 
Lastly, I agree with your premise that the 
proliferation of new titles forces the gamer "to 
pick and choose new additions" with increasing 
care to insure that he isgetting a title best suited 
to his preferences which will do justice to his 
limited playing time. That is why I favor the 
current policy of major emphasis on features. 
The prospective buyer gets a chance to evaluate 
the game in question from a variety of view- 
points and in far more detail than any ad can 
convey-and often within a year of its initial 
release. 

As to the constant lateness of delivery I must 
plead guilty. Despite my best efforts to make 
progress against the clock, there will probably be 
very little improvement in that regard until a full 
time editor is appointed who need not hassle 
with game design, prototype evaluations, and a 
host of other duties. 

The WAR A T  SEA variant counters were 
mentioned in the prelude as being available 
from our Parts Dept. in mounted, die-cut format 
along with theCRETE/MALTA variant counters. 
Those who didn't want to purchase these items 
could easily make their own from the informa- 
tion provided. As to the postage coupon, I believe 
the earlier adage about "cake" applies. 

But buck up1 All is not for naught. All the 
world loves a survey and far be it from me to 
ignore the pleas of the majority. So here's your 
chance to make some changes. Answer the 
following questions with a simple Yes/No using 
the answer form in this issue's insert.The result 
will call the tune but you had best be ready to 
pay the fiddler. 

SURVEY 
1. 1 favor the printing of two-color variant 
counters on a special insert suitable for cut and 
paste-up even if it means 1 have to pay more for 
my subscription. 
2. 1 favor the current poticy of full color, 
mounted, die-cut variant counters for sale 
separately. 
3. 1 favor the current major feature policy 
providing the lead article does not exceed half 
the magazine as opposed to a "shotgun" 
approach of more and shorter articles of lesser 
quality. 

\ GAME CO. ) 
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Dear Readers. 

A number of you havejustifiably taken me to 
task for the publication of Stuart Smart's articlc: 
CORRECT THIRD REICH ln Vol. IS, No. 2. 
While helpful in many areas hip tendency to 
embroider the game's existing rules to suit his own 
inttrtsts irkcd many of you who were u p t  with 
the "official" label they received. Apparently my 
warning that the opponent must agree bcforchand 
waslost in thc tranalationandwhat I had intended 
to be a clarifying rules wrionr with greater detail 
for a d v a d  players came across too strongly as 
an actual approvd change to the rules. Those who 
dislike straying From the printed rules should 
consider the tollowing p r t s  of Mr. Smart'sartidc 
as suggcstcd vananta-not AH endorsed rule 
changes 

2.4 The Gulf of Aqaba 1s nor t m t d  as a 
river hexside. 

3.53 Leningrad and Moscow mqv change 
hands several times during the coursc of thc game 
with a resulting ga ln l l o s  of B R W  as  specifically 
stated in the 2nd edition rulcs. 

3.57 This is one of Mr. Smart's variations. 
4.3 Malta, as a fortress, does no1 rtquirc 

supply although Mr. Smart was quite correct in 
applying realism as hi rationale for his variation. 

4.4 The limitations on Bridgchcad counters 
for ntutruls, whlle quite worthwhile rules, a r t  
nonethelm a variation of Mr. Sman's. Similarly, 
the oflicial AH intcrprctation of bridgehead 
rcmovai v that the counter is removod when no 
longer occupid or rcquirtd as  a sole source of 
supply. 

4.91 Mr. Smart's applicarion is directly 
contrary to AH rulca. 

4.9151 The insertion of the *UNUSED" 
stipulation, while quilt inttmting, is strictly a 
prMuct of Mr. Smart. 

6 3  Airbase counrers are not cannidclrd thc 
equal of unils and Ihtrcforc not prohib~ted from 
stacking with opposlng nationalities. 

10.3 A player may not takt away an  ally's 
Objective wirhour hispemiwion. 

THE EDITOR 

Dear Mr. Granwood: 

I jubt bought a copy of THE RUSSIAN 
CAMPAIGN and I like it very much. 1 d o  have 
some suggestions regarding movement around the 
board tdgcs. and thc issuc of having important 
stratcgicpo~ntsoff the board Iliketheideasof rail 
movemem off the board and back on using 
imaginary connectloos and hnving worker units in 
Siberia. However. 1 $hart Mr. Hamblcn'sdistastt 
for "hanng important strategic poinrs off the 
board, whm: thty arc invulnmblc to cncmy 
action" (Design Analysis, THE GENERAL. Vol. 
14. NO. 1). Furthcrmort, I think that thc board 
edges, especially the western one, are an effective 
shield for a playcr who is far bchind, prottciing 
cities w r y  b ~ t  as  important t o  the war effort as 
many ofthe onesshownon theboard. Sinw I haw 
always wan td  tht  best of both worlds, 1 pmporpe 
the Following optional rulps. 

Allow the Germans to exit units off th t  cast 
(nor south, there ia enough 011 on the board 
already: there wasn't muchelge down there, and it 
would makc tht  south much too important) edge 
ofthe board, and allow the Russians to move units 
off the west edge. Thcy may ncvtr rtturn t o  the 
board. Thcv must br sunnlid bv a fncndlv rail line 
leading from the board'&& to; friendlicity, and 
are eliminald for lack of supply likt othtr units. 
Rcolaocmtnta andlor reinforoemenis due that 
turn must be uged first. (They are in position t o  
gtop thethreat, uniuchasing khindarcn't). Alttr 
lhc two forces have bcenrnatched,all theunltsare 
placed in the replacement pool. For each turn the 
deftnder fail$ lo withdraw suflicient f o r m  tbc 
attacker may choose one city to be consider4 
under his control for satisfying campaign and/or  
sudden death victory conditions. The choice of 
city can be made anytimt (except right aftcr 
r m l a t ~ o n  of sudden death victory mndition 
relmtions) and cannol Ix loat. Altcrnativcly t k  
German cnn choose to eliminate one Siberian 
worker unit. f h c  samc exiled forcc may takc onc 
city or worker per turn until matched or 
climinalod for lack of supply. Rqardless of thc 
defenders response, he e n n o t  use off board rail 
movement if encmy units r tan the turn off a homc 
board edge. 

The% optional rules will not change thc 
outcomc of most e m = ,  but will make it much 
harder for a side that is way behind to eke out an 
undeserved draw. Holding Buchamt should not. 

Letters to the E d i t o r  ... 

compensate for losing Leipzig, Hamburg, Co- 
logne L Frankfurt which are all only on t  turn's 
movtmcnt from the k m d  edge. 

Jim E l i n  
Cambridge. MA 

Dear Sirs, 

1 was geatly pleasd by the variants printed 
in Vol. 15. No. 3 but with mv rtccnt ourchase of 
the  variant counters, lkalizedthat 
thecounter sheet containedshiu6for variants Lhat 
1 have been unablt t o  obtain iulcs tor. Thc best 
cxnrnplc are the counters utilizing the French 
Navy. I began subscribing to  THE GENERAL 
with Volume 14, Number 4 which containcd thc 
Victory a t  Scu vanant. Any WAR A T  SEA 
vanant pubhshed since then has not escaped my 
notice but 1 am at  a total loss as  to thc uscs o f th t  
Frtnch Navy and the T g e r  and Torch convoys. I 
only wish that you includedinstructionswith your 
most w e n t  variant counter sheet SO o t h m  likt 
mygtlr who cannot obtain the older GENERAL 
Issues, w l l  not be at a loss when it comes t o  the 
counter sheet. 

Wully Wang 
Franklin. MI 

It was nor possibleJor UT ro reprinr rh@ rhrw 
anicles which preceded Ban Canfi@ld's Rwsiarr 
Navy W A R  A TSEA variant bur we rhoughr l o w -  
/lmesubwribers wouldappreciu!e rheirincotpora- 
(ion on rhe counrer sheer as on added bonus. 
Srricrly as a cusromer service, however, we will 
offer Xerox copies ofrhe 4 page W A R  AT S M  
varronr sr1rc.k m mWouI Yo!. 13. No. 3foraS2.00 
lee and a slumped, seraddr~ssed envelope. 
Addmu your request to ;he Cusromer Service 
Depr.: A TTN. Ron La Porre. 

Dear Sirs, 
While reading thc Dts im Analysis column in 

Vol. 14. No. 5, I -me across a paragraph inwhich 
John Hill dcfcndd a smtion in thc rulcs stating 
more o r  I m ,  that artillery was ineffective agalnst 
ba rkd  wirc obstacles. He gave as an twmple thc 
battle or the Somme and then he asked For an  
explanation of thc fuilurc o f th t  six day bombard- 
ment a t  the Somme. This letter is intended to 
answer that queption. 

Thc followiog is a o  cxcnflt from lht  book 
Vimyj' by Herbert Fairlie Wwd. 

T h e  big gunner breakthrough on which so 
much dcpcndcd was thc 106 fusc. With it, shells 
could cut wire. This achievement was not without 
its irony, for, in fact, the mgic new Fus  was a 
reversion to a more primitive mtthod of dctona- 
tion. In a word, the shell went off on impact. 
General Shrapnel's invention. which had revolu- 
t ionled field artillery methods during the ninc- 
rtcnth century, dcpendul on a time f u x  which 
bursttheshellmer t roop in  theopcn,rainingstccl 
pellets down o n  them with devastating effect. 
Gunnery advanm sin= had wncentrated on 
perfecting the time fuse. Now it seemcd obsoldt; a 
dtviw wa6 needed to  give m a ~ i m u m  burst a t  the 
point of impact. 

The 106 fuse had begun toappenrdunng the 
Sommc battles, and lht  mort  imaginative of the 
gunners had seen its possibilnies. 

Thc dcviw, which guaranteed explosion in 
the wire instead of ln the sky or benenth the earth, 
was a mushroom cap with an  explosive khind it 
that speeded up the detonation. The ID6 fusc was 
rcwvcd for thc htavy artilltry with batltring-ram 
t a s k  to perform. The wire on the Ridge would br 
cut by the 60-pounderb and the &inch guns. The 
problem the Canndians faocd was to @t t n o u h  
fuses. Gunners egged on the artillery staffs a t  the 
divisions and corps, thc gcnerals took a hand and 
raised the matter a t  conferenc- and a movement 
was gcncrarcd that finally produmd resulu. By 
January 1917 the 106 lux  w a s  coming along in 
ever-incrensing quantity and the battle of thewire 
was in a fair way to k i n g  won." pp 81-82. 

The fuse was very successful a t  Vimy R~dgc  
and kyond ,  but it %ems to have received very 
littk publicity as  it is almosl amazing lhat John 

Hill did not comc across it in his rescarch f o ~  
SQUAD LEADER. 

Pierre Frioud 
Mill Bay. B.C. 

Sir: 
STALINCRAD remains one of your more 

enjoyable gamep. But the debate goes on concern- 
ing the "hutorical" replacement rate (4-6-8) vs 
the "Balanced" replacement ra lc  (45-6). I prclrr 
playing "thc rcal way." Howcvcr, I stc no rrabon 
For a welt plaaed 2 - 3 4  to bring the entire wcight 
of the Geman war machine to a standstill. This 
trkes the advantages of bljtWrieg away from the 
Germans. They did b v e  thu advantage until 
1942. Other games handte t h ~ s  well. Any piece 
surrounded at 5-1 or ilttscked at 7-1 loses nlt 
nones of control. Any other units may mwe 
through that zone unimpeded. It would be wise 
however, lo limit this lo normal mwemmt. 
dictated by weather, and not to include railroad 
movement through or bcyond thc disputcd tcrri- 
tory. Rail rnovcment should bc ullowcd up to 
that point. 

With the Germans acluevjng wme break- 
throughs they should be able to achieve the 
capture of a mejor city sooner. This in reality 
cuts the Russian rcplaaement rate without re- 
duclng lt below the "h~stor~ml~ '  rate. 

The Rusmn 1s not Forced to retreat t o  better 
defensive pa;itions and to place rererves behind 
thc lints to stop a German brcakti~mugh. Fo ra s  
placed behind the fmnt are open to attack from 
forces advancing beyond the breakthrough point. 
"Breakfhmugh" units may participate In any 
battlr us yct unresolved. Thry may attack other 
front linc units from thc rcar or serve to cut off 
their line of retreat. ney may not attack a unit 
already retreated or surviving unlts of an attack 
but they mny join in an attack not yet "rolled." 
As "breskthroufl units have the initiative they 
may enter any encmy unit's zone 01 control 
trctrrated M otherwise) but do ntlf havc to 
attack. 

Under these rules you may aec 450,000 
Rualans captored at Kiw or Smolensk. You may 
nlso pee Leningrad attacked during the first 
winter. You m y  see an "histor~ml" game. 

Give the Russians their men and give the 
Germans thrir tBctic5. 
Kenncth E McCum 
Cuyahoga Falls. Ohio 

Ed. A'orc. YCIII  null, also rut the Ueonurrs C U I I U U ? ~  

r/r? *%vrldJ A I I Y C I ~ ~  fmi1rZ I I I P S P  rzfle~ ~Iioftld hl;t>bl 
rke R I I ~ I U I S  replocenre~rr mplriry ro b~Y-,Y-lO M p r r ~  

Dcar Mr. Greenwood, 
While attending a wargaming club some time 

ago. 1 roccivcd thc rarc chancc to buy 1P14. I 
grabbed at  ~t immediately, and now I own t b i  
much coveted gamc. 1 fed 1 got an uccellcnt dtal. 
ks idt  from getting 1914 In fairly good mndition 
for only ten dol lm.  I was rather surprixd to find 
that I enjoyed thc gamc as well. Why was I 
surprised? One reason was the RBG Cban. IP14 
has a constant position of third from last o n  that 
chart, which would obnously make one ask the 
question. "Do I really want this name?" Some of 
t-hc ra t inp I round to be, in my eyes, ridiculous. 
For exam~le.  the pas of understrrndin~ column 
statcsl that'19i4 is the most difiicult gameto learn. 
As For mypelf, I can only pay that I found ANZiO 
and THIRD REICH much more d~fficult. Of 
course, the rating may apply to the-simulation in 
dctail" gamc, but thcre's no reaaon why onc can't 
limit oneself to learning the standmrd and 
advanced pmca.  

Again. on the excitement levels column. 1914 
wa6 mted last and again 1 found thin to k a poor 
8uidclinc. As of now, I have only played the game 
solitaire, and have found it to be quite exciting. 
Against an  oppontot it should be w t n  bcttcr. 
Finally, the game lengthput thetime spent playing 
I914 a1 somcwhcrt ovcr nine hours. Again, this is 
only when you extend the game to the maximum 
length, and there's no reason why you can't 
mnfinc yourstlf t o  th t  standard gamc length. , 

Paul Purmen 
Sykesrillc, M D  

One  man'^ wlne is armrherk hemlock. Tke 
RBG cM'r r e l tmryom whether rhey'lIlik@agame 
or nor-nor everyone h rksam@ lasle. What she 
RBG doa do k b d  a game down inro ;en 
co~lponenrparl~ 4 n d a l . h ~  rhe reeder lo 8ee what 
the w e w e  response ro rhar calegory is. f i m m -  
ber, rhe REG &is in shadesofgroy-lwt black di 
white. atrhuslaslic "I" rorings we dilured by 
unhappy T s "  ro comr up wllh a f ? m  som@place 
In berween. How high or low r h a r f ~ w e  LB in the 
caregor&s whlch mean she mosr Io youshddg ivc  
you some idea of how srrong the game IS in the 
characterisrics whlch you voluc. I also can fud 
fautz wirh the RBG-prPfrrlng STALINGRA D 
ro many o/ rhe games #bow is. AII r h r  prows is 
rhat I. tikc you, have game pre jdces  no1 shared 
by rh@ maforirv of our per$.  

*-** 
Gemlemcn: 

I have reviewed PANZER LEADER 1940in 
the GENERAL and have fourd thc following 
errata: 

1.TheStuWsbomblosdia1IWIh.,not 11. 
Unit Composition Tables 

1. A German Motoritcd Infantry Regimcot 
should have 36 trucks+ not 33. 
Unit Function Tmbh 

1. The Gtrman PeJg 47 and thc GW-I cannot 
ovcrrun. 

2. Tht Allied IOSmm HOW has 117 men, not 
152. 
Counter6 

1. The a r m o r 4  cnrs Daimler (British) and 
Panhard ( F r m b )  have wrong w a p o n  types. The 
Daimler should be "1" instead of "H". The 
Panhard 6hould be "H" in6tcad of "1". 

Ramiro Cruz 
Houston, TX 

Dear Donald, 
A gremt many members of our d u b  are in the 

AREA systsmend cach ia surprid to find that I 
a m  not a member, nordo I intend tojoin. I enpldn 
to tach that "winnid a gamc or a n u m k  of 
games does not mran much to  me. I feel, in alot of 
the games I plny, that luck rnmakes the winntr 
unpredictable. I play these &axe for fun. And I 
have found out you can haveas much fun playing a 
kginner as  playing antxpcrt. (lf you ovcrlook thc 
trouble it ia t o  explain why the beginner cannot 
make the move he indicates. or explain w h i i  rule 
hc setms to have forgotlm). 

I wms very amused to  w that the Anaio 
mapboard was wtcd tht  k t  tver. (Pap 30, 
Reader Buyer's Guide. VoI. 12:#3). "-re is no 
dcnyiog tht  validity of i t skt tvt rpcrformancein 
the Mapboard catepon." I wms under the 
imprtssiin that even Tom Okson thought it a bit 
"overdone." Realistic-mavk ~lavabk-yes: but 
kslt tvct? I pcrsona~y ra tc j rdkichmapdaa;dat  
best werl In bn the Anxio mapboard gives me a 
m a l l  M c h e .  

I assume I must be one of that vast "usually" 
silent majority who votes with hi YWdUetmfor the 
simpk playabk garner. I can only how that 
ANZJO does oot gel back on the sbclves to 
confuse the %t time" buyer. There is littledoubt 
in my mind that it i6 for the "Hard Core" only. 

I hope you don't get the wrong impreasion. 
But to me themore workagameinvolvesthelcss I 
enjoy it. And romt gamts on m l l y  not intended 
lor PBM, so t h y  p t h c r  dust in my "parked to 
capacity" closet. It is really diflicult t o  believe 1 
own more brand x games tban AH gamm, r i m  
my cabmet haa 7 AH p m e s  sct up with PBM 
moves and only 2 noc-AH games wt up. But it b 
not 60 rurprising when you mnridcr AH mekts 
games wbilc o t h m  make pmIes.  

Jerry Scbotr 
Plamation, FL 

I musr d k g m  with your oppmkol of 
ANZIO which has r@cenIlv become one d my 
~ ~ w r i r e p m @ s ,  certainty r ~ L o r ~ ~ ~ o r r ~ ~ ~ c r ~ r t l . ~ ~  
olav bvmaN. Tom Ole~on's rdeYdrfon ro lhewrsutr 
if ;h@'pe#a game har W ro yer a 3rd ekrion of 
the rulm which in turn husprompredrne ro engage 
Rodger MacCowan for a new boxcow mid 
another rry on rhe r e r a i I s b I ~ ~ ~  in rhe nwrfirure. 
As for THIRD REICH being rhc best mapboard 
ever M hove ro violently d m r r e - h  laar at h t  
as many ambiguirics as ANZJO jF not more. 
SQUAD LEADER wwId gel my w t c  for borh 
rhe best looking and rnosr nccurare board. 
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READER BUYER'S GUIDE I 
TITLE FEUDAL 
SUBJECT Chms-style Medieval War Game 

FEUDAL is the 41st game l o  be raled i n  thc wll i n  Ease of UnderuLanding. Completenes 01 
RBG and tt was a moolqucstion whether i t  should Rules. and Play 0aIance bu l  i d s  badly with an 
have appeared at all. FEUDAL was ortptnally a abysmal Reahsrn raling. The rcirmhtng playing 
3M game and came l o  Avalon H i l l  with the rcat o i  [imc of I l/a hours is also a dead give-away of a 
the 3M adullgamc linc which was purchased lock. gencral audtcncc family-type game. 
stock. and barrel i n  1976 As such. ~hc rc  is  . .  . . 
considcrablcdebateowr whether i t  shouldeven be 
constdered a wargamc i n  thc opinion of most 
wargameri. Designed lor  a more gencral audicnce 
lhan makes up our hohhy. FEUDAL is actually 
morc o i  a multi-playcr. increased realism chess 
variant than a slmulation o f  combat. Assuch. il is 
nut surprising that our wargame audienoe ratcd 
the game only 35th l n a  Cicldof4I and lhat i t  failed 
to besl any Avalon Hi l l  designolthepast 10years. 

Nevenheless. the gamc d ~ d  wcll salcs-wise for 
3M and continues t o  be one of  the best sellers i n  

SUBMARIINE: 
BrleI Synopeb of P h y  on h c k  cover: Q. Can H.M. (H)  and G typc al lacken make 
Phase 3 Change '35.0)" t o  ~25.0)m dtrect firc altacks against "P' targets? 
Phase 6 Change "32.5)" t o  YZ.6)* A. No! (a% indlcatcd on thc WEC) 
Phasc 10 Changc "(31.7)" to "(23.7)" 
Cbsngte to DmEa Cmrds: 

Q. Can *(H)* rvpe air strtkes be uscd for 

IoponSurfoteShip-Changc Yamaro'savailabili- 
a,,,: Or &INT' type 

tv  to Sn' 42. 

WHAT THE NUMBERS MEAN: Put simply, the* 
msults can be mncldarsd like this. Anythlng 
under 2.00 IS pretty darn fantastic, Scores ranging 
from 2-3 are sacellent while Br must he con- 
s ~ d w d  good. 4 through 4.5 would be mnsidsred 
fair, with the upper half of the 4.5 cornbinmion 
considered poor. Anvthlng rated higher than a 6 
indicates a dire deficiency a?d should merit 
either immediate attempts at redesign or d m p p i v  
fwm '?a Ilna. 

, - - -  
Amer ica~ Su$ace Ship-Changc a l l  w'41 to 
W42. Change EdwII'n H to 2 H  tor W44 and all 
subsqucnt quarters. 

Exrernal Tubes-Any submarine with external 
tubes can f i r t  thcm only oncc . They cannot be 
reloaded. They are not included i n  the Torpedo 
Tuhs  section. Night Visual Search Table- 
Change Y343" to *434". 

On a l l  cards-On a l l  Advanced Surface Gunnery 

Q. Are "G" ai r  strikcr considered wtre-guidcd 
iop1. l.HI'' 
A. No  

Q. Does a conccald, un-spotted wire-guided 
missile unit become "spotted" whcn i t  attacks 
(Opt. I.BS! 
A. Yes 

THIRD REICH: 

the Avalon H i l l  LcisurcTimtdivision. This r a n k  
Q~~~~~~ . + , , , , , , , , , 3.18 Tablcs, change "Night Action" modificstions t o 0  Q. 1s thc limitalion on axis r ~ e ~  i n  Africa also 

attributed largely t n  its more graph~c and casual lo r  "Star Shell ~n hcx"; to -I for "S. Shell i n  dropped i f  supply can be traced via Ukraine and 

approach to thccasual gamc player. Instead ofthe 2 n  Mapboard . . A . . . . . . - . . - . . . 4'33 Adjacent Hex": to -2 For "Visual": to -3 for Caucaaua? 
traditional warsame counters. FEUDAL utilircs 3. C O ~ D O ~ ~ I I ~ S  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.64 "Radar No, Vis. Cont." A. Yes 
attract~vc thrccdtmcnslonal plaslicfigurerdeptfl- 4. Ease Understanding . . . . . 2-28 
ing kntghtx. archera. men-al-armb, mstlca. crc 
which are dcployed on a plastic peghnard wtth a 5' Completeness Of ' ' ' ' ' 2'33 
square gnd. Thc gamc can k played by 2.3, or 4 6. Play Balance. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2-11 
players-further increastng 11s potentla1 ah a 7. Realkm . + + . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.38 
family-type game. 8. Excitement Level.  . . . . . . . . . 3.58 

The shortcomings o i  such abbtract games to a 
wargamcr dominated audienceare amply demon- 

9' Ove"" Value ' ' ' + ' ' + ' ' A ' ' ' 338 
strated by the r a l i n ~  where the game fares "cry 10. Game Length . . . . . . . . . 1% hour 

A R A B  ISRAELI WARS: 

Q. Uaing the SUPPLY rulc. mn a unit CAT 
allack at doubleor triple strength tsoan Egyptian 
miantry unit with a CAI- strength o i  18 could 
attack with 54 points, using 3 attacks' ammuni- 
tion]? 
A. No! Whenever a unit lircs using its CAT 
multiplier (either i n a  CATattack or Opportunity 
Rre) tt m n  Circ wtth only one attack's worth or 
supply. 

Q. Can airbaacs be voluntarily destroyed? 
A. No. 
Q. May  fleels change base within a iron1 and s w  
m o r t  I n  the anmc turn? 
A. Yeo-so long as the basechange is done i n  the 
Movcmcnt Port ion o f  the turn-not by SR. 
Q. A t  what point I n  the turn muat t h t  East Front 
garrison commitment be honoured? 
A. Beginning and cnd of  every turn 
Q. Are the U.S. and Britain thc only countries 
whosc units may stack together? 
A. Yes-exccpt for  lcnl llalians. 

RICHTHOFEN'S MANEUVER CARDS ;: RU3Uply&yE;AlGN 2.24 1.98 1.85 2.02 2.24 3.07 2.78 2.41 1 78 2.07 28.5 
- 

1 2.26 1.97 1.85 1.82 3.58 2.94 2.38 2.02 1.82 1.92 13.8 
3, W.S. & I.M. 2.34 2.40 307 2.38 2.88 2.39 2.07 1.85 1.88 210 9.2 

Vul. Id. Yu 4 ol' the G t . V E R . 4 I .  prtnltd a Rull. Falling Lcaf. Flat Spin. Irnmclmann. 1-oop. 
barinn1 For RIi H'I-HOFE.\"S IVAR which Now Uive. Side-Slip. Tight Circle. and Vertic-AI 
icrbtured thc u w  uiadeck of27 rnnncurcrcard>to Spin tn an aucrnpt (nut alwa)'% succexuful) to gel 
oupmcnr the nlrr l~;tn~cal rno\crncnt >>stern and rln the enemy's tdil. rnther than just trade shots. 
add n dcprce OF uncenojnt! and cxuitmcnl lo [he This 27 card dcck is prut'es%ionally tllublmted and 
u m c .  Not ju51 a r.~ndom luck elcrncnt. UPC o i lhe prtntcd nnd availahlc lrom Aralon Hi l l  with I 

mnncu\crc:lrd\ i'i dcpcndenl upon huch la~ lnT%d% lnslruurion ~ h c r t  Fnr $2.00 plus usual pustngc and 2 
rurnlnp ability. dlvack positton. and ptlut rk i l l  hnndlinp charge%. Maryland rca~dcntb please add 
(:sing [he maneuver cardb onc can mor t  vividly SS'r pales PAX. 
evecure the clal;sic rnaneuvcra o l  thc day: Barrel I r! 10 

1 ! 
1 

COMING UP NEXT TIME 19. NAPOLEON 
20. FRANCE 1940 
21. JUTLANO 

26. ORIGINS OF WW II 
27. CRETE-MALTA 

AVALON HILL RBG RATING CHART 
The games e re  ranked b y  their cumulat ive swrws wh ich  IS a n  averape of  the 9 categories for each 
game. Wh i l e  it may be  fairly argued that  each category should not weigh equally against theothers. 
we use i t  only as a gene ra l i za t i ondowra l l  rank By breaking down a game's rat ings i n to  lndivldual 
categories the gamer i s  able tod iscern for  himself whe re  t hegame  rs strong or w e a k i n  thequali t ies 
he values the most. Readarsare remindedthat  theGarneLengthcategory ismeasured mmul t ip lesof  
t en  minutes and that a ra t ing of 18 would equal 3 hours. 



Y THE GENERAL 
For the second issue in a row we polled a 

3.44 ratinn with the readers asVol. 15, No. 3 tied 
its predecessor. If nothing else, it at leastproves 
our consistency as the last four issues have 

I 
been rated within .07 of a point. Mark McLaugh- 
lin's lead article on CRETE took top honors in the 

: individual article ratings based on 200 random 
I samples. We're looking forward to seeing more 
' 

of Mark's work in the future. The complete 
listing looked like this: 

Creating a Paratmoper's Hell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Invasion of Malta ................................... 
Another Look at  Third Reich ....... ., .................. 

......................... Scenarios for Crete and Malta 
Squad Leader Simultaneous Movement ............... 
War at Sea and the Russian Navy ..................... 

........ Tournament {Strategic) Level Russian Campaign 
Oownents Wanted Survey ........................... 
Avalon Hill Philmophy ................................ 39 

SQUAD LEADER enthusiasts anxious to get 
the jump on the next gamette in the series have 
been besieging us with requests for the latest 
information on CRESCENDO OF DOOM. Re- 
ports of its availability in January were greatly 
exaggerated and we don't expect to see it before 
June, so save your stamped, self-addressed 
envelopes till then as we won't have any 
information printed up until the game is actually 

< finished. On the brighter side, however, we hope 
to be able to advertise the availability of both 

, MAGIC REALM and BISMARCK in the next 

[ issue. Those who want to get an early jump on 
the~r competition and order them sight unseen 

! may do so by sending us $15 forMAGICREALM 
and/or 5 1 2 for BISMARCK. Please don't expect 

1 delivery before mid-March at the earliest. 

! 
It appears that ORlGlNS '79 has been moved 

back to its original June 22-24 date and will be 
held at Widener College in Chester, PA. Those 
wishing further information should write direct- 
ly to the convention's official address: ORIGINS 
'79, P.O. Box 282, Radnor, PA 19087. We will 
attempt to provide as much detail about the 
convention as we can when we receive it, but we 
can not answer individual inquiries. We are not 
the sponsor and therefore must rely on others to 
provide us with the necessary information. 

CITADEL WARGAMERS is a group based out 
of a Groton, CT hobby shop calledTHE CITADEL. 
Last year this group successfully sponsored a 
bus to ORIGINS IV in Ann Arbor, MI and plans to 
repeat the expedition to Philadelphia and 
ORIGINS V this year. Tentative plans call for a 
Friday morning departure and Sunday evening 
withdrawal with an anticipated fare in the $18- 
$22 range. Interested parties should contact: 
THE CITADEL, 171 Bridge St., Groton, CT 
06340. 

Being billed as the FIRST BIG Con of the 
season is a new offering called the Tippecanoe 
Game Convention in Lafayette, IN sponsored by 
none other than our own John Hill and the 
Purdue University Wargame Club. Among the 
promised attractions is our own Tom Shaw 
holding forth with FOOTBALL STRATEGY 
against all comers and Don Greenwood hosting 
a CROSS OF IRON tournament which should 
serve as a test run for the big doings in 
Philadelphia. The date is May 4th-6th. For 
additional information write: John Hill, P.O. Box 
2071, W. Lafayette, IN 47906. 

It's getting so you can't tell the players 
without a scorecard for watchersof the simula- 
tion gaming scene. Our informants tell us that 
Steve Peek will be leaving Heritage; Richard 
Berg has opened up his own law practice, Mark 
Herman and others have left SPI, and Howard 
Barasch wilt be moving on to Heritage where 
he'll take over as Production Manager. Makes 
one wonder who Brad Hessel will have left to 
face us in the big softball game. 

Hundreds of entrants got our multiple choice 
solution to Contest No. 85, necessitating a 
random drawing for ten winners. Those selected 
were: L. Bucher, Washington, D.C.; S. Oksanen, 
Hansom, M& J. Westkaemper, Meadowbrook, 
PA: E. Robinson, New Haven, CT; D. Griggs, 
Hinesville, GA; C. Rouelle, Hickory, NC; B. 
Kouwenhoven, Baltimore, MD; S. McHenry, 
Lutherville, MD; K. Still, Ft. Bragg, NC; and G. 
Murray, Burlington, ONT. 

The answer to Contest No. 86 was more 
involved than the simple diagram suggested. 
From the previous sonar contacts, it can be 
established that the Harder has expended four 
of its five emergency power factors. To move 
from hex L16 to H7 in four turns requires four 
emergency factors. The Harder is now limited to 
maximum movement of two hexes per turn. It 
cannot use its emergency speed otherwise it 
would be forced to the surface. The Harder's last 
discovered position was H7 which it occupied at 
the end of turn 23. From that point, it has four 
turns at a maximum rateoftwo hexesper turn to 
completely exit the board edge. By the conclu- 
sion of the current turn, it can be nofarther than 
four hexes from the board edge to be able to exit 
by the end of play to win. Note no paft of the sub 
can remain on the board, including the panial 

KUME G4, die 

PAGE 35 
hexes. Printed in blue below are the hexes the 
submarine's bow must occupy bythe endofturn 
25 in order to remain in position to exit the 
board. Two of the hexes, F4 and J4, can be 
ignored by the escorts because when the sub's 
bow occupies either, its stern must be in one of 
the other hexes covered. To guarantee a chance 
of damaging the Harder, the escorts must place 
at least one depth charge in each of these hexes. 

The number of hits the Hsrder has received 
can also k ascertained. From sonar contact 
made on the 24th turn, it is known that the 
Harder occupied Hex H7 during the previous (23) 
turn. Kume's depth charge attack at H7 on H23, 
therefore, hit Harder on its bow.The Harder had 
fired torpedoes on the turn previous and 
subsequent to this depth charge attack. It could 
be no deeper than 125 ft. on turn 23, otherwise, 
it could not have risen to the maximum legal 
depth of 100 ft on the next turn to fire the 
torpedoes. It could not have been on the 
surface or at 25 ft.. otherwise, it could not have 
been contacted by sonar search. At the time of 
the depth charge attack, it must have been at a 
depth of between 50 and 125 ft. Knowing the die 
rolls for each attack, it can be determined thatat 
50 ft., the Harder would have received two hits; 
at 75 and 100 ft., it would have received three 
hits; and at 125 ft., it would have received four 
hits. If theHsrderwas at any depth otherthan 50 
ft., it would have received enough hits to force it 
to the surface. In this case, it could not reach the 
board edge in time to win, since it is not 
permitted to move until it reaches the surface. 
This would take three turns at the earliest. 

Therefore, if the Harder has any chance to 
win, it must have been at a depth of 50 ft. at the 
end of turn 23. Since the sub fired torpedoes in 
turn 24, it must remain at thesame depth of 50 
ft, in turn 24. In the turn of the contest, the 
Harder could have risen to 25 ft, or dived to 100 
ft. Any depth charge set to explodeat either 50or 
75 ft. will have at least a 33 1 /3% chance of 
causing one point of damage. This, of course, 
would stop the subs move until it reached the 
surface where the escorts could block it from 
exiting the board in time. 

Sequence 
Previous of Movement 
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il 
READER BUYER'S GUIDE II I! 

! 

~IITL~: RAIL BARON 
]I 

%lZ.OO g 
I Empire Building dudng the Golden Age 
! of Railroads I r 

INSTRUCTIONS: Rate sl! eategorls by placinpa 
r m m h  ranging from 1 through 0 in fin ap- 
propriate spsces W thn right I1 equating excel- 
lent 5-arsrags; and @terrible). EXCEPTION: 
Rate ltsm No. 10 In terms of minutes nacessary 
to play gamn as recorded in 1C-minute i w E .  

mnnts. EXAMPLE: I f  you'w found that i t  takes 
two snd a half hours to play FRANCE 1940, you 
would qive it a GAME LENGTH rating of "15." 

Participate in these rwiews only lf you are 
familiar w i h  h e  game In question. 

I 1. Physical lluality 
j 2. Mapbud 
j 3. Compnmts 
: 4. tare of U n d ~ s t a a l i n ~  
1 5. Coulleteness of L l a s  
i 6. Play B a l r r e  
I 1. ledis1 
I I. E ~ r i t e m e ~ t  l w e l  
1 9. Overall Value 
j 10. h m e  Lelgth 
: T b  review sheet may be cut out, photompind. i or ,mplely drawn on a asparate sheet Of paw.  
r Mall ~t to our 4517 Harford Road addram with 
j yarr mtefi entry or opponents wanted d. Mark 
; such wrrerporrdem to the attnntlon of the R & : 0 D e w m e n t  
I I 

j S ~ ~ R B  B LO rarimd next: 

Opponent Wanted 2 5 ~  
1. Want-ads will beacwpted only whcnprinicd on thisformorafa~s~mleandmust beaccompanW bya 
2Se token ftc. N o  rtfunds. 
2. For Sale. Trade, or Wanted to Buy ads will btaccepled only whtndcaling with collector's items(games 
no longer available from AH) and arc accompanied by a 51.00 token fee. 
3. Insen copy on lines provlded (25 word maximurnland print name, addrcss and pbontnumber on the 
appropriate linea. 
4. PRINT-if illtgiblt your ad will not be pnnted. 
5. So that as many ads can be printedas po~ ib le  withinour limitul upact wcmy~cst that youuseofFcinl 
slate abbreviations flu well as the gamc abbreviations listcd bclow. 
Arab Israeli Wars = AlW, Afrika Korps = AK; Alcxandcr = Alex: Anzio= Anz; M u l t  on Crac =AOC; 
Bmttle of the Bulge = 88: Bismarck = Big: Blitzkrieg = BL: Caesar's Legions = CL: Caesar =CAE: 
Ctranccllorsvillt = Chan; Cwcndo of Doom = COD: Crosr of lron = C01: D-Day = DD: Diplomacy= 
Dip; Dune; France 1940 = Fr 40; Face to Face = FTF, Fortrens Europa = FE Gtttysburg = Get '64 or.77; 
Iurland = Jut: Kingmaker = KM: Kriegspiel = Krieg  Luftwmffe = LW; Magic Realm = MR; Marnon = 
MarMidnay = Mid; Napohn = Nap; Origins of WWlI = Orig; Pamrblitz = PB: Panzcr Ltadtr = PL: 
Pky By Mail = PBM: Richthofen's War = RW; 1776: Squad Leader = SL; Staling~ad ='Grad; Starship 
Troopen = SST; Submarine = S~b:Tactics 1I=Tac;ThcLongcsl Day=TLD:Tht RisingSun=TRS:fhe 
R w k n  Campaign = TRC: Third Reich = 3R: T o b ~ k  =Tob,Trireme = Tri; Victory inthe Pac i f~  = VITP; 
War at Sea = WAS; Waterloo = Wat; Wooden Ships BL Iron Mcn = WSIM. 

NAME PHONE 

ADDRESS 

CITY S T A T E  ZIP 

I CONTEST NO. 87 
It is 1500 June 5, 1942 in a game of MIDWAY. The combined 

Japanese fleet save for the five ships of the Yumoto group are on H5G 
where they have just completed the invasion of Midway island. Twelve 
zones away in D5G, the Yamaro group is searching for the American 
fleet which has thus far evaded detection throughout the entire course of 
the game. The combined US fleet lies in B3D and is in striking distance 
of the Yamato group which it has sighted. 

The American player, behind ingame points 15-5 due to the outcome 
of the Midway invasion, decides to attack the Yarnato group and sinkat 
least I6 points worth of Japanese ships, enough to take a 21-15 lead, and 
then use the approaching nightfall to make good his escape and evade 
detection thereafter. He is ill-prepared for his task however, having 
earlier shuttled 5 torpedo factors to Midway for 5 extra dive bombers, 
and now has a total of IOT, 26F and41Dfactors available for the strike. 
With this force available, the American can be 100% certain of 

destroying at least 16 points of Japanese vessels regardless of any other 
consideration. How? To solve the contest merely draw the number and 
type of attacking planes which you would use in your attack, given the 
Japanese defense shown below, in the appropriate rectangle with an 
arrow pointing to thecorrect target. For example, if you wished to make 
a torpedo attack with 3 factors on the starboard side of the Mtltsu, you 
would simply print T3 in rectangle X. REMINDER: The point values of 
the Ymatu  group are as follows: Yamato 10, Nogoto, 8, Mutsu, 8 ,  
Hosho. 4, Sendai, 2. 

For purposes of this contest, no anvil, wave, B17, or one-way 
suicide attacks are permissible. 

SURVEY: 
I. Yes No 
2. Yes No 
3.DYe3 O N o  

Ten winning entries will receive certificates redeemable for free AH 
merchandise. To be valid an entry must be received prior to the mailing of 
the next GENERALand include a numerical rating for the issueas a whole 
as well as list the best 3 articles. The solution will be a n n o u n ~ d  in the next 
issue and the winners in the following issue. 

t ISSUE AS A W H O L L . .  . (Rat r l rom I to 10: w i l t 1  equating rxrrllml. 10. lerrible) 

NAME 

ADDRESS 



THE GENERAL 

Tk3 Charles Roberts .- - -- -- _w - .  
I 

--I I - d 

The follow in^ Game and Magazine titles 
have been submltted by the publlshers for 
this nomination ballot. These lists should 
be considered as guidelines only. Feel free 
to vote for any game or magazine not 
listed that was published dur ing 1978. 
Flnal voting wlll be at Orlglns 79. 

PRE TWENTIETH CENTURY 
Acre (SPI) 
Agincourt (SPI) 
(Battle of the) Agincourt (GDW) 
Alma (SPI) 
(Battle of the) Alma (GDW) 
The Art of Siege (SPI) 
Balaclava (SPI) 
Blenheim (WWW) 
Constantinople (SPI) 
Crimean War (SPI 
The Crusades (SPI) 
Dresden 1813 (SG) 
Le Grand Empire (SC) 
Gullford Courthouse (GDW) 
lnkerrnan (SPI) 
Lille (SPI) 
Lobosltz (GDW) 
Napoleon (AH) 
Napoleon at Bay (OSG) 
Marston Moor WWW) 
t La Bataille de Preussisch-Eylau (ME) 
Sevastopol (SPI) 
t Source of the Nile (DG) 
Stone wall (SPI) 
System 7 (GDW) 
Tchernaya (SPI) 
Tyre (SPI) 

20TH CENTURY 
Assault on Crete (AH) 
Atlantic Wall (SPI) 
The Brusilov Offenslve (SPI) 
Caporetto, 191 7 (SPI) 
Battle for Cassino (SPI) 
Cross of Iron (AH) 
Descent on Crete (SPI) 
Desert Rats (SG) 
The Great War in the East (SPI) 
To the Green Fields Beyond (SPI) 
I.J.N. (SC) 
Indian Ocean Adventure (GDW) 
Kesselring (WWW) 
Kharkov (SPI) 
The Next War (SPI) 
1942! (GDW) 
Operation Crusader (GDW) 
Operation Condor (WWW) 
Operation Typhoon (SPI) 
Panzerkrieg (OSG) 
Quebec Llbre! (SC) 

Red Sun Rising (SPI) 
Rommel and Tunlsla (OSG) 
Serbia1 Galicia (SP1) 
Submarine (AH) 
Tannenburg (SPI) 
t Tokyo Express (TCR) 
Up Scope! (SPI) 
Verdun (GDW) 
Von Hindenburg in Poland (SPI) 
War in the Paclflc (SPI) 

FUTURiSTIC AND FANf ASY 
Gamma World (TSR) 
Iliad (GDW) 
Mayday (GDW) 
Objective: Moscow (SPI) 
Swords and Sorcery (SPI) 

PHYSICAL SYSTEMS 
AND GRAPHICS 

Any game is e l ig ib le for the Best 
Physlcal Systems and Grephlca in a 
Game award. 

PROFESSIONAL MAGAZINES 
Campaign (LE) 
The Dragon (TSR) 
Flre and Movement (BP) 
The General (AH) 
Little Wars nSR) 
Moves (SPI) 
The Spartan (BG) 
Strategy and Tactics (SPI) 
The Wargamer (WWW) 

AMATEUR MAGAZINES 
Aerodrome (TSR) 
Perfldlous Albion (CV) 
Signal (JM) 
Swabbers (MC) 
Tributary (DG) 

AMATEUR GAME 
Those games In the lists marked wlth a 
dagger ( t )  are 'amateur' games, and 
are eligible in both the Best Game of 
Period and the Beat Amateur Game 
catagorles. Once again, thls is a 
guideline only. 

HALL OF FAME 
Any person or group, Game or Publica- 
tion that is, or has been associated wlth 
wargaming Is eligible for the Hall of 
Fame award, except these previous 
winners: Charles Roberts, Don 
Trurnbull, James Dunnigan, Tom Shaw, 
and Redrnond Slmonsen. Unlike the 
other catagories, voting for the Hall of 
Fame award wlll not be done at Origins 
This is the ballot for this award. 

Ballots should be sent to any of the 
following addresses: 

Charles Roberts Awards 
c/o Baron Publishing Go. 

P. 0. Box 820 
La Puente, CA 91747 

Charles Roberts Awards 
4 5  Carleton Street 

Oromocto, NB 
Canada E2V 2C8 

H. Patterson 
'Finches' 

7 Cambridge Road 
Beaconstleld 

Bucks, UK HP9 1 HW 

Ballots must be postmarked no later 
than March 31st, 1979 


